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A b s t r a c t
Laser-produced plasmas are formed when shoit pulse, high power lasers are focused 
onto a surface Applications range from VUV /  X-ray sources for lithography, 
microscopy and radiography to X-ray lasers, thin him deposition, analytical spec­
troscopy and electron /  ion beam generation A battery  of particle and optical 
techniques are currently being used to fully characterise the properties of laser- 
produced plasmas
Over the past forty years much experimental and theoretical /  com putational work 
has focussed on the generation and expansion of L P P ’s in vacuum Recently how­
ever, the dynamics of L P P ’s expanding into background gasses has received in­
creased interest This has been driven by the need to control the growth condi­
tions of thin films produced using pulsed laser deposition The dynamics of L P P ’s 
expanding into background gasses are very different from tha t of the vacuum case 
and leads to plume splitting and shaipernng effects
Although much is known about the properties of laser-produced plasmas expanding 
m vacuum and into background gasses, very little is known about the expansion and 
interaction of a LPP into another LPP The aim of this project is the study of this 
system, colliding laser-produced plasmas Colliding plasma experiments may be 
cast as a model system for atmospheric and /  or astrophysical colliding systems, for 
example when tracer elements are injected into supersonic winds at high altitude or 
collisionless plasma interaction in young supernova remnants Colliding plasmas 
have also been considered as a possible solution to the problem of particulate 
deposition m PLD
In order to study colliding plasmas m this work we have used, primarily, three 
diagnostic techniques VUV photoabsorption imaging was used in order to track 
the evolution of dark plume m atter, or non-emitting plasma species residing m 
ground and m etastable states We have also performed combined conventional 
gated CCD imaging and imaging spectroscopy to study excited species m the 
interaction region
x ix
C h a p t e r  1
I n t r o d u c t io n
1.1 Thesis Structure
This thesis has been divided into eight chapters A short descnption of the contents
of each chapter is given below to aid the reader m navigating this thesis
Chapter One gives a brief overview of the motivations for studying colliding 
laser-produced plasmas A short suivey of the im portant papers published 
to date on colliding plasmas has been provided
Chapter Two discusses all of the relevant theoretical background required for 
the analysis and discussion of the experimental and computational results 
presented in the results chapters of the thesis Basic atomic processes in 
plasmas and theim odynam ic equilibrium models are outlined
Chapter Three outlines the specific theory relating to the plasma diagnostics 
used m this work A broad introduction to  plasma diagnostics is followed 
by a detailed description of photoabsorption imaging as well as the theory 
behind the extraction of plasma param eters from such images A discussion 
on spectral line broadening mechanisms and methods for extracting plasma 
parameters from spectroscopic measurements has been piesented
Chapter Four provides a detailed description of the experimental systems used 
during this work The VUV photoabsorption imaging facility (VPIF), spec­
1
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trally filtered time-resolved emission imaging and time-resolved imaging spec­
troscopy setups are discussed The capabilities and limitations of these sys­
tem  are outlined
Chapter Five presents results and analysis of VUV photoabsorption imaging 
studies of single and colliding laser-produced plasmas Equivalent w idth im­
ages and column density maps are calculated and discussed D ata acquisition 
procedures using the VP IF are also outlined
Chapter Six presents time and space-resolved imaging spectroscopy results of 
the interaction region between colliding calcium plasmas Results from spec­
trally filtered time-resolved ICCD imaging of the evolution and interaction 
dynamics are also presented, discussed and analysed
Chapter Seven describes in detail the implementation and application of a ra­
diation transport model developed to explain spectroscopic results obtained 
during this work and presented m chapter six
Chapter Eight concludes the work by providing a sum m ary of all of the results 
presented in the thesis Suggestions for possible future experimental and 
com putational work are discussed
Appendix A  provides reference material to aid the reader A list of all notation 
used m this thesis along with a description of their meaning and the location 
of the first instance of their use A list of abbreviations used m this thesis 
and their meanings is also provided
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1.2 Review of Colliding Laser-Produced Plasmas
Plasmas produced by the focussing of laser beams onto solid targets have been 
the object of intensive theoretical and experimental work since the development of 
high-powei lasers m the eaily 1960’s This research is still vigorous to this day and 
is fuelled both by the fundamental physics interest m laser-solid /  laser-plasma 
interactions and by the more recent applied requirements of materials process­
ing technology The number of applications of laser-produced plasm a’s (L PP’s) 
has steadily grown throughout the years and now ranges from Vacuum Ultravio­
let (VUV) /  X-ray sources for lithography, microscopy and radiography to X-ray 
lasers, thm  him deposition, analytical spectroscopy, electron /  ion beam generation 
and quantitative elemental analysis of samples [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
As the number of applications of L P P ’s grew so too did the list of particle and 
optical diagnostic techniques available to study their characteristics, these include 
emission /  absorption spectroscopy, laser-mduced fluorescence, mass spectrome­
try, Langmuir probes, mterferometry, Thompson scattering and a host of imaging 
techniques [6 , 7, 8 ]
In spite of these developments the m ajority of the research carried out on L P P ’s to 
date has been on the study of single element, single plasm a expansion in vacuum 
Even though considerable effort has been spent on this specific system the expan­
sion dynamics of laser-produced plasmas remains incompletely understood This is 
due mainly to the transient nature of lasei-produced plasmas, whose characteristics 
evolve quickly and aie strongly dependent on irradiation conditions such as laser 
intensity, wavelength, pulse length and spot size, as well as the number of mecha­
nisms tha t are involved m the laser-solid /  laser-plasma interaction and subsequent 
plume expansion These mechanisms include lasei absorption, heating, melting, 
evaporation, expansion, ionisation, radiation, recombination and condensation
Improvements m laser technology throughout the 60’s and 70’s shifted the theoret­
ical and experimental research focus from the m oderate energy regime (106 — 10 10 
W cm-2) to the ultra-m tense (>  1015 Wcm-2) driven primarily by fusion experi­
ments [6 ] and more recently by X-ray lasers [3] However since the early 90’s the 
growth m the semiconductor industry and the need to manufacture thm  films has 
generated strong interest m Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) of thm  films, which
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predominantly uses plasmas generated with moderate energy nanosecond pulses [9] 
A detailed understanding of the processes involved m the generation, expansion 
and deposition of plasmas m this energy regime is critically im portant to control 
and optimise the processing of these films
PLD has also recently focussed attention on the interaction of laser-produced plas­
mas with a background gas due to the need m PLD to tailor the composition of 
the thin films and control the conditions under which the films are grown The 
expansion dynamics of a laser-produced plasma expanding into a background gas 
is very different to th a t of a plasm a expanding in vacuo and is poorly understood 
Ablation into a gas results m shock waves and expansion fronts as well as plume 
splitting and sharpening effects [1 0 ] tha t are not seen in expansion into vacuum 
Although little work has been done on the expansion of laser-produced plasmas 
into a background gas, considerably less work has been carried out on the inter­
action of plasmas expanding into other plasmas During this collision process, the 
plasmas do not merge and decay m a simple manner, instead a dram atic configura­
tional transform ation is observed during which increased emission from the overlap 
or interaction region is recorded [11] This plasma-plasma interaction is a major 
focus of this work and this thesis
Colliding plasmas occur m very many situations, predominantly astrophysical but 
recently a number of possible applications of colliding laser-produced plasmas have 
emerged These include, m the design of indirect drive mertial confinement fusion 
hohlraums [12], m the field of X-ray lasers [3] and as a possible solution to cluster 
formation and deposition problems in PLD [13]
Astiophysically, the free expansion of stellar ejecta into interstellar media is a 
naturally occurring colliding plasm a phenomenon th a t has been subject to high 
resolution astronomical observation The scale and complexity of the events in­
volved make them  a significant challenge for current numerical simulation, making 
a direct experimental approach particularly helpful [14] Although the absolute 
physical scalcs (lengths, times, densities) of these astrophysical phenomena differ 
greatly from th a t of colliding laser-produced plasmas the relevance and ability of 
laboiatory experiments to simulate these events rests on detailed scaling analysis 
of specific properties of the plasmas Recently Woolsey et al [14] published re­
sults of just such experiments m which they address specific aspects of collisionless 
plasma interaction m a young supernova remnant using milhmetre-scale counter
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stream ing colliding laser-produced plasmas
Initial experiments on colliding plasmas were performed m the late 1960’s and early 
1970’s Rumsby et al [15] published the first significant paper on colliding plasma 
plumes during this period m 1974 They investigated the expansion and interac­
tion of two laterally colliding carbon plasma plumes generated next to each other 
on a flat surface Time-mtegrated photographs and photon scattering techniques 
were used to study the expansion dynamics and the plasm a param eters from the 
interaction region for different plume separations
After this paper very little was published on colliding plasmas until the early 1990’s 
Since then there has been considerably increased experimental and computational 
interest m the held of colliding laser-produced plasmas Numerous target configu­
rations and diagnostic techniques have been employed to elucidate the interaction 
dynamics of plasmas initiated with various irradiance conditions In what follows, 
results of the most im portant of these papers are summarised
In 1992 Begimkulov et al [16] investigated the collision of two plasmas generated 
next to each other on a flat surface in vacuum and at various background gas pres­
sures They generated the plasmas by splitting a high-power (8  J  in 8  ns) ruby laser 
into two parts by placing a glass wedge prism into the beam, deflecting a portion 
at a slight angle before focussing the two beams onto beryllium and aluminium 
targets They recorded time and wavelength (visible) integrated photographs of 
the colliding plumes as well as charge specific spectroheliograms to track the dis­
tribution of selected ion stages Figure 1 1 shows an example image set taken from 
this paper m which they vary the separation (Ar) between the two beryllium plas­
mas, to examine the effect it has on the interaction legion formed between the two 
plumes Their mam concern howevei was the angular scatter pa ttern  of ions of 
different multiplicity within the interaction region and they developed a numerical 
model which gave good agreement with the pattern  observed m their experiments
The following year Vick et al [12] used the technique of buried tracer layers and 
an X-ray pmhole camera as well as X-ray spectroscopy to study the interaction of 
aluminium plasmas The Aluminium target was buried beneath layers of parylene 
(CH) of varying thickness The Nd-YAG laser (9 6 J  m 900 ps) needed to ablate the 
CH overcoat before reaching the aluminium target, hence by varying the overcoat 
thickness the time history of the evolution could be studied with a tim e-m tegrated
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Figure 1 1 Region of interaction of Be plasma flows (a) Ai =  6 mm, (c) Ar = 4 mm, 
(b) and (d) Ai = 2 5 mm (beam d itigus diffoi) (Aftei Btgimkulov et al [16])
camera Emission from the CH overcoat was filtered out using a beryllium filter 
Figure 1 2 shows a sequence of images taken from this paper in which targets with 
varying overcoat thickness were used X-ray spectra were recorded (55  — 8 A) 
fiom the region between the two plasmas Theoretical spectra were fitted to the 
experimental spectra using the RATION code, yielding electron tem peratures of 
~  580 eV and densities of the order of 1020 cm -3  A 2-D single fluid hydrodynamic 
code (IZANAMI) was used to model the expansion of a single plasma under the 
same conditions and was compared w ith the recorded images
The most active group m the held of colliding laser-produced plasmas is located 
in the Inst it u t fur Expenm entaphysik Ruhr-Universat m Bochum Germany Be­
tween 1997 and 2001 they produced eight papers on colliding plasmas The first 
of these papers Ruhl et al [17] examined the possibility tha t charge-exchange col­
lisions during the interaction of a “hot” (C (VII)) and “cold” (C (III)) plasma 
could be responsible for enhanced emission from the C (VI) Balmer-alpha line 
The premise of their experiment was based on the fact tha t for certain collision 
processes, theoretical calculations predict large charge exchange cross-sections m 
spite of strong Coulomb repulsion for highly charged ions These cross-sections 
are only large if the relative collision velocities of the ions is very high (~  1 0 7 
cms-1 ) Counter streaming laser-produced plasmas provided the high collision 
velocities requued, thereby providing an ideal scenario to test these theoretical
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Figure 1 2 Time-mtegiated x-ray pinhole images fxom four CH-A1-CH layeied targets 
irradiated by a nonumform laser beam of spatial periodicity 112 fim  The x-ray emission 
originates pnmarily fiom the aluminium layer buried at depths of 0 54, 0 24, 0 12 and 
0 0 //m for targets (a)-(d) respectively (After Vick et al [12])
predictions Tim e-integrated XUV spectroscopy (6  — 24 nm) of the collision region 
was used as a diagnostic and increased emission was observed from the C (VI) 
Balmer-alpha line from the collision region when compared with spectra obtained 
from single plasm a expansion This paper was followed by five more papers on 
charge-exchange collisions m colliding L P P ’s
The second paper m 1998 by Henc-Baitohc et al [18] examined the lateral collision 
of two boron-m tnde plasmas using tim e-m tegrated VUV spectroscopy (16 — 34 
nm) Intensities of nitrogen and boron lines were compared between colliding and 
non-colliding plasmas generated using the same irradiance conditions The authors 
observed a significant decrease in the intensity of boron emission, w hile no effect 
was witnessed in the nitrogen lines The authors ruled opacity out as a possi­
ble explanation for this observation, as the line profiles do not show pronounced 
symptoms of optical thickness A slight enhancement however was observed in 
the emission from the B (V) Balmer-alpha line, which was interpreted as a sign of 
charge-exchange between fully ionised boron and B (III) ions
In the th ird paper by the Bochum group on colliding laser-produced plasmas, 
charge-exchange collisions between a “hot” dense and a “cold” rarefied Al plas­
mas were studied In an addition to the previous experiments time-resolved XUV 
pmhole photography was performed on the colliding plasmas, as well as XUV 
spectroscopy A head-on collision between the two plasmas was enabled by a novel 
target configuration A nanow  capillary was drilled through a 1 mm thick Al 
plate with a diam eter equal to the beam waist of the laser A second Al plate was
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placed 2 mm behind it A cold plasma is generated a t the edges of the capillary as 
the laser passes through and strikes the back plate Electron tem peratures were 
estim ated to be 60, 15 and 18 eV for the hot, cold and collision region respectively 
No evidence of charge-exchange was observed m the collision region from analysis 
of line intensity ratios
The next three papers Aschke et al [19], Harilal et al [20] and Harilal et al [21], used 
the same experimental setups and diagnostic techniques Time-resolved XUV pin­
hole imaging and time-resolved XUV spectroscopy were used to search for charge- 
exchange collisions In all three cases the plasmas were generated using a 6 J m 
15 ns ruby laser, th a t was focussed onto an angled target configuration thereby 
producing orthogonally colliding plasmas
Aschke et al [19] again attem pted  to confirm theoretical predictions of very high 
cross-sections for charge-exchange collisions, this tim e however between He-like 
aluminium and Al (IV) ions Intensity comparisons were made between the sum 
of the individual spectra of the non-colliding plasmas with the spectra obtained 
from the collision region A significant increase m the intensity of emission from 
the n  =  3 level of Al (XI) was observed at early time-scales, when the plasmas first 
collide, as was predicted by the charge-exchange calculations [19]
Two papers by Harilal et al [20, 21] m 2001 both explored the interaction of “hot” 
and “cold” magnesium plasmas XUV pmhole images and spectra of the collision 
region were presented m both papers Figure 1 3 shows an image set taken from 
Harilal et al [20], and represents the highest quality sequence of images published 
on colliding plasmas to date Time-resolved spectra showed selective enhancement 
of certain transitions at short time delays and general enhancements at longer time 
delays, leading the authors to conclude tha t the plasm as interpenetrate at short 
time delays and stagnate a t longer time delays enhancing emission purely due to 
density build-up at the stagnation front
The final two papers by the Bochum group, Harilal et al [11] and Atwee et al [22] 
concentrate on the characterisation of the collision region between colliding plasma 
plumes Harilal et al [11] use time-resolved XUV pin-hole imaging only to study 
the interaction between counter-propagating magnesium plasmas In particular 
they studied the effect tha t two different target geometries had on the interaction 
region produced In the first case pulses from a Ruby laser (6  J, 15 ns) were
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Figure 1.3: Time evolution of colliding plasmas recorded using a 50 fim pinhole camera. 
The time given in the pictures is the delay of the gate pulse after the laser pulse maximum. 
The gate width was set at 5 ns. The foci were separated by a distance of 0.75 mm. (After 
Harilal et al [20])
split in two using a moveable glass wedge and focussed to two spots on a flat 
magnesium slab, allowing the plasmas to collide laterally. In the second case, two 
magnesium slabs were positioned at 90° to each other, allowing the plasmas to 
collide orthogonally. The separation between the plumes was varied using two 
glass wedges with different acute angles, providing distances of 0.75 and 1.5 mm 
between the spot positions. XUV emission from the plasmas was limited to times 
<  100  ns. A jet-like interaction region was observed between the two plasma 
plumes using both target configurations. Varying the spot separation appeared 
only to vary the time delay at which the interaction region was formed, due to the 
increased transit time before interaction. The lifetime of the interaction region was 
found to be longer than the lifetime of the prim ary “feeding” plasmas in all cases.
Atwee et al [2 2 ] continued the exploration of XUV emission from colliding plasmas
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by performing tim e-m tegrated XUV pmhole imaging and tim e-m tegrated XUV 
spectroscopy on orthogonally colliding boron-mtride plasmas Electron tem per­
atures were calculated using relative line intensities m the case of orthogonally 
colliding and single plasm a expansion on a flat surface A tem perature increase 
of up to 50% was observed m the collision region for certain distances from the 
target surface The conversion of directed kinetic energy into therm al energy as 
the plasmas slow down and stagnate is considered to be the most probable reason 
for the observed tem perature enhancement
The most serious attem pt made to date a t com putational modelling of the in­
teraction region between colliding laser-produced plasmas was performed at the 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory m the U S A  Rambo and Denavit [23] 
developed a one-dimensional multi-fluid hydrodynamics model to study the transi­
tion regime between stagnation and interpenetration Stagnation was said to occur 
a t the interface between the two plasmas if the lon-ion mean-free path  Au was much 
smaller than the gradient scale length D  of the colliding fronts (A„ <C D), which 
in this case is taken to  be the m ter-target separation In this situation the interac­
tion takes place over a narrow interface region between the two plasmas, resulting 
m large tem perature increases and the formation of shock waves On the other 
hand interpenetration was said to occur when the lon-ion mean-free path was much 
greater than the characteristic scale length (Au D) Here, the plasmas inter­
penetrate considerably and interact over a large extended spatial region Rambo 
and Denavit [23] endeavoured to study the intermediate regime where AM «  D, in 
this situation partial interpenetration followed by a moderate stagnation occurs 
A colhsionality param eter £ was defined to relate the two factors that dictate the 
form the interaction will most likely take, ((  =  D /X n ) The higher the value of 
the colhsionality param eter the more likely it is th a t stagnation will occur a t the 
plasma interface Changing the colhsionality of a system experimentally may be 
performed in a number of ways The two most im portant of these are (l) changing 
the separation between the plasmas, (n) changing the particle number density in 
the plume by varying the on-target irradiance
The Rambo and Denavit [23] papei of 1994 was followed up m 1995 by a paper 
by Rambo and Procassmi [24] in which direct comparisons were made between 
the multifluid model previously developed and a kinetic Monte-Carlo Particle-In- 
Cell (MC-PIC) code The two differing approaches to modelling colliding plasmas
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were m substantial agreement on the dominant ou tpu t features, typically withm 
10  — 2 0 % of each other
The final two papers of note on colliding laser-produced plasmas were led by a 
French group at Laboratoire pour l’Utilisation des Lasers Intenses, CNRS, Ecole 
Poly technique, Palaiseau Cedex
Rancu et al [25] studied the collision of laser-exploded A1 /  A1 and A1 /  Mg foils 
using X-ray spectroscopy A very flexible target geometry was used m these ex­
periments, plasmas are produced at the rear side of two thm  foils placed in close 
proximity to each other This configuration allows easy and accurate manipulation 
of the inter-target separation This allowed the authors to precisely vary the veloc­
ity and density with which the plasmas collide, giving them  complete control over 
the colhsionahty of the system Thus allowed them  explore the boundary between 
inteipenetration and stagnation regimes Two X-ray spectrometers, with differing 
spectral resolutions simultaneously observed the interaction region between the 
foils Ion tem peratures were mferied from the recorded spectra by fitting them 
with simulated spectra generated by the colhsional radiative code FLY Ion tem ­
peratures of the order of 20 — 27 keV were determ ined and electron densities of 
>  1022 cm -3  were calculated for laser lrradiances of 5 x 1013 Wcm -2
Finally Chenais-Popovics et al [26] (1996) studied in greater detail the interaction 
of Al /  Al and Al /  Mg foils with the same X-iay spectrometers Monochromatic 
X-ray imaging of the mtei action region was also employed as well as multi-fluid 
modelling using the MULTIF code They observed th a t when the m ter-target sep­
aration is large (l e the relative collision velocity is large) the plasmas interpene­
tra te  considerably leading to a broad collision region The larger the separation the 
more cfficicnt the interpenetration due to the almost linear relationship between 
the m ter-target separation and the relative collision velocities For low velocities 
and high densities the plasmas did not interpenetrate and the ion kinetic energy 
was converted very locally m time and space into therm al energy, generating shock 
fronts tha t propagate back into the plasmas [26]
In this work we have examined a param eter space th a t has been largely over-looked 
in the literature to date The m ajority of the work published on colliding plasmas 
has focussed on the study of X-ray and XUV emission from the interaction region 
Emission m these spectral ranges enables authors to  study the dynamics of hot,
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dense, highly charged regions of the plumes a t short time delays after plasma ini­
tiation and interaction We have concentrated our efforts on the interaction of low 
density, low tem perature PLD-hke plasma plumes using predominantly diagnostic 
techniques m the visible spectral range and over relatively long time-scales (<  1 
Ms)
We have performed spectrally filtered time-resolved visible emission imaging and 
spatially and temporally-resolved visible imaging spectroscopy on the interaction 
between counter-streaming colliding calcium plasmas We have also performed 
VUV photoabsorption imaging of single and colliding calcium plumes m order 
to determine the spatial distribution of ground state  non-emittm g plume species 
During the course of our spectroscopic work we encountered very strong radiation 
trapping m the 3 p64 s(2S i/2)-3p64 p(2P 3/2,i/2) Ca+ doublet at 393 36 and 396 68  
nm A com putational model was implemented to simulate this effect and was 
subsequently used as a diagnostic tool to extract plasma param eters from spectra 
obtained from the interaction region between colliding calcium plasmas
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C h a p t e r  2
T h e o r e t ic a l  B a c k g r o u n d
2.1 Plasma Definition
Plasm a is m atter m a s tate  of partial or complete ionisation Ionisation occurs when 
electrons are removed from neutral atoms during the absorption of energy from 
an external source The resultant assembly of electrons and ions needs to satisfy 
certain criteria m order th a t it be defined as being plasma One such criterion 
stipulates tha t the electrons and ions maintain overall electrical neutrality for the 
lifetime of the plasma such th a t
n f = Y ^ n zz (2 1)
where n e is the election density and n z is the density of ions of charge z [ 1 | An­
other defining characteristic of a plasma is its “collective response” to perturbing 
agents This is due to the fact th a t the Coulombic forces between charged par­
ticles m plasmas are strong and long-range By this we mean th a t each particle 
interacts and has influence over many of its near neighbours, whereas neutral (gas) 
particles interact weakly and only over short distances Collective phenomena may 
be regarded as the basic defining criterion [1] for plasmas The distance beyond 
which collective influences dom inate over Coulombic force due to an individual ion 
is known as the Debye length \ D
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where eo 1S the permitivity of free space, k>Q is the B oltzm ann’s constant, T  is the 
plasm a tem perature and e is the electron charge In order to satisfy the collective 
response criterion [1], the length of the plasm a L, m ust be at least one order of 
m agnitude greater than the Debye length [2]
L > 10XD (2 3)
An extension of the Debye length definition is the concept of the Debye sphere 
N o  It states th a t the number of particles contained withm a sphere of radius \ q 
m ust be much larger than unity
N d =  ^ \ 3d »  1 (2 4)
An ion can only influence and be influenced by the ions th a t reside within its Debye 
sphere This is the case for most plasmas but at extremely high ion densities the 
relationship (equation 2 4) may break down due to the fact th a t the Debye length 
decreases with increasing ion density and may become smaller than the ion sphere 
radius [2] The most im portant collective characteristic of plasmas are the wavehke 
motions th a t are superimposed onto the random motions of individual particles 
The electron wave is the most basic of these and oscillates a t the plasma frequency 





where m e and e are the electron mass and charge Such plasma waves are due to 
electrons oscillating m unison relative to the comparably static  ion background [3| 
The plasma frequency plays a critical role in the laser-plasma interaction, as will 
be discussed m section 2 2 2
2.2 Plasma Initiation
Laser produced plasmas are formed when high intensity lasei light interacts with a 
target The properties and expansion dynamics of the plasmas produced are very 
sensitive to the conditions used to generate them  Laser pulse length, wavelength, 
spot size, intensity, even pulse shape are all im portant factors, equally so are the 
properties of the target material such as, atomic weight, density, surface reflectiv­
ity, conductivity, melting and boiling points The generation of L P P ’s with high 
irradiance pulses can be divided into three distinct regimes
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(i) The interaction of laser light with the target material, causing heating, melt­
ing and evaporation
(n) The interaction of lasei light with the evaporated m aterial as well as an 
isothermal expansion, perpendicular to the target surface
(in) An adiabatic expansion of the plume m vacuum
The first two of these regimes take place during the laser pulse, while the third 
begins at its term ination The following two sub-sections will deal with the laser- 
solid and laser-plasma interaction ab im to , while m section 2 3 we will discuss 
plasma expansion dynamics during and after the laser pulse
2 2 1 Laser-Solid Interaction
W hen laser light impinges on a metallic target some fraction of the radiation is 
reflected at the surface while the rest penetrates to a distance known as the skm
where uj is the angular frequency of the radiation, fx is the ta rg e t’s magnetic per­
meability and a  is its conductivity [4] The skm depth is typically a small fraction 
of the wavelength of the incident radiation
During the rising edge of the lasei pulse, radiation is absorbed by electrons in 
the skm depth layer, raising them  to higher energy states m the conductron band 
These electrons then pass this energy on to the lattice during collisions [4], which 
quickly heat and melt the surface This results in a decreased reflectivity of the 
surface, thereby increasing the proportion of the laser-light th a t is absorbed by the 
target For nanosecond time-scale pulses a significant amount of heat is conducted 
from the skm depth layer into the bulk of the material, to a depth known as the 
heat penetration depth L th




coefficient and rp is the laser pulse length [5] For nanosecond pulses the heat
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penetration depth is much larger than the skin depth
Ltk >  <5 (2 8)
This relationship does not however hold true for pico or femto-second pulses, be­
cause a t very short time-scales there is insufficient time foi therm al conduction 
into the target to take place [5] This means tha t the heated zone runs only to the 
skm depth  Plasmas generated with these ultrashort pulses are considered to have 
undergone a solid-vapour only transition as opposed to the nanosecond sohd-liquid- 
vapour path  [5] Foi this leason short-pulse lasers are moie efficient at geneiating 
plasmas from the incident radiation, because energy losses while heating the bulk 
m aterial are negligble
Due to the fact tha t metals require substantially more energy to vaporise them 
than  to melt them, evaporation of the molten m etal layer occurs when the energy 
absorbed by the skm depth becomes larger than the latent heat of evaporation 
This leads to an evaporation or ablation depth A Z v
AZ„  «  A s^Fl ~  Fth)  (2 9)
where F l  i s  the laser fiuence1, L v is the latent heat per unit mass and F t h  is the 
threshold fiuence above which significant evaporation occurs and A s is the surface 
absorbance [5]
During the vaporisation stage, electrons are stripped from atoms by direct and 
m ulti-photon ionisation The free electrons so produced further absorb laser ra­
diation by the process of Inverse Bremsstrahlung (IB) (see section 2 4 3) This 
dram atically improves the absorption rate of incident photons The electrons sub­
sequently transfer their increased kinetic energy to the atoms and ions through
o
colhsional ionisation and excitation processes These ionisation processes increase 
the election density thereby further enhancing the absorption of incident radia­
tion The increasing ion density allows us to now refer to the vaporised material 
as plasma
1fluence =  energy app lied  p er u n it a re a  (J e m - 2 )
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2 2 2 Laser-Plasma Interaction
Despite the fact th a t the initial plasm a vapour generated by the rising edge of the 
laser pulse may not have a very high density of free electrons, the efficiency of IB 
absorption of photons (cspccially m the infrared (IR)) means th a t it is difficult 
to effectively couple energy to the target surface [6] Foi this reason the ablated 
vapour density and ablation depth remain low for short pulses, even at high inten­
sities Visible (VIS) and Ultia-violet (UV) photons are less efficiently absorbed by 
the IB process, therefore are not as prone to this form of target shielding, allowing 
them access denser legions of the plume [5] The absorption coefficient K ib  [7| 
due to inverse Bremsstrahlung may be calculated using the following
IB w2 (fcBTe)3/ 2 (1 -  (w2/w2))V2 ( °)
where uj and cop are the laser and plasma frequency respectively and Iu A (uj) is the 
“Coulomb logarithm” for particle collisions, which typically has a value between 5 
and 10 for laser-produced plasmas [1, 8 , 9]
Another form of plasma shielding of the target arises from the plasma frequency cop 
(equation 2 5 ) and the dispersion relation for an electromagnetic wave travelling 
m a plasma
^ 2 = ^ 2 +  c2fcp2 (2 11)
where c is the speed of light m vacuum and kp (=27t/A, A=wavelength) is the 
wave’s propagation constant If ujp < u then kp is real, allowing the wave to 
propagate, on the other hand when uov > w, kp is imaginary, and the wave cannot 
propagate As was shown in equation 2 5, lop varies linearly with electron density 
An incident electromagnetrc wave travelling m a plasma will propagate until it 
reaches an electron density sufficiently large tha t ljp becomes greater than cj At 
this boundary where the wave is reflected, this electron density is known as the 
critical electron density n c [lj and is given by
eo m eu)2
n c =  -----5—  ( 2  1 2 )
this gives us a value of ~  2 x 1 0 19 cm -3  for the fundamental wavelength of the
Nd YAG lasers (A =  1064 nm) used m this work As the plasma expands, the
electron density decreases and drops below n c This once again allows radiation
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to  reach and ablate the surface, which again increases the electron density to the 
critical level, where shielding of the target surface re-occurs This dynamic “self- 
regulation” of the ablation process continues until the term ination of the laser 
pulse While most of the laser’s energy is being deposited in the thin layer around 
the critical density boundary (deflagration zone) the plasma m front of this zone ex­
pands isothermally, relatively transparent to the laser light due to its lower electron 
density The expansion can be considered to be isothermal a t this stage because 
the plasm a still has a small velocity and volume Therefore it can thermalise faster 
than  the characteristic plasma expansion time [1 0 ]
2.3 Plasma Expansion
Following the term ination of the laser pulse the plasma expands rapidly into its 
surroundings The expansion velocity of the electrons far exceeds tha t of the 
heavier ions This leads to the generation of a stiong electric held caused by the 
steep spatial distribution of charged particles as the electrons try  to separate from 
the ions The electric field serves to slow the electrons while accelerating the ions
Ablation of solid targets in vacuum with low intensities and very low material 
vaporisation rates results m the formation of a colhsionless low-density vapour m 
front of the target surface In this situation the angular and velocity distributions of 
the expanding vapour can be described by a simple cos(0) law [5, 10] However, at 
the irradiances used in this work the expansion dynamics arc considerably different 
As mentioned previously during the laser pulse the plasm a can be described by an 
isothermal expansion Another mechanism supporting this isothermal expansion 
is the dynamic equilibrium th a t exists between the absorption of incident radiation 
and the rapid conversion of therm al to kinetic energy The isothermal expansion 
of the plasma plume is given by [10]
where T  is the plasma tem perature, X ( t) ,  Y ( t )  and Z(t)  are the plume dimensions 
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the target surface and m  is the particle mass From the term ination of the pulse 
onwards the plume is best described by an adiabatic expansion (m  vacuo) given 
by [10 ]
<2“ >
where 7  is the ratio of specific heat capacities a t constant pressure and volume, T0 
is the plasm a tem perature a t the end of the laser pulse and Xo, Yq and Z q are the 
values of X , Y  and Z  at the term ination of the laser pulse
Equation 2 14 is a gas dynamics model, used to calculate expansion velocities of the 
plume It depends on the initial dimensions, tem perature and atomic weight of the 
plasma species, but it does not discriminate between 10ns of differing charge states, 
whose velocity profiles can be quite different from each other The model more 
accurately describes the expansion of a high pressure, high tem perature neutral 
gas m vacuum but it is found m practice th a t it predicts the motion of the overall 
m aterial m the plasma quite well The plasma expansion velocity is extremely rapid 
at the leading edge of the plasm a due to very large pressure gradients between the 
plasma and the vacuum Plum e front velocities up to 106 cm /s are common for 
L P P ’s generated using medium lrradiance pulses (typically 1010 W /cm 2)
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2.4 Atomic Processes
The manner m which radiation is absorbed by, transported  within and em itted 
from plasmas is governed by atomic processes withm the plasm a The relative 
im portance of each of these processes a t any given time depends on local plasma 
conditions Param eters such as tem perature, ionisation stage, electron /  ion /  
photon densities all influence what processes dominate
In this section we will discuss the twelve most im portant atomic processes relating 
to laser-produced plasmas Six of the twelve are excitation processes and the other 
six are their inverse de-excitation processes The twelve can be divided up into 
three distinct categories bound-bound, bound-free and free-free We will discuss 
four bound-bound, six bound-free and two free-free processes, which will involve 
electrons, ions and photons Table 2 1 shows all of the processes in their various 
sub-categories It should be noted from table 2 1 tha t each process has been further 
described to be either collisional or radiative, depending on the mam method of 
energy transfer in the process
Table 2 1 Classification of the main atomic processes m laser-pioduced plasmas (B^=î>B 
Bound-Bound, Bound-Free F<é=£>F Fiee-Fiee)
Process Excitation De-Excitation Type
B^=>B Impact Excitation Im pact De-Excitation Collisional
b < = ^b Photoabsorption Spontaneous Decay Radiative
B ^ > F Impact Ionisation 3-Body Recombination Collisional
B <^>F Photoionisation Radiative Recombination Radiative
F < ^ F - Inverse Bremsstrahlung Radiative
F<^=>F Bremsstrahlung — Collisional
B < ^ F Autoionisation Dielectromc Recombination Special
In the forthcoming sub-sections we will discuss m detail the three classes of tran ­
sitions and then relative importance under different plasma conditions In each 
category collisional processes will be discussed first, then radiative ones The pro­
cesses have been numbered (l through xn) and are discussed individually below
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2.4 1 Bound-Bound Processes
A bound-bound transition occurs when an electron occupying a discrete 
energy level m an atom  or ion, is prom oted or demoted to another discrete 
energy level during a collision w ith another electron or by the absorption or 
emission of a photon
As mentioned m the previous section there are four processes th a t fall under 
the heading of bound-bound processes Two of these processes are considered 
collisional and two radiative Likewise two are excitations and two are de- 
excitations
Bound-Bound Collisional Pathways
(}) Electron-impact excitation of an ion occurs when an electron moving 
near the ion induces a transition of a bound electron to a higher excited 
bound state The free electron looses kinetic energy equal to the energy dif­
ference between the upper (j) and lower (i) bound states This is graphically 
represented by the left-hand side of figure 2 1 [2] and symbolically by the 
left-to-nght reaction m the balance equation 2 15 [2], where A z represents an 
ion of charge and e\ and e2 the incident and scattered free electrons




Figure 2 1 Electron impact excitation and de-excitation
(n) Electron-impact de-excitation is the second bound-bound process It 
is the inverse of electron-impact excitation and is also described by equa­
tion 2 15 but from right-to-left, it is graphically depicted on the right-hand 
side of figure 2 1 Electron-impact de-excitation occurs when a free electron
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induces a downward transition of an excited bound electron m a nearby ion 
to a lower bound state, converting the excess energy into increased kinetic 
energy for the free electron
A \  +  e\ A* +  e2 (ei >  e2) (2 15)
Bound-Bound Radiative Pathways
(m) Spontaneous decay is the first radiative bound-bound transition to be 
discussed It is one of only two of the processes discussed here in which, 
there is no interaction with any other particle or field In this process a 
photon is em itted stochastically m a completely spontaneous transition from 
an excited energy level to a lower discrete energy level, as is shown on the 
left of figure 2 2 and left-to-right m equation 2 16
i
i
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
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Figure 2 2 Spontaneous decay and resonant photoabsorption
( i v ) Resonant photoabsorption is the inverse process of spontaneous decay 
It occurs when an electron in a bound state  of an atom  or ion is excited to 
a higher discrete state  by absorbing a photon whose energy (hv  =  \Et — E3\) 
matches the difference between the initial (2) and final (j) state  Resonant 
photoabsorption is given by the right-to-left reaction m equation 2 16 and 
depicted by process on the right-hand side of figure 2 2
A* A zt +  hv
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2 4 2 Bound-Free Processes
Bound-free processes occur when an ion either receives enough energy to 
eject one of its bound electrons into the continuum, thereby incrementing its 
ionisation state  by one, or an electron in the continuum loses energy and falls 
into a discrete energy level of an ion thereby reducing its ionisation state  by 
one
There are six atomic processes of interest th a t can be categorised as being 
bound-free, three of these are colhsional and three are radiative
Bound-Free Colhsional Pathways
(v) Electron-impact ionisation is extremely im portant m “low density” op­
tically thin plasmas, whereas its inverse process is im portant only m high 
density plasmas It occurs when a free electron collides with an atom or ion 
and provides enough energy to ionise it, thus releasing a bound electron from 
the atom or ion into the continuum This process is shown (left-to-nght) in 
equation 2 17 and by the left-hand side of figure 2 3
where e\ is the energy of the incoming electron, e2 denotes its energy after 
the interaction and e3 is the energy of the newly liberated free-electron




Figuie 2 3 Election impact ionisation and 3-body recombination
(vi) Three-body recombination occurs when two fiee electrons simultaneously 
enter the Debye sphere of an ion, one of the two is captured into a bound
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state, while the other takes up the surplus energy as kinetic energy This 
process is only favoured m high density regimes because it requires tha t two 
electrons be present m the vicmity of an ion at the same time Three-body 
recombination is the inverse process of electron-impact ionisation It is shown 
from right-to-left in equation 2 17 and on the right-hand side of figure 2 3
Bound-Free Radiative Pathways
(vn) Photoionisation is a bound-free radiative excitation process It is the pro­
cess by which an absorbed photon promotes a bound electron into the con­
tinuum, thereby ionising the atom or ion Photoionisation is an im portant 
process m hot plasmas, only if the incident photon density is high enough 
to induce photoionisation on a scale comparable with electron impact ioni­
sation This is usually only the case m optically thick plasmas, where the
Figure 2 4 Photoionisation and radiative recombination
photon mean-free path  (m f p) is short relative to the plasma dimensions See 
the left-to-right reaction m equation 2 18 and the left-hand side of figure 2 4
A z +  hu <=► A2+1 +  e (2 18)
(vm) Radiative recombination is a two body recombination process and has its 
largest influence m low density plasmas, where it is not rendered insignificant 
by collisional processes It is the inverse process to photoionisation and it 
occurs when a free electron m the continuum emits a photon uhi/ ’ and falls 
into a discrete energy level of an ion, thus decrementing the ionisation state  
by one, as shown m the right-to-left reaction of equation 2 18 and the right- 
hand side of figure 2 4
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2.4.3 Free-Free Processes
The final group of transitions are called free-free transitions There are only 
two processes m this category, one of which is collisional (Bremsstrahlung) 
and one radiative (Inverse-Biemsstrahlung)
Free-free transitions are associated with the loss or gam of energy by an 
electron m the held of an ion They are photon-electron interaction processes 
B oth free-free processes are extremely im portant m laser-produced plasmas 
Inverse-Bremsstrahlung is the most im portant m ethod of plasm a heating by 
laser radiation m the energy regimes of this work, and Bremsstrahlung is the 
mam contributing factor to the continuum radiation observed in the spectra 
of hot plasmas
Free-Free Collisional Pathways
( i x ) Bremsstrahlung occurs when a free electron moving close to an ion is accel­
erated by the ion’s Coulomb held, thereby em itting a photon Bremsstrahlung 
is the mam radiation process m low-z plasmas and is also very impor­
tan t m highly ionised high-z ones W hen a high-2; plasm a is less ionised 
Bremsstrahlung provides a low background continuum beneath the line emis­
sion The Bremsstrahlung process is represented by the left-to-right reaction 
m equation 2 19 and the left-hand side of figure 2 5
A z H- ei s —s A z +  e2 +  hu (ei >  e2) (2 19)
o-
w w w w x ^ w w w w w
(a)
Figure 2 5 Biemsstiahlung and Inverse Bremsstrahlung
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Free-Free Radiative Pathways
(x) Inverse—Bremsstrahlung occurs when a free electron m the continuum 
travelling near an ion absorbs a photon, thereby increasing its kinetic energy 
In order th a t momentum be conserved in this process, it can only take place in 
the presence of an ion, so th a t the ion may carry away the extra momentum 
IB is shown from right-to-left m the reaction equation 2 19 and the right-hand 
side of figure 2 5
2 4 4 ‘Special Case’ Bound-Free Processes
(xi) Autoiomsing states are formed when high energy photons or electrons are 
resonantly scattered by atoms and ions In this process, either mner-shell 
excited or multiply-excited states, with an energy above the ionisation limit 
of the atom or ion, are formed These states are clearly unstable against 
ionisation and so decay rapidly (femtosecond time scale) by the emission of 
one or more electrons
Hence, autoionisation decay can be viewed as the second process in which 
there is no interaction with any external particle although the state  itself has 
to be excited by collisions with photons or particles It begins with a doubly 
excited ion, two electrons occupying excited energy levels (z and ?') One 
of these electrons decays to a lower sta te  (7 ), while the excess energy ejects 
the second electron into the continuum Autoionisation can only occur if 
the sum of the energies of the initial electrons is greater than the ionisation 
energy of the ion [2] The reaction balance equation for autoionisation is 
given by (left-to-right) equation 2 20  and is represented by the left-hand-side 
of figure 2 6
A z +  (his or e) <^ =4> A z* A z+1 +  ne (n >  1) (2  20)
(xn) Dielectronic recombination occurs when an electron is captured from the 
continuum by an ion into an excited state  The excess energy of the electron 
is used to promote another bound electron into an excited state, thereby 
resulting m a doubly excited ion Dielectronic recombination is considered 
the inverse process of autoionisation but it is not exactly so Dielectronic
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Figure 2 6 Autoionisation and dielectronic lecombination
recombination is a two step process, the first of which is the inverse of au- 
toiomsation and results m the doubly excited ion as discussed above After 
th a t the doubly excited ion can either decay through autoionisation, return­
ing the system to its initial s ta te  Alternatively it can radiatively decay, as 
represented by the right-to-left reaction m equation 2 17 and by the right 
hand side of figure 2 6
2 5 Equilibrium in Plasmas
A plasma can be said to be m a state  of complete thermodynamic equilibrium (CT) 
if all of the following validity conditions are satisfied [1]
(I) All particles, electrons, atoms and ions have a Maxwell velocity distribution
(II) The population distributions over the states of any atom  or ion are given by 
the Boltzmann relation
(in) The ratio  of ions of charge (z) to those of charge (z — 1 ) is given by the Saha 
equation
(iv) The radiation intensity distribution as a function of frequency and tem pera­
ture is given by the Planck formula
It is very rare th a t laboratory plasmas approach a state  of CT equilibrium The 
very fact th a t plasmas radiate and are optically thin at most frequencies [11], con­
tinually losing energy to their surroundings prevents this from happening [1] It 
is for this reason that more practical models, with less stringent validity require-
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ments have been developed to better describe laboratory plasmas The three most
Figure 2 7 Validity ranges of thermodynamic models (After Colombant and Ton on [12]) 
commonly used thermodynamic models m plasm a physics are 
(i) Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE)
(11) Coronal Equilibrium (CE)
(m) Collisional Radiative Equilibrium (CR)
The LTE model is very close to CT and is applicable to high density, hot plasmas, 
such as solar interiors The CE model deals with low density plasmas, such as the 
solar corona, hence its name, and finally the CR model describes the interm ediate 
or medium density regime and overlaps w ith LTE and CE at its high and low den­
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sity limits Figure 2 7 shows the electron density requirements for valid application 
of the three equilibrium models as a function of tem perature (after Colombant and 
Tonon [12])
2 5 1 Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium
LTE describes a type of equilibrium m which colhsional processes dom inate over 
radiative ones In order for this to be the case a plasm a must have a high electron 
density, such th a t the collision frequency is high One criterion for the applica­
bility of LTE is th a t the electron density be sufficiently high such th a t the rate 
of colhsional de-excitation be at least one order of m agnitude larger than th a t for 
radiative decay for all transitions [12] Achieving this will ensure th a t there is less 
than  a 10% departure from LTE [13] This density requirement will be met if
n e > 8 x 1 0n t }  Xmax cm - 3 (2  2 1 )
where Xmax is the highest ionisation energy of any atoms or ions piesent and Te is 
the electron tem perature [14] In complete therm odynam ic equilibrium all three 
particles electrons, ions and photons are m m utual equilibrium In LTE the 
electrons and ions are m equilibrium with each other but the photons are not A 
detailed balancing of all excitation /  ionisation and de-excitation /  recombination 
processes must exist to sustain equilibrium Radiation processes aie not balanced 
m an LTE plasma because the mean-free path  of the photons is largei than  the 
plasma dimensions, leading to a larger proportion of radiative emission processes 
than photoabsorption, resulting m a dilution of the radiation held [11], and energy 
losses to the surroundings
The most im portant validity condition for LTE application is th a t the rate of 
energy-conserving colhsional processes be much higher than the rate of energy- 
dissipatmg radiative processes This minimises the amount of energy th a t is lost 
to the surroundings In optically thick plasmas equation 2 21 can be somewhat 
relaxed because re-absorption of radiation effectively suppresses the radiative de­
cay rate, minimising energy loses In LTE all particles can be described by a 
Maxwellian velocity distribution, a Boltzmann population distribution withm each 
ion stage and a Saha ionisation balance The Saha equation is given by [15]
n en z+ 1 =  2 Uz+i(T) 
n z ~  UZ(T)
27vmekBT  
h?
2 / — J e f f
e x p  \ ~ k j r  '  z  =  0 , 1 ,  { Z m a x  ~ 1 }  ( 2  2 2 )
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where z is the ionisation stage, UZ(T) is the tem perature dependent partition 
function for the ion stage z  and I eJ *  is the effective ionisation energy for the 
ionisation process z —> (z +  1).
An im portant advantage of LTE over the other equilibrium models is the fact th a t 
the ionisation balance can be computed w ithout knowing any of the transition 
rates. CR and CE required the calculation of some transition probabilities. Solving 
equation 2 .2 2  for Ca, the ionisation balance as a function of tem perature can be 
computed [16|. Figure 2.8 shows the result of this calculation including only the 
first eight charge stages.
Figure 2.8: Ionisation balance of a Ca plasma as a function of temperature assuming a 
state of local thermodynamic equilibrium, calculated in this work using equation 2 .22 .
By combining the Saha and Boltzmann equations, one may relate the number 
density of neutral atoms in state  j  (na j ) to the number density of ions in state  k 
(n ^ ) .  The equation is known as the Saha-Boltzmann equation and is given by [17]
nen , fc 2 ( W f f o ; i  / - J f \
na,] h3 gatj V k s T  J
where g denotes the degeneracy of the level. Using this equation, one may calculate 
the relative population of a specific level from any charge stage.
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2 5 2 Coronal Equilibrium
Coronal equilibrium is a t the other density extreme to LTE It is used to describe 
low density, optically thm  plasmas Such plasmas occur frequently m astrophysical 
situations such as interstellar nebulae and solar coronas, as well as m the labora­
tory, in tokamaks and other discharge plasmas and m the extended low density 
portions of plumes of laser-produced plasmas
Unlike LTE, where detailed balancing of each process and its inverse mostly exists, 
no process is balanced by its inverse counterpart in CE plasmas The upward 
excitation rate caused by collisions is so low relative to spontaneous decay th a t it 
is safe to assume tha t an excited electron will spontaneously undergo a transition 
to a lower state  before another collision occurs [2] Most ions therefore reside in 
the ground state  Colhsional de-excitation can be totally ignored Due to the fact 
th a t CE plasmas are optically thm , the photon m f p is long, leading to very low 
photoionisation and photoexcitation rates The ionisation equilibrium (shown in 
figure 2 9) is a balance between electron impact ionisation S ( Z ,T e) and radiative 
recombination a r(z ,T e) [13]
Xz is the ionisation potential of charge stage z and is the number of electrons 
m the outerm ost shell The radiative recombination rate a r(z ,T e) m cm“ 3s_1 is 
given by
The maximum electron density allowable before the CE model starts  to break 
down is when collisions begin to interfere with the assumption tha t there is only 
one decay mechanism, radiative decay [13] This clcctron density is given by
n z + i  S ( Z :Te)
(2 24)
n z a r{z + l , T e) 
where the election impact ionisation late  S ( z ,T e) m cm“ 3s-1  is given by
(2 25)
a r(z ,T e) =  5 2  x 10 Z  0 43 + \ l o g { ^ +  0 47 (2 26)
n e <  1 5 x 10‘°(fcBTe)x 5 (2 27)
where x (e^ )  is the ionisation potential of the ion Z  [18]
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Figure 2 9 Ionisation balance of a Ca plasma as a function of temperature assuming a 
state of coronal equilibrium, calculated in this work using equation 2 24
2 5 3 Collisional Radiative Equilibrium
Colhsional radiative equilibrium is applicable m the interm ediate density regime 
between LTE and CE, l e typically electron densities between «  1019-1021 cm -3  
CR is an extension of the CE model and it includes electron collision processes 
causing transitions between excited state  levels, including three-body recombina­
tion [13]
In CR it is assumed tha t a Maxwellian electron velocity distribution pertains and 
th a t the plasma is optically thm  Using these assumptions the rate equation for a 
given ionisation stage is
— =  n en zS ( z , Te) — nen z+i[S(z +  1 , Te) +  a r(z +  1, Te)
+ ^ e a 36(2 +  1> Te)] +  n en z+2[<yr (z +  2, Te) -f- n ea ^ { z  +  2, Te)\ (2 28)
where S ( z )Te) is given by equation 2 25, a r( z ,T e) by equation 2 26 and a 3b{z,Te)
the thrcc-body rccombmation cocfficicnt (s-1 ) is given by
9 Q7 x 10-2V  
Te) = rp 27T o s ” T ; X (2 29)
T e X i V *  8 °  +  T e / X z )
Equation 2 28 is computationally very difficult to solve, however if one assumes a 
stationaiy  sta te  then the ionisation balance foi successive stages is given by
n z+1 S ( z ,T e)
Tlz &r(z ~l~ 1 5 Te) “I-  1 , Te)
(2 30)
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Using equation 2 30 one can calculate the ratio of each individual charge stage 
population to the to tal population n T of all charge stages using the simple rela­
tionship
—  = n z / Y ] n k (2 31)
nT
Figure 2 10 shows the ionisation balance for Ca plasma in colhsional radiative 
equilibrium, calculated from equation 2 30
Figure 2 10 Ionisation balance of a Ca plasma a£> a function of temperature assuming a 
state of colhsional ladiative equihbnum, calculated in this woik using equation 2 30
2.6 Radiation Transport
Radiation transport is the redistribution of energy withm a medium through the 
emission and absorption of photons [19] In this section we are going to discuss 
the equation of radiative transfer with particular reference to two situations of 
importance for this work In the first case we will derive the general solution of 
the radiative transfer equation, which will be an im portant result in our emission 
spectroscopy studies The second case will be the photoionisation of atoms and 
ions, which is im portant for our photoabsorption imaging studies
We will begin by describing a two level energy system, from which we will obtain
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the Einstein emission and absorption coefficients Using these coefficients we will 
define spatial and frequency dependent emission and absorption coefficients that 
will contain withm them  information about population distributions and densities 
as well as spectral distributions We will develop the general equation of radiative 
tiansfer and present, using the emission and absorption coefficients a particular 
solution relevant to  photoionisation
2 6 1 Einstein Coefficients
Let us begin by considering a two level energy system as is shown m figure 2 11 
Einstein was the first to derive the relationship between the probabilities of emis­
sion and absorption processes in this system Three processes are taken into con-
a
Figure 2 11 Emstein coefficient two-level energy system
sidération Aba (in figure 2 1 1 ) is the Emstein coefficient for spontaneous emission, 
Bfra denotes the coefficient for stimulated emission and B ab is the absorption coeffi­
cient The Emstein absoiption coefficient can be related to the oscillator stiength 
f ab and transition frequency ujba by [2 0 ]
(2  32 )
e0hLübac
where h is Planck’s constant divided by 27r The absorption coefficient B ab can 
then be i elated to the stim ulated emission coefficient i ^ a , by
Qa^ab 9bBba (2 33)
where gb and ga are the upper and lower state  degeneracies respectively Finally 
the spontaneous emission coefficient A ba can be calculated from the stim ulated 
emission coefficient B ba by [211
L6 a
=
V ^ c 3 ) B tba
(2 34)
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2 6 2 Emission and Absorption Coefficients
The building blocks of the equation of radiative transfer are the spectral emission 
e(x, v )  and absorption k {x  v ) coefficients The Einstein coefficients are combined 
with a spectral distribution function f ( x  v) and level population distributions n(x)  
to generate these functions The spatially dependent emission coefficient is given 
by
47T
where is the excited state population distribution The absorption coefficient is 
given by
^  = [BgbUajx) -  Bbanb(x)]hi/f(x, v) ^  ^
where n a is the lower state  population distribution and can be described as the 
fractional rate of absorption of radiation per unit path  length as a function of 
frequency [22| The spectral distribution function f ( x ,  v) is a normalised shape 
function, characteristic of the lifetimes of the states and is broadened and shifted 
by the plasma electron density and tem perature distribution
2 6 3 Equation of Radiative Transport
The equation of radiative transfer determines the change of intensity of a beam of 
radiation as it propagates through a material
We consider a beam of collimated radiation confined withm a small solid angle, 
which is passed through a cylindrical volume of plasm a (figure 2 1 2 ) The frequency 
of the radiation v is chosen such th a t the photon energy lies close to the energy 
difference between our two states — E a (figure 2 11), and has a small finite 
bandwidth dv and small divergence dQ. The transfer equation is determined by 
considering the change m radiant energy contained withm the frequency dv as the 
beam passes through a cylindrical volume element of cross section dS  and length 
dx
( I (x 0 + dx ,u) - I ( x 0 v ))dvdSdn  = dxdvdSdQ  (2 37)
dx
Along the length of the cylinder the intensity of the beam will be augmented 
by spontaneous emission into the solid angle dQ, It could also, m principle, be
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Figure 2 12 Radiation transport geometry (Aftei Corney [20])
augmented by stim ulated emission into dQ. induced by the incident beam and by 
stim ulated emission into dÇl caused by spontaneous emission into 47r, this how­
ever is very unlikely m our situation, without a population inversion but should 
be mentioned here while describing the general case The spontaneous emission 
component of this enhancement is contained withm the emission coefficient c (t, v) 
whereas the stim ulated emission term acts on the absorption coefficient k(:e,i/), 
reducing its overall value
Hence the intensity of the incident beam and its additional photons are diminished 
along the length of the cylinder by the absorption of photons, which excite elections 
into the upper level If the system is m equilibrium the rates of emission and 
absorption processes will equal each other
A more concise way of saymg this would be, the specific intensity of the incident 
beam along the cylinder mcieases in proportron to the local emission coefficient, but 
is attenuated at a rate equal to its product with the local absorption coefficient [19] 
This change of intensity of the beam can therefore be w ritten as
=  e (x 5 v) ~  v )I(v )  (2 38)
which is the general form of the equation of radiative transfer
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2 6 4 General Solution of Equation of Radiative Transport
Knowing the values of the emission and absorption coefficients the general formal 
solution to equation 2 38 is given by
I{u)xi =  / ( i ') xoe_’v(0) +  f  e{x,v)e~T,,(:L)dx  (2 39)
where the optical depth r u{x)  between xo and x \  (figure 2 1 2 ) is defined by
PX1
tv(x ) — / k (x , u)dx (2 40)
Jx 0
when ru(x) >  1 the cylinder is said to be optically thick [22] The first term  on the 
right hand side of the equation 2 39 represents the exponential attenuation of the 
incident beam along the path  between x 0 and x \  The second term  describes the 
local emission and absorption processes along the path  th a t augment and attenuate 
the beam, depending on the values of the coefficients We will be using this general 
solution later in this work to aid m the description of self-absorption observed in 
some calcium spectra
2 6 5 Solution of Equation of Radiative Transport for 
Photoionisation
There are two majoi simplifying assumptions th a t may be made to the equation 
of radiative transfer when dealing specifically with the case of photoionisation
The first assumption is tha t the spontaneous emission term  A ba may be neglected 
This is so because m the case of photoionisation we are not dealing with bound- 
bound transitions, the absorbed VUV radiation is almost exclusively used to gen­
erate photoelectrons This is particularly true for resonant photoionisation where 
almost all absorbed photons are converted into electrons since autoionisation /  
Auger rates can be many orders of magnitude greater than  radiative lates (e g 
radiative recombination)
The second assumption is tha t the stim ulated emission term  may also be neglected 
since the branching ratio for fluorescence to electron emission processes tends to 
be less than 10~ 4 [23, 24]
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As a result a simplified version of the equation of radiative transfer can be used
=  -k ( x ,  u) I ( u) (2 41)
the solution of which is given by
I  =  J0exp ( - k ( t , i/ ) )  (2 42)
this result [20] will be discussed further and used when dealing with the Vacuum 
ultraviolet Photoabsorption Imaging Facility (VPIF) m chapter 5
2.7 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed the basic theory used during the remainder of 
this work The fundamental plasm a processes were described as well as plasma for­
mation and expansion due to the interaction of laser radiation with m atter Ther­
modynamic equilibrium models have been discussed as well as radiation transport 
withm plasmas
In the next chapter we will discuss the theoiy and application of the plasma diag­
nostics used in this work We will discuss how VUV photoabsorption imaging, spec­
trally filtered time-resolved emission imaging and time and space-resolved emission 
imaging spectroscopy may be used to determine information about laser-produced 
plasmas
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C h a p t e r  3
P l a s m a  D ia g n o s t ic s
3.1 Introduction
The overall objective of plasma diagnostics is to deduce information about the state  
of the plasma from experimental observations [1] A battery  of optical and particle 
diagnostic techniques are currently being deployed in order to characterise laser- 
produced plasmas The number of techniques stems from the desire for ‘ complete” 
spatio-temporal param etrisation of plasma plumes, and is fuelled by the increasing 
numbei of applications of lasei-produced plasmas Another reason foi the strong 
interest m the characterisation of L P P ’s is th a t laser-produced plasmas provide an 
easily accessible system for the study of fundam ental atomic physics
Complete characterisation of L P P ’s is extremely difficult due to the number of 
processes involved and by the number of param eters th a t have the ability to alter 
the plume properties As has been mentioned previously, altering any of the prop­
erties of the initiating laser pulse wavelength, intensity, duration, or spot-size can 
have dram atic effects Similaily, changing the piopeities of the target m atenal 01 
the ambient background, can produce significant alterations to the plume The 
number of param eters th a t can be measured, and used to describe these changes 
are also numerous These include electron, ion and atom  densities, electron and 
ion tem peratures, velocity distributions, charge stage distributions, electric and 
magnetic held strengths
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Unfortunately, there is no one plasma diagnostic th a t can measure all of these 
parameters at all times and positions, for all possible values, and to an acceptable 
degree of accuracy Most diagnostic techniques are only applicable over a specific 
range of values, where theoretical assumptions are valid, and can be applied to the 
experimentally recorded data, thereby allowing the inference of the desired param ­
eter It is for this reason th a t the thermodynamic models discussed m section 2 5 
were developed If a plasm a can be justifiably placed into the param eter space 
applicable to one of these models, by satisfying certain entry requirements, such as 
a minimum electron density, one can assume other properties of the plasma, such 
as population or velocity distributions tha t can aid m the quantitative description 
of the plasma
In L P P ’s the two most im portant characteristic param eters are the electron density 
and electron tem perature This is so because electrons are the most active plasma 
constituent, they affect every aspect of the plume initiation and expansion All 
of the atomic processes discussed m section 2 4, such as the emission of line and 
continuum radiation result from changes in electron energies The rates a t which 
all of these atomic processes take place are dictated by the density and tem pera­
ture of the electrons The most reliable way of measuring electron densities and 
tem peratures m L P P ’s aie laser mterferomety and Thompson scattering, closely 
followed by emission spectroscopy
In Thompson scattering the electric held of low intensity laser light impinging on 
a plasma accelerates electrons, the accelerated electrons scatter the radiation in 
a manner related to the therm al velocity distribution of the electrons, allowing 
the determ ination of the electron tem perature Additionally, the intensity of the 
light scattered is proportional to the number of scatterers, thereby allowing the 
calculation of the electron density [1 , 2 , 3] This technique howevei can be very 
difficult to execute since the Thompson signal can be difficult to detect over the 
much stronger Rayleigh scattering signal
In mtcrfeiom etry the phase difference between a beam of light th a t traverses an 
LPP and a reference beam is recorded The phase of the traversing beam is al­
tered by variations m refractive index m the plasma which is caused by electron 
density gradients By analysing the interference pattern  between the two beams, 
the electron density and tem peratures can be determined [4)
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The final technique mentioned above, which is widely used for obtaining electron 
tem peratures and densities is emission spectroscopy Spectroscopy is usually a 
less accurate method of obtaining n e and Te as it relies on the validity of quite a 
few assumptions, accuracy is diminished further because it relies on the detailed 
analysis of the shape and width of spectral lines th a t can be altered by numerous 
mechanisms
However, the slight accuracy deficit inherent m using spectroscopy as opposed 
to  mterferometry or scattering is outweighed by its ease of use and additional 
diagnostic abilities Using spectroscopy one can specifically study continuum or 
line emission, determine the elemental composition of the plasma, measure velocity 
distributions of various charge states (space and time-resolved spectroscopy) and 
determine relative population distributions In addition different tem perature and 
density regimes can be accessed by measuring and analysing spectra from the 
infrared to the VUV or X-ray There are a number of other diagnostics techniques 
th a t measure parameters other than n e and Te th a t are worth noting m relation 
to laser-produced plasmas
The attenuation of radiation passing through an atomic or ionic, vapour or plasma 
column is an im portant system for the study of the interaction of radration with 
free atoms Photoabsorption spectroscopy is an im portant diagnostic for studying 
this system, m which the attenuation of radiation, caused during excitation and 
ionisation processes is recorded The absorbance aa — log10(/o/^) of a length of 
plasm a can be related to the column density N L  — n(l)dl (where n, the number 
density, is integrated along the absorbing column of length I) [5] If one knows “L” 
a species density N  may be determined Additionally since ratios (Iq/ I )  are used 
absolute values of intensity are not required
The most basic and earliest plasma diagnostics were electrostatic and magnetic 
probes Probes have been used since the mid 1920’s to determ ine plasma parame­
ters such as electron density, electron tem perature, ion densities and ion tem per­
atures [6 , 7] They are primarily deployed m the study of discharge plasmas but 
have also been applied to L P P ’s [8 ]
Electrostatic, or Langmuir probes are the most commonly used of the two probe 
types They basically consist of a small metallic electrode th a t is inserted into the 
plasm a The bias on the probe is then varied relative to  th a t of the plasma and
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information about the local plasm a conditions can be obtained by examining the 
current collected by the probe There are however many drawbacks to using probes 
as a diagnostic for L P P ’s Probes can only be used at relatively long time delays 
when the volume of the plasma is large enough to accommodate the probe Also 
the invasive nature of probing may perturb  the plasma and affect the measured 
plasma param eters
There are various photographic /  imaging techniques tha t provide information 
about the macroscopic tem poral evolution of the em itting and non-emittmg species 
m the plume Photographic techniques have been used for many years to image 
primarily steady-state or slowly varying discharge plasmas However L P P ’s, whose 
luminosity varies rapidly with time, could only be imaged by integrating over 
the life-time of the plasma This changed however with the advent of high-speed 
shutters, allowing for exposure times of just a few nanoseconds These have enabled 
the detailed study of the evolution of L P P ’s and comparisons with hydrodynamical 
models
In this work emission imaging and spectroscopy as well as photoabsorption imaging 
was used to study the interaction of two laser-produced plasmas In the next three 
sections we will discuss the principles behind these diagnostic methods and in the 
next chapter we will deal with their experimental details
3.2 VUV Photoabsorption Imaging
Many time-resolved imaging and spectroscopy experiments have been undertaken 
on the radiation em itted by excited species m plasmas Conversely, little work has 
been done to study the non-emittm g ground state  species in plasmas [9] Tuneable 
lasers have been used to study these “dark” species m plasmas [10] but their useful­
ness is limited by their inability to produce appreciable photon fluxes in the VUV 
where the resonance lines of many moderately charged ions, likely to be present m 
a plasma, reside Hence tuneable lasers are severely restricted m their application 
to the absorption spcctroscopy of laser plasmas
The DLP technique mentioned m section 3 1 does not suffer from this problem, 
and it can access resonance lines of almost all atoms and ions in the VUV and
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XUV. DLP is used to measure photoabsorption spectra of atoms and ions. In 
DLP spectroscopy two plasmas are generated, one of which acts as a backlighting 
(VUV /  XUV) continuum source [11]. Radiation from the source is passed through 
the other “sample” plasma, which selectively absorbs the continuum. The radiation 
th a t is not absorbed by the sample is then dispersed by a spectrom eter and recorded 
on a VUV sensitive CCD.
Time-resolved photoabsorption spectra can be obtained by varying the time delay 
between the generation of the source and sample plasma. Spatially-resolved pho­
toabsorption spectra can be obtained by sequentially probing narrow slices of the 
sample plume at one time delay, gradually building a spatial picture [12].
An extension of the DLP technique th a t removes the need for sequential probing, 
and can capture in a single shot the complete spatial distribution of the dark 
non-emitting plasma species is known as photoabsorption imaging [13]. In order 
to achieve single shot spatial resolution the experimental configuration must be 
altered from th a t of traditional DLP setups where the “sample” and “light source” 
plasmas are located side by side in close proximity. In DLP a broadband diverging 
point source is used whereas in photoabsorption imaging the radiation from the 
source plasma is monochromatised and collimated before being passed through 
the sample plasma. Additionally the treatm ent of the transm itted radiation differs 
between the two techniques. In DLP the radiation is dispersed by a spectrometer 
before detection whereas in photoabsorption imaging the radiation footprint is 
recorded directly onto a VUV sensitive two-dimensional CCD array.
In photoabsorption imaging the monochromatic and collimated VUV radiation 
from the source can be tuned to access resonance lines of all atoms and lowly 
charged ions. Probing L P P ’s with VUV radiation has the advantage th a t refraction 
due to density gradients in the plasma is considerably less than  th a t of visible 
radiation, due to the fact tha t the probe beam deviation scales with the square of 
the wavelength of the probe, \ 2probe [9].
Using VUV radiation from a laser-produced plasma as the source for photoabsorp­
tion imaging has further advantages. The size and effective relative bandwidth 
of a laser plasm a source means th a t it is essentially incoherent, meaning tha t the 
photoabsorption image analysis is not complicated by interference patterns. The 
most significant advantage of operation in the VUV is th a t VUV radiation can be
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used to photoiomse atoms or ions in the sample plasma Almost all photons m 
the probe beam tha t are absorbed m the plasm a are converted to electrons For 
this reason opacity effects due to absorption /  re-emission cycles can be ignoied, 
freeing the analysis of the images from the usual radiation transport problems As 
was discussed m section 2 6 , this reduces the m terpietation of the attenuation of 
the probe beam to a simple Beer-Lambert law description
One final advantage of the source configuration is the colhmation of monochromatic 
radiation prior to transmission through the sample plasma, this simplifies the geo­
metrical interpretation of the absorption images VUV photoabsorption imaging is 
one of the primary diagnostic techniques used m this work to characterise the ex­
pansion and interaction of L P P ’s The system is known as the Vacuum-ultraviolet 
Photoabsorption Imaging Facility (VPIF) and it was constructed in collaboration 
with the University of Padua, Italy The specific details of the operation of the 
V PIF will be discussed later m section 4 4 Images recorded using the V PIF are 
related to fundamental plasma param eters using the equivalent width of an ab­
sorption line and the plasma column density
3.2 1 Equivalent W idth
Equivalent w idth W \  is an im portant param eter m the description of absorption 
profiles It is the width of a lectangle, whose area is equal to tha t of the area 
of the absorption line but for which the transmission is 0 % across its profile or 
equivalently the absorption is fully 100% across W \  This is shown graphically m 
figure 3 1 The equivalent w idth gives us a measure of how much absorption is 
taking place in the plasma It is related to our recorded images by
where A A is the bandwidth of the probe beam, / A( 0) is the intensity of the unat­
tenuated probe beam and I\{L )  is the intensity of the probe beam attenuated by 
a length of plasma L  Using equation 3 1, maps of equivalent w idth of single and 
colliding plasmas will be extracted and presented later in chapter 5
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Figuie 3 1 Equivalent width of an absorption profile (Aftei Corney [14])
3 2 2 Column Densities
The spatial distribution of plasma column densities (NL)  can be calculated from 
maps of equivalent width (Wa), if the absolute photoionisation cross sections (crA) 
of the transition m question is known If I0 is constant across the wavelength 
interval of a spectral feature then we can write tha t the equivalent width is related 
to column density by [13]
W x =  [  { l - e - NL^ ^ dx) d \  (3 2)
J  AX
Calcium has been used m this work primarily because its absolute photoionisation 
cross-section has been measured m the VUV for the first ionisation stage (Ca+) 
Knowing the absolute cross-section for a particular transition, we can convert maps 
of equivalent width into column density maps
3.3 Spectrally Resolved Emission Imaging
Emission imaging is a complementary diagnostic tool to the photoabsorption stud­
ies that have been undertaken It provides us with corresponding spatial distribu­
tion maps of excited state  em itting species within the plasma
The emission imaging setup provided (i) spectral, (11) spatial, and (111) temporal 
resolution
(l) Spectral filtering of the radiation em itted by the plasmas, allows us to image
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specific charge states independently of each other, for example choosing a 
narrowband filter which isolates a particular transition or transitions (e g 
393 and 396 nm transitions of Ca+) We can track the bulk motion of the 
plasm a using broadband filters by capturing the to ta l emission from a plasma 
and taking it to be proportional to the to tal amount of hot m atter m the 
plasma
(II) Spatial resolution is obtained by stigmatically imaging the plasm a plume 
onto a two-dimensional CCD array
(III) Temporal resolution is obtained by using an electronic shutter, to  gate the 
CCD array This allows us to follow the plasm a expansion dynamics, ab ovo 
until it eventually fades away
Emission imaging is not only used as a comparison with the absorption studies, 
it also serves other functions It provides expansion velocities and dimensions for 
comparison w ith hydiodynamic models Emission images are also used as an aid 
to spectroscopic measurements, to accurately determine the positions, times and 
dimensions of the plasma plumes, or m the case of colliding plasmas the collision 
region Additionally emission images are used to determine whether interpene­
tration or stagnation layers are constructed m the interaction region between two 
colliding plasmas (chapter 6 ) The specific experimental details relating to the 
emission imaging setup will be discussed m section 4 9
3.4 Emission Spectroscopy
The most im portant diagnostic tool m the study of laser-produced plasmas is the 
spectroscopic analysis of the radiation th a t they emit A wealth of information 
about the plasm a parameters as well as the constrtuents of the plasm a rs contained 
withm this radiation
The radiation em itted by plasmas falls into two mam categories, continuous and 
line radiation Line radiation is em itted during bound-bound radiative processes 
and continuous radiation by bound-free and free-free radiative processes (as was 
discussed m section 2 4) The relative contribution of continuous and line radiation 
to a particular spectrum  depends on tem perature, target material, spectral range,
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integration time and many other factors
In this section we will be discussing the radiation em itted by plasmas and how 
spectra obtained from this radiation is used as a diagnostic tool We will begin 
by discussing spectral line profiles and the mechanisms tha t broaden them  We 
will then discuss how electron densities and tem peratures can be determined from 
recorded spectra
3 4 1 Line Profiles
The profile of every spectral line has a finite w idth and shape tha t is determined 
by the local plasma conditions such as density and tem perature tha t exist in the 
source These conditions can be determined by accounting for the various mecha­
nisms th a t can broaden spectral lines
We will be discussing m detail the three mam broadening mechanisms, natural, 
pressure and Doppler broadening Each of these broadening mechanisms reflects 
a fundamental property of the em itting species, m the case of the three mech­
anisms above, they are transition probability, collision frequency and therm al 
velocity [15] Of these line broadening mechanisms, Doppler and pressure broad­
ening have become very useful processes for diagnosing plasma parameters
3 4 2 Natural Broadening
Let us begin by considering two discrete energy levels a and b, where the energy 
of level b is greater than tha t of level a, E a < E b (as m figure 2 11, section 2 6 1) 
The angular frequency (ioba) of radiation th a t can be em itted or absorbed during 
clcctron transitions between these two states should be exactly the difference in 
energy between the two states
(Jfca =  (Eb -  E a) /h  (3 3)
leading to an infinitely sharp spectral line This however cannot be the case since 
the Uncertainty Principle prevents the exact determ ination of the energy of such 
a level, leading to a spread of possible energies of the order of h / r  where r  is the 
lifetime of the state  Therefore there is a finite probability that photons will be
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em itted with energies m an interval centered about (£& — Ea) of w idth (h/ra-h h/rt) 
where ra and 77, are the lifetimes of the states a and b [16] This broadening due 
to the lifetimes of the states is referred to as Natural Broadening and leads to a 
Lorentzian intensity distribution function £(cj), given by
c {u )  =  (w -  u bJ +  (D V 4fi2 (34)
where T =  h / r  N atural broadening is the minimum possible spectral line w idth 
th a t can be observed from this transition It is however extremely difficult to do so 
because of other moie significant broadening mechanisms Also, the natural w idth 
of a line is beyond the resolution of most typical laboratory spectrometers (but 
not all)
3 4 3 Pressure Broadening
Pressure broadening of a spectral line caused by interactions between the em itter 
and surrounding particles may be sub-divided into three categories (i) resonance,
(11) Van der Waals and (111) Stark broadening, depending on whether the interaction 
with the em itter is caused by (l) the same type of atom  (n) a different type of 
atom  or (m) a charged particle
The form of pressure broadening th a t we are most concerned with is Stark broaden­
ing, because the m ajority of particles m a plasma are by definition charged Stark 
broadening occurs as a result of collisions between the em itter and nearby charged 
particles There are two components that contribute to the S taik broadened width 
of a spectral line the first is caused by electron-emitter collisions, the second by 
lon-emitter collisions
Electron-em itter collisions occur on a very short time-scale, much shorter than 
both the natural lifetime of the excited state and the time between electron-em itter 
collisions, electron-em itter collisions make the greatest contribution to the Stark 
broadening of a spectral line On the other hand, lon-emitter collisions take place 
over a much longer period, longer than tha t of the natural lifetime of the state, and 
longer than  the time between lon-emitter collisions Such collisions are therefore 
known as the quasi-static component of the Stark broadening effect
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The half width of a Stark-broadened spectral line is given by [17],
AAwidth 1 -  1.2 N j 1 w
n e \  
1016/
(3.5)
the first term  on the right-hand side of equation 3.5 describes the contribution 
due to electron-emitter collisions, where w is the electron-impact param eter [18]. 
The second term on the right-hand side is the ion-emitter contribution to the 
broadening and is determined by the value of A{, the ion broadening param eter. In
Figure 3.2: Stark widths as a function of ne for selected calcium transitions, calculated 
during this work.
a hot dense plasma, emission lines are broadened due to the electron /  ion collisions 
with the em itter but they are also shifted due to the Stark-shift of the energy levels 
involved in the transitions. Electric fields from nearby particles perturb  the energy 
levels of the em itter, thereby shifting the wavelength of the photons emitted.
A X MJ t -  d (  iQe16 )  +  2Ai  (  *6 ) 1 -  1 .2 iV w (3.6)
VlO«V
where d is a calculated shift param eter [19] and w and Ai have the same meaning 
as in equation 3.5. Equations 3.5 and 3.6 can only be applied if the number of 
particles within the Debye sphere is >  2 and A (n e/ 1016) <  0.5. Stark broadening 
of lines in lowly ionised species is dominated by electron collisions. This allows 
the ion broadening term  to be om itted in many cases, but the ion contribution
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to the Stark shift plays a more significant role (in this case) Figure 3 2 shows 
how the w idth of three calcium spectral lines of interest m this work, change as 
the electron density is increased Only the electron’s contribution has been used in 
equation 3 5, the electron-impact param eter has been obtained from literature [18]
3 4 4 Doppler Broadening
The observed wavelength of a line em itted by a moving atom  is shifted by the 
Doppler effect, to shorter wavelengths if the em itter is moving towards the observer 
and to longer wavelengths if moving away The observed wavelength is given by
^observed  — ^ 0
where vx is the non-relativistic velocity of the em itter and A0 is the rest wavelength
Temperature (104  K)
Figure 3 3 Doppler broadening as a function of temperature for selected calcium transi­
tions, calculated during this work
The zb signs indicate whether the em itter is approaching or moving away from 
the observer The Doppler effect spreads the wavelength distribution observed 
and is related to the velocity distribution of the em itting particles If we are 
assuming a state  of coronal equilibrium, colhsional radiative equilibrium or local 
therm odynam ic equihbrrum we must assume a Maxwellian velocity distribution
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Doppler broadening contributes more to w idth of spectral lines at high tem pera­
tures and m low-z elements where the velocities of the em itters are usually greater 
The full width a t half maximum (FWHM) of a Gaussian due to Doppler broadening 
is given by
AXDl =  7 16 x 10“ 6A0
£
(3 9)
where m is the atomic weight, Ao is the centre wavelength m nm and T  is the 
tem perature (K) of the Maxwellian velocity distribution of the em itters [7)
Figure 3 3 shows how Doppler bioadenm g affects the hnewidth of a neutral and 
singly charged calcrum line of interest m this work for a range plausible of tem per­
atures
3 4 5 Gaussian, Lorentzian and Voigt Profiles
As was mentioned m the previous sub-sections a spectral line broadened by nat­
ural or Stark broadening leads to a Lorentzian shape, whereas therm al /  Doppler 
broadening leads to a Gaussian profile for the line The result of the combination 
of the Lorentzian and Gaussian broadening profiles is th a t most spectral lines are 
best fitted by a Voigt profile A Voigt profile V( uj) is generated by convoluting a 
Lorentzian with a Gaussian profile [20]
V(o;) =  C(uj0 — u;) <g) Q(uj0 — u) (3 10)
where £(uj) and Q{u)) are given by equation 3 4 and 3 8 respectively and (2) is a 
convolution operator Voigt profiles are approximately Gaussian around the central 
frequency u;o but tend towards a Lorentzian shape m the wmgs of the profile
Frgure 3 4 shows a plot of the three line profiles, where the area under each profile 
is the same It can be seen tha t the Gaussian piofile tends to zero with greater 
rapidity than the other two, the Voigt and Lorentzian have a much broader fre­
quency spread Although Voigt profiles cannot be expressed analytically, analytical 
approximations have been developed [21] for com putational efficiency In order to
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Figure 3 4 Gaussian, Lorentzian and Voigt Profiles, calculated during this work
determine the relative contributions of the two dominant broadening mechanisms 
(Doppler and Stark) it is necessary to analyse the experimentally determined pro­
file
We will not use these analytic expressions m this work because we strive to resolve 
the Gaussian and Lorentzian components of the measured Voigt profiles so th a t 
we may determine the contributions of various broadening mechanisms
3 4 6 Instrument Function
W hen analysing recorded spectra, a further broadening contribution must be taken 
into account W hen using spectroscopic instrum ents with resolving powers com­
parable with the width of the line under examination, it is necessary to consider 
the effect of the optical system on the width of the obseived line [16] Broadening 
caused by the instrum ent can take a number of forms (e g trapezoidal, rectangular, 
Gaussian, etc ) and should be experimentally determined before being unfolded 
from the measured spectra We will discuss the instrum ental function further m 
section 4 10
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3 4 7 Electron Densities
There are many spectroscopic methods of determining electron densities m plas­
mas All of these methods require an approximate knowledge of the plasma temper­
ature Electron densities can be calculated from the interpretation of the following 
spectroscopic measurements Stark widths or Stark shifts, relative line intensities, 
and absolute continuum intensities [22]
In this work we will concentrate on using Stark widths and shifts of spectral lines, 
from which the electron density can be calculated using either equation 3 5 or 3 6 
Significant care should be exercised m the application of either technique The 
mam difficulty with using Stark broadening to calculate the electron density is 
the deconvolution of the profile which is also affected by Doppler and instrument 
broadening Also when the electron density is relatively low and the tempera­
ture high Doppler broadening may dominate the overall width of the spectral line, 
leading to significant inaccuracies m the calculation of n e Hence we are confined 
to applying the technique to plasmas at a relatively early stage in their evolution 
where the electron density is high and Stark broadening dominates any theimal 
broadening On the other-hand, using the Stark shift has been shown to be un­
reliable m cases where the magnitude of the shift is less than the FWHM of the 
line [23]
3.4 8 Electron Temperatures
There are many methods to determine the electron temperature of a plasma A 
quick, yet crude way of estimating Te can be achieved by examining the spectium 
of the plasma and noting the maximum ionisation stage of any of the transitions 
present Bremsstrahlung radiation can also be used to calculate electron temper­
ature A plot of continuum photon energy (in eV) versus the logarithm of the 
intensity of the continuum should yield a straight line graph, provided there are 
no bound-bound or bound-free features, the slope of this graph provides a value 
for the electron temperature [1]
In the XUV or X-ray regions continuum radiation can also be used to calculate the 
electron temperature, using a method known as the foil absorption technique In 
this technique the relative intensity of the transmission through two different foils
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of known density is calculated The transmission ratio of the foils can be related 
to the plasma temperature [24|
Another method for determining the electron temperature is to evaluate the widths 
of Doppler broadened spectral lines As was mentioned m section 3 4 4 the Gaus­
sian half-width of a Doppler broadened line can be related to the electron tem­
perature (equation 3 9) The plasma must be optically thm at the frequencies 
around the transition and the lines used should be negligibly affected by Stark 
broadening [7| However, the most common spectroscopic methods for determin­
ing electron temperature are based on intensity ratios The three most widely used 
ratio techniques are hne-to-hne, from the same ionisation stage, hne-to-hne from 
successive ionisation stages, and finally hne-to-continuum These three methods 
will be discussed separately m the following sub-sections It should be mentioned 
before discussing these techniques that most spectroscopic methods for the deter­
mination of plasma tempereratures require appioximate knowledge of the electron 
density It is therefore preferable to use an iterative approach to determining either 
parameter
Line-to-Lm e R atios from the Same Charge State
In an optically thm plasma the integrated intensity of a line (Iab) can be related 
to the excited state population distribution Nb and the length of the line of sight,
s^ight by
lab «  ~ A abN blslqht (3 11)
47r
where A ab is the oscillator strength of the transition and Uba is the frequency As 
we are assuming a state of LTE the population distribution of any two states can 
be related by the Boltzmann factor
t  -  i r -  ( - ^ s r )  < 3 1 2 1
Relating our integrated intensities m the same manner one obtains
where 1 and 2 refer to two individual spectral lines Measuring the ratio of intensi­
ties ( /1/ / 2) of two experimentally obseived lines, one can calculate a value for the
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plasma temperature Te It is very difficult even under ideal situations to obtain
electron temperatures with errors < 10 %, using this method The accuracy of 
this method can be improved by measuring line ratios along some spectral series 
The logarithm of the intensity ratios, versus the excitation energies of the upper 
levels, should produce a straight line The reciprocal of the slope of this line will 
yield a more accurate value of kBT
Significant deviation from a straight line plot may signal that the plasma was not 
in, or sufficiently close to LTE It may also signal errors m the integration of the 
line profiles caused by underlying continuum emission
Lm e-to-Lm e R atios from Successive Charge Stages
The accuracy of the hne-to-hne intensity ratio technique can also be improved by 
increasing the energy difference between the two excited levels
An effective way of maximising this eneigy difference is to use lines from sue cessive 
ionisation stages This introduces an additional energy gap the ionisation 
energy, that usually leads to an energy separation of the levels larger than kBT  
Instead of relating the integrated intensity ratios using the Boltzmann equation as 
was done m the previous method, it is now necessary to relate the intensities using 
the Saha equation The ratio of the integrated line profiles becomes
E  and E f are the excitation energies of the transitions of interest m the successive 
ion stages, E ^  is the ionisation energy of the lower of the two ion stages and A E qq 
is a high density correction factor that lowers the ionisation energy due to the 
presence of strong electric fields [22]
R elative Intensities o f Line-to-Continuum
At short time delays after the plasma initiation, line intensity measurements are 
complicated by large background continuum radiation, resulting m significant mea­
surement errors The relative lme-to-contmuum method uses the ratio of integrated 
line profiles to that of adjacent or underlying continuum, with the same bandwidth
(3 14)
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or wavelength interval
e i f X \ n  ^21 —  E<? — A E ,— (A) =  Cr—— —^ e x p
ec Ut AtTe \  kBTe
£ f  1 - e x p  (  ■', ^  ^ ^ 4- G (exp  (  w ^  ) ] (3 15)
xXkBTe)  )  \  \A kBTe J /
where CT — 2 005 x 10~5 (sK), ec is the continuum emission coefficient and 
integrated emission coefficient over the line profile Ac and A/ are the continuum 
centre wavelength and the centre wavelength of the line E 2 and A E ^  are the 
ionisation potential, upper level energy and the lowering of the ionisation potential 
m the field of the ions Ul is the partition function of the ion of interest G is the 
free-free Gaunt factor and £ is the free-bound continuum correction factor [25, 26]
The relative lme-to-contmuum technique only yields accurate results when the 
intensity of the continuum and the line emission are comparable This gives the 
technique a range of applicability from approximately 30-100 ns It becomes a com­
plementary technique to the other relative intensity techniques that have already 
been mentioned that require well defined line profiles for accurate results
Extracting temperatures from equatron 3 15 is less straight forward than the other 
techniques The partition function U% has a non-neghgible temperature dependence 
and would be more accurately denoted by Ul{T)) and £ the continuum correction 
factor is not known for most situations and must be determined by comparing the 
lme-to-contmuum ratios of two lines, this gives two equations m two unknowns Ç 
and Te
3.5 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed all of the diagnostic methods used during the 
course of this work A general discussion on plasma diagnostics was followed by the 
theory employed by the VUV photoabsorption imaging facility to extract useful 
plasma parameters Spectral line profiles and the most important mechanisms 
involved m their broadening have been discussed Methods used to determine 
electron density and temperature from spectroscopic measurements were outlined 
The underlying assumptions and limitations of these techniques has also been 
mentioned
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In the next chapter we will discuss m detail the experimental systems used to record 
VUV photoabsorption images, spectrally filtered time-resolved emission images 
and time and space-resolved spectroscopic images of single and colliding laser- 
produced plasmas The capabilities and limitations of these experimental systems 
will be presented
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E x p e r im e n t a l  S y s t e m s
4.1 Introduction
The transient nature of laser-produced plasmas, with steep density and temper­
ature gradients and high expansion velocities make them challenging entities to 
study m the laboratory In order to tiack the evolution of laser-produced plasmas, 
significant demands are placed on the experimental equipment, high temporal, 
spatial and spectral resolution is required, especially during early phase (< 100 
ns) expansion dynamics
In this chapter we will present and discuss the operation of the experimental sys­
tems used m this work to characterise laser-produced plasmas We will begin 
by discussing the three laser systems used, followed by the Vacuum ultraviolet 
Photoabsorption Imaging Facihty (VPIF) and the emission imaging and imaging 
spectroscopy systems
4.2 Surelite Laser Systems
Two Continuum Surelite Q-switched laser systems were used during the course of 
this work (series I and III) The lasmg medium in both lasers is a rod of crystalline 
yttrium alumrnrurn garnet (Y2AI12O12) that has been doped with neodymium 10ns 
(Nd3+), leading to the abbreviation Nd YAG
6 7
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Figure 4 1 shows a schematic diagram of the Surelite I laser system The particular 
series III system used by the VP IF does not include the frequency doubling crystals 
shown m figure 4 1, therefore it is limited to operation at 1064nm
(a) Schematic of laser layout (b) Diode Trace
Figure 4 1 Schematic diagram of the Sui elite laser system and a fast diode trace of the 
output pulse lecorded on a Tektiomx (TDS2400) oscilloscope
The flashlamp and Pockels cell of the Surelite lasers may be internally or externally 
triggered, producing a shot-to-shot jitter of < 10 ns or < 1 ns respectively, both 
lasers have been externally triggered using delay generators during this woik The
Table 4 1 Specifications of the Sui elite lasei systems
Surelite I Surelite III
Lasmg Medium Nd YAG Nd YAG
Wavelength 1064, 532, 355, 266 nm 1064 nm
Energy 450, 200, 100, 60 mJ 800 mJ
Pulse length 6 ns (FWHM) 6 ns (FWHM)
Repetition rate 10 Hz 10 Hz
Trigger jitter < 1 ns < 1 ns
series I laser system could be operated at 1064, 532, 355 and 266 nm producing up 
to 450, 200, 100 and 60 mJ respectively m 6ns (at 1064 nm) The pulse duration 
was 1 to 2 ns shorter when using the harmonrcs Figure 4 1 (b) shows a typical 
diode trace from the Surelite I system recorded using a fast diode and a Tektronix 
(TDS2400) oscilloscope The FWHM of a Gaussian fit to the diode trace is «  6 
ns
The senes III Surelite, produces 800 mJ m 6 ns at a repetition rate of 10 Hz, 
operating at its fundamental wavelength 1064 nm The output from both lasers is 
linearly polarrsed with a Gaussian intensity profile (in the far field, > 1 m) while
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the beam divergence of both lasers is 0 6 mrad The important parameters relating 
to both lasers have been summarised m table 4 1
4.3 Spectron Laser System
The Spectron SL-404 is a Q-switched Nd YAG laser system, producing 300 mJ 
m ~  16 ns, operating at 10 Hz Figure 4 2 (a) shows a schematic of the general 
optical layout of the Spectron SL range Figure 4 2 (b) shows a fast diode trace of
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(b) Diode Trace
Figure 4 2 Schematic of the Spectron SL-404 laser system [1]
the SL-404 recorded on a Tektronix oscilloscope The FWHM of a Gaussian fit to 
the (somewhat asymmetric) diode trace is ~  16 ns
The SL-404 is an oscillator only system that also produces a lineai ly polarised 
output with a Gaussian intensity distribution The output beam divergence rs be­
tween 0 8 and 2 mrad The flashlamps and Pockels cell can be externally trrggered 
producing a shot-to-shot jitter of < 1 ns Table 4 2 summarises the important 
parameters relating to the SL-404
Table 4 2 Spectron SL-400 specifications 
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4.4 VUV Photoabsorption Imaging Facility
There are five mam components to the vacuum ultraviolet photoabsorption imaging 
facility Each of these components will be discussed individually m the following 
sub-sections, they are
(i) The source plasma
(11) The focussing /  collimating toroidal mirrors 
(in) The monochromator
( i v )  The sample plasma
(v) The CCD camera /  optical filtering
A schematic diagram of the VP IF is shown m figure 4 3 and a photograph of 
the system is shown in figure 4 4 The entire system is evacuated to a minimum 
pressure of 10-5 mbar to avoid strong attenuation due to the high absorbance of 
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Figure 4 3 The Vacuum Ultraviolet Photoabsorption Imaging Facility (VPIF)
on the VPIF that can be independently controlled and monitored Two gate valves 
and a valve on the entrance and exit slit of the monochromator are used to isolate 
these sections as shown m figure 4 3
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The first gate valve is located between the source target chamber and the focussing 
toroidal mirror chamber (see figure 4 3) Closing that valve allows us to isolate 
the target chamber for routine activities such as window and target replacement 
The target chamber is evacuated using a Leybold PT-50 turbomolecular pump 
(50 litres/sec) and is backed by a Leybold TRIVAC-E rotary vane pump The 
pressure m the chamber is monitored using a Leybold THERMOVAC gauge for 
pressures m the range 103-10~3 mbar A Leybold PENNING VAC gauge was used 
for pressures below 10-2 mbar The next vacuum section, the VUV focussing
Figuie 4 4 Photogiaph of the Vacuum Lltiaviolet Photoabsoiption Imaging Facility 
(VPIF) [3]
mirror chamber, located between the source target chamber and the entrance slit 
of the monochromatoi is similaily equipped and also uses a rotary backed PT-50 
with the same model gauges The monochromator is evacuated using a Leybold 
PT-360 turbo with a 360 litres/sec flow rate, backed by a Leybold TRIVAC-B 
rotary
The final two independently evacuated sections (collimating mirror and sample 
chambers) are separated by a gate valve located between the sample target chamber 
and the filter chamber This permits easy access to the sample chamber on a 
regular basis while keeping the delicate frlter and CCD camera under vacuum 
Both sections are evacuated and monitored using similar pumping rigs and gauges 
as the source target chamber
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4 4 1 Continuum Source
The back-lighting source used m this dual-laser plasma experiment is produced by 
focusing the series III Continuum Surelite Nd YAG laser onto a solid gold target 
This produces a virtually line-free continuum in the VUV spectral range High-Z 
materials such as gold have been used for many years as VUV continuum sources 
for DLP absorption experiments [4]
The VUV spectrum of gold is shown in figure 4 5 in the spectral range extending 
from 30 to 100 nm This spectrum was taken using the same model monochro­
mator as employed with the VPIF (Acton Research VM-521) but operating in 
spectrometer mode, i e, without an exit slit and with CCD readout In the initial 
VPIF design tungsten was used as the VUV source plasma because it has been 
extensively studied [5, 6] However, tungsten plasma debris from the source began 
coating the gold-coated toroidal mirrors, severely reducing their reflectivity in the 
VUV Moving to a gold source target eliminated this problem
Wavelength (nm)
Figuie 4 5 Time-integiated vacuum ultraviolet emission spectium of gold (recoided by 
E O ’Leaiy)
The time-resolution of the VPIF is dictated by the duration of the VUV emission 
from the source This duration is m turn determined by the length of the laser 
pulse generating the plasma as well as other factors such as the laser irradiance 
and the wavelength under observation Mosmer et al [7] observed XUV (10 nm) 
continuum emission from a series of high-Z targets (including Au), with pulse
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durations of ~  20 ns FWHM using a 15 ns, 0 5 J Nd YAG laser [1] The shorter 
the wavelength of the emission observed the shorter the pulse duration In the 
X-ray region the emission duration at medium to high laser irradiances, may be 
some fraction of the laser pulse duration In the XUV, the emission duration is 
comparable to the laser pulse-length, as was observed by Mosmer et al In the VUV 
the emission duration is typically some multiple of the laser pulse length In the 
case of the VPIF operating at 35 nm, using a 6 ns pulse, the VUV emission duration 
was measured by Hirsch et al [8] to be ~  30 ns The mam factor underlying the
Figure 4 6 Photograph of the “source” taiget chamber [3|
above trend rs the plasma temperature X-ray emrssion is observed only when the 
plasma temperature is highest, usually just after the peak of the laser pulse and 
only remains sufficiently high for a shoit trrne after that hence the X-ray emission 
is shortened to a fraction of the laser pulse duration At lower photon energies, 
the required plasma temperature is lower and stays above the minimum threshold 
for longer, hence the emission pulse duration increases on moving from X-ray —> 
XUV —> VUV —» UV/VIS The temporal resolution of the VPIF could be improved 
to sub-nanosecond levels by using a laser yielding pulses of < 0 2 ns such as the
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EKSPLA 312P system now available m the laboratory
Figure 4 6 shows a photograph of the source target chamber, where the source 
plasma is generated The focussed Surehte laser beam produces an on target lrra- 
diance of ~  2 x 10u  Wcm-2 For incompletely ionised targets and small iadiation 
losses the initial plasma temperature can be related to the incident laser flux using 
the 3/5ths power law given by Colombant and Tonon [10] This assumes a state of 
collisional radiative equilibrium as discussed m section 2 5 3, which is usually valid 
during the laser pulse [10] and is given by
Te =  5 2 x 1Q~6A l/5 [ X 2 ( j) }3 / 5 (4 1)
where A n is the atomic number, A is the laser wavelength (m fj,m) and 0 is the on 
target irradiance (in Wcm-2) From this we estimate the initial plasma tempera­
ture to be ~  80 eV Colombant and Tonon [10] also provide an expression for the 
average charge stage 2, present m the plasma as a function of electron temperature 
Te and the atomic weight Z  This approximation is given m equation 4 2 but is 
only valid for a temperature > 30 eV [10]
z * l [ A nTe}113 (4 2)
Figuie 4 7 shows a plot of the average charge z vs Te the electron temperature
Electron Temperature (eV)
Figure 4 7 Average ion stage as a function of tem perature for a Au plasma generated 
with an on target inadiance of 2xlOn  Wcm2, calculated during this woik
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for the source gold plasma Figure 4 7 also shows the average ion stage for Ca 
as a function of Te to demonstrate how the atomic numbei An affects the result 
Figure 4 7 indicates that the dominant ionisation stages within the source plasma 
during the first 30 ns is between 10 to 15 times ionised
4 4 2 Focusing Toroidal Mirror
Light emanating from the gold (source) plasma is collected and focused onto the 
entrance slit of a monochromator using a specially designed gold-coated toroidal 
mirror The angle of incidence of the toroidal mirror is 85 degrees in order to 
maximise the reflectivity of gold m the VUV region and is located 400 mm from 
the source plasma The grazing incidence reflectivity of gold m the VUV is shown in 
figure 4 8 It can be seen that the reflectivity of gold is high (between 70 and 80%) 
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Figuie 4 8 Glazing and normal incidence reflectivity of gold and indium (Calculated 
using the “Multi-Ray” ray tracing code from the University of Padua, Italy [3])
the benefits m terms of increased light collection efficiency provided by operating at 
grazmg incidence must be balanced against increased optical aberrations produced 
by operating at shallow angles of incidence The tangential and sagittal radii of 
the toroidal mirror are 2303 mm and 69 mm respectively and it images the plasma
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source onto the entrance slit of the monochromator, the toroidal mirror radii were 
specially chosen with the aid of ray tracing codes m order to minimise aberrations 
caused by working at grazing incidence
4 4 3 Monochromator
The monochromator used in this system is an Acton Research VM-521 one metre 
near noimal incidence configuration, operated at a pressure of typically 10-7 mBar 
The monochromator is equipped with a 1200 grooves /  mm spherical concave, 
iridium coated Bausch and Lomb grating and covers the spectral range from 30 
to 325 nm, the diffraction grating is blazed at an angle of 2 75°, resulting in a 
maximum conversion efficiency of incident radiation into first order light at 80 
nm [3]
Figure 4 9 Acton Research VM-521 VUV Monochiomatoi [11]
The monochromator operates on a Rowland circle configuration, meaning that the 
entrance slit, exit slit and diffraction grating all he on a circle whose diameter 
equals the radrus of curvature of the concave grating
The spherrcal concave drffraction gratrng combrnes the dispersive properties of a 
ruled grating surface with the focusing capability of a concave mirror [11| This has 
the effect of reducrng the number of reflectrng surfaces requrred m the spectrometer
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Figure 4 10 Photograph of the Acton Research 1-metre normal incidence monochroma- 
tor [3]
which is important m the VUV where the normal incidence reflectivity of metals 
and dielectric coatings is very low, leading to large flux losses [12] The normal 
incidence reflectivity of the iridium coated grating used is very low for wavelengths 
shorter than ~  30 nm This leaves a region stretching from ~  35 to 70 nm that 
is free from second older light [1] The reflection efficiency of the grating tails off 
gradually at the long wavelength end of its range Figure 4 8 shows the normal and 
grazing incidence reflectivities of iridium m the VUV, calculated using the “Multi- 
Ray” ray tracing code from the University of Padua, Italy [3] Figure 4 9 shows a 
schematic of the Acton Research monochromator used including the Rowland circle 
and figure 4 10 shows a photograph of the monochromatoi The bandwidth AA of 
the quasi-monochromatic radiation exiting the monochromator is determined by 
the width of the entrance and exit slits A bandwidth of ~  0 1 nm is achieved
Table 4 3 Acton Reseatch (VM-502) monochromator specifications
Operating Range 30 -  325 nm
Focal Length 1000 mm
Configuration Near normal incidence (75°)
Dispersion 0 83 nm/mm
Grating 1200 lines/mm, concave indium coated
Aperture Ratio F/10 4 (tangential plane)
F/17 5 (sagittal plane)
for 100 ¿¿m wide slits at a wavelength of 50 nm [3] Table 4 3 summarises the 
important monochromator specifications
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4 4 4 Collimating Toroidal Mirror
A second toroidal mirror is located 200 mm from the exit slit of the monochro­
mator The function of this mirror is to collimate the mono chromât ised radiation 
emanating from the exit slit, so that a parallel beam with an approximately square 
(4 x 4  mm) cross section is created The tangential radius of the mirror is 2303 mm 
and the sagittal radius is 66 mm It is operated at an incident angle of 80 degrees 
Beyond the collimating mirror, a pulsed tunable (30 - 100 nm) approximately
Figure 4 11 Photogiaph of the toioidal mmoi chambeis [3]
square VUV beam is available to probe both static (e g , thm films) and dynamic 
(e g , expanding plasma plumes) samples Figure 4 11 shows a photograph of both 
toroidal mirror chambers The next stage of the system is the generation of the 
sample plasma
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4 4 5 Sample Plasma
The sample plasma is generated by focussing the Spectron SL-404 laser onto a solid 
Ca (metal) block The laser light is focused onto the sample using a cylindrical 
lens that generates a line plasma of approximately 8 mm in length times 0 2 mm 
m height The expansion of the plasma is set perpendicular to the propagation 
direction of the collimated VUV beam Increasing the length of the sample plasma 
increases its opacity along the line of sight of the VUV probe beam and hence 
increases the amount of VUV radiation that is absorbed by the sample The laser 
energy on the target was varied using a combination of a Brewster angle polariser 
and a half-wave plate The Brewster angle polariser and half-wave plate were 
mounted on rotational stages and can be accurately adjusted to give a desired 
energy with the same state of polarisation The ability to vary the on-target
Figure 4 12 Photograph of the “sample” target chamber and beam line [3]
rrradiance is very important so that absorption may be maximised by generating 
a large plasma of sufficient density, while keeping the sample plasma emission m 
the VUV as low as possible, as this radiation can fall directly onto the CCD
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Figure 4 12 shows a photograph of the sample target chamber
The expansion dynamics of plasmas generated using three sample target geometries 
were studied during the course of this work The first and most straight forward 
concerned a single line or point plasma generated on a flat surface The second 
geometry involved the generation of two point or line plasmas next to each other 
on a flat surface This was achieved by splitting a laser beam m two using a wedge 
prism and subsequently focussing the beams onto the target surface, as shown 
m figure 4 13 (a) By varying the angle of the wedge prism we could vary the 
separation between the two plasmas, hence changing the conditions and times at 
which interaction occurs The third configuration used involved the generation of
Figuie 4 13 Schematic diagiam of the wedge prism used to split the incident laser beam 
as well as the two colliding plasma taiget geometnes
line and point plasmas on a 90° wedge obtained by making precise cuts at 45° to 
the target surface normal (figure 4 13 (b)) This geometry increases the intensity 
of the plasma interaction because the plasmas are directed along a colhnear path 
and collide with a larger component of their faster, forward expansion velocity
4.4 6 Optical filter and CCD
Radiation that is transmitted through (and passes by) the sample plasma falls on 
a CCD where the beam footprint is recorded Sample (or front plasma) emission
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is significantly reduced by inserting a knife edge between the plasma core and the 
CCD thereby shielding the detector from the brightest part of the plasma Residual 
visible /  UV radiation is rejected by a thm  (200 fxm thrck) A1 metal filter placed 
m front of the CCD The knife edge is located m the sample target chamber and 
may be positioned precisely using a micrometer driven translational stage
The self-supported 5 x 5  mm, aluminium frlter acts as a VUV bandpass filter, 
which blocks all radiation below ~  18 nm (XUV /  soft X-rays) and above ~  80 nm 
(Deep UV to IR), as is shown rn frgure 4 14 The aluminum frlter serves a second 
purpose rn that it protects the CCD camera from debris generated by the sample 
plasma Directly behind the filter chamber the VUV footprint or ‘shadowgrams’5
Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4 14 Transmission cuive of a 0 2 ¿¿m A1 filter in the VUV (Souice data Centie 
foi X-iay Optics website, http //www cxro lbl gov/optical_ const ants/)
are recorded on a 2048 x 512 prxel back-thrnned Andor Technology DU440 CCD 
camera wrth a prxel srze of 13 x 13 ¿¿m, provrdrng a total rmagmg area of 27 6 x 6 9 
mm The CCD prxels are generally brnned 6 x 6 rn order to improve signal to noise 
ratio (SNR), resulting m 78 fim  square “superpixels”
The quantum cfficicncy Qe of the CCD chip has been measured by the CCD 
manufacturer for our specific detector to be 22% at 50 nm operating with a gain 
of 1 4 From these values we may calculate the number of counts N c  per detected 
photon
N c = Q e
E photon
3 65 x Gain
(4 3)
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Figuie 4 15 Photograph of the “A1 filtei” chamber and back illuminated Andor technol­
ogy CCD [3]
where Eph0t(m is the energy of the incident photon (in eV) [3, private communication 
(2002)] An image is recorded by averaging frames from ten laser shots, but this 
process will be discussed m more detail later, in section 5 2 Figure 4 15 shows a 
photograph of the filter chamber and the back illuminated Andor technology CCD 
camera
4 4 7 VPIF Synchronisation
The Spectron SL-404 and the Continuum lasers were synchronised using two Stan- 
foid DG-535 delay generators controlled by the Andor Technology CCD detectoi 
software The first delay generator constituted the master oscillatoi, it generated 
a reference pulse T 0 at 10 Hz This pulse was used to trigger the flashlamps of 
both lasers A 10 fis wide TTL pulse, was used to trigger the flashlamps of the 
Surehte laser while the flashlamp of the Spectron laser required amplification to 
15 V, 10 fib wide pulses for relrable trrggering The flashlamps of both lasers were 
continuously triggered at 10 Hz to stabilise the temperature of the laser rods, as 
recommended by the respective manufacturers
The T0 reference pulse from the frrst generator was used to seed the second delay 
generator using a short (0 3 m) BNC cable ensuring time synchronisation (to < 1 
ns) Two output pulses from the second generator were delayed by 180 /¿s, the
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Figuie 4 16 Timing diagram used to synchronise the source and sample laser systems
optimum delay between the laser flashlamp and Pockels cell tngger, and connected 
to the respective Pockels cells of the two lasers The output pulse connected to 
the SL-404 Pockels cell trigger had to be amplified to 15 V A variable delay was 
inserted between the two lasers, with a jittei of < 1 ns, providing time delays 
between 0 ns (overlapped pulses) and a few microseconds These two outputs were 
connected to the Pockels cells of the lasers via an “AND” gate controlled by the 
CCD camera software When the CCD camera exposure begins, a pulse relayed 
by a tngger box connected to the PC is sent to the “AND” gate The “AND” gate 
is then opened for the duration of the exposure time, permitting the Pockels cell 
of both lasers to be triggered Both lasers subsequently file at a repetition rate of 
10 Hz until the exposure time lapses In this configuration, the number of shots 
is detei mined by the exposure time set with the CCD camera software A timing 
diagram illustrating this sequence is shown m figure 4 16
In the next two sections the spectral and spatial resolution of the VPIF are dis­
cussed A detailed description of these parameters has been presented previously
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by Hirsch [13] For this reason only a brief treatment, highlighting the salient 
features, will be presented here
4.5 Spectral Resolution
The spectral resolution of the VPIF is determined by the bandwidth A A of the 
monochromatised VUV beam The bandwidth of the VUV beam is determined by 
the dispersion of the grating and the entrance and exit slit widths of the monochro­
mator
The spectral resolution of the VPIF was experimentally determined by perform­
ing absorption spectroscopy on the He ls2(1So)“ls2p(1P 1) resonance at 58 43 nm 
Helium was held m the “sample” target chamber at a pressure between 0 17 and 
0 19 mbar The helium absorbing column length was ~  900 mm The wavelength 
of the VUV beam was then scanned across the resonance transition from 58 2 to 
58 5 nm m steps of 0 01 nm The CCD pixels were binned 64 x 64 resulting in
Wavelength (nm) Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4 17 Measured spectial resolution using the He ls2(1So)-ls2p(1Pi) lesonance line 
at 58 43 nm, with (a) 50//m /  50jum entrance /  exit slit and (b) lOOjLtm / lOO^m entrance 
/  exit slit [13]
0 832 x 0 832 mm pixels The intensity on four of these “superpixels” (containing 
the beam footprint) were summed and plotted as a function of wavelength This
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m essence operates the imaging system as a spectrometer
Two monochromator entrance and exit slit configurations were used to measure 
the spectral resolution In the first case both slits were set to 50 ¿tm, m the second 
both slits were set to 100 fim  Figure 4 17 (a) shows the absorption profile of the 
He transition for the 50 //m slit and figure 4 17 (b) shows the absorption profile 
for 100 /im slits A Gaussian fit to the data-sets yields a FWHM of 0 05 ±  0 01 
nm for the 50 fxm slits and 0 08 ±  0 01 nm for the 100 fim  slits From these values 
we obtain resolving powers of 730 and 1170 at 58 43 nm These values are in good 
agreement with ray tracing calculations performed at the University of Padua, 
Italy, m which resolving powers of 650 and 1200 were determined
4.6 Spatial Resolution
The horizontal and vertical spatial resolution of the VUV probe beam was deter­
mined using the edge trace technique described by Williams [14] The edge trace
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Figure 4 18 Honzontal edge tiace of the VUV probe beam of the VPIF [13]
of the system was obtained by inserting a knife edge into the VUV beam (block­
ing half of it) for different combinations of the entrance and exit slits The edge 
trace is the integral of the line spread function of the system, which determines 
the system’s overall spatial resolution
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Figuie 4 18 shows the edge trace of one row of pixels As can be seen the intensity 
recorded on the CCD does not drop immediately to zero when blocked by the 
knife edge, instead it drops gradually over approximately 15 pixels, this is due to 
diffraction at the knife edge
Pixels
Figuie 4 19 Experimentally determined line spread function of the VUV piobe beam 
generated by the VPIF [13]
The line spread function W[ can be determined from the edge trace We from [14]
We{x)=  [ X Wi{j/)dx! (4 4)
J -o o
Figure 4 19 shows the resulting line spread function as well as a Lorentzian fit 
to the data The FWHM of the Lorentzian piofile is 135 ±  30 \im, which is the 
honzontal spatial resolution of the system
The vertical spatial resolution was measured with a horizontal knife edge using 
the same procedure The FWHM of the Lorentzian fit to the vertical line spread 
function was 160 dr 30 fim
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4.7 Probe Beam Characterisation
In an attem pt to further characterise the VUV probe beam a single slit diffraction 
experiment was performed as part of the current work. A variable width slit was 
placed on the translational stage used to insert the knife edge into the beam. 
The slit was orientated vertically i.e. in the saggital plane. The width of the slit 
was estimated to be 80 db 15 ¡im by examining the diffraction pattern formed by 
irradiating the slit with a He-Ne laser.
The distance from the slit to the CCD was estimated to be 500 =t 5 mm. The 
slit was moved into the centre of the beam and the wavelength of the beam was 
then varied from 30 to 150 nm in 10 nm steps. An image of the slit was taken at 
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Figure 4.20: Image from the single slit diffraction experiment taken at a monochromator 
wavelength of 50 nm.
sample image taken with the monochromator set to 50 nm central wavelength and 
using 100 fim  entrance and exit slits. The horizontal profile shown near the top of 
the image shows the fully vertically binned (FVB) trace of the image; the vertical 
profile shown on the right hand side of the image shows the fully horizontally 
binned (FHB) trace of the image. The FVB trace is re-plotted in figure 4.21.
The diffraction pattern observed is in fact a direct measurement of the line spread 
function of the optical system described in section 4.6. In section 4.6 the line
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spread function was derived from the edge trace measurements obtained using a 
knife edge According to Williams et al [14] the line spread function for a diffraction 
limited system is m fact described by a first order Struve function In mathematical 
terms Struve functions are associated with Bessel functions, and tabulated values 
of Struve functions may usually be found m Bessel tables [14]
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Figure 4 21 Comparison between single slit experimental data (FVB trace of figuie 4 20) 
with a single slit Fraunhofer diffi action model
Pixel Number
In order to make a simple but reasonably accurate determination of the FWHM of 
the central lobe, a basic single slit diffraction tracc was fitted to the cxpci îmcntal 
data shoun m figuie 4 21 The diffraction pattern intensity I  was calculated using 
equation 4 5
_  bin2{ n a y / \ D sc)
0 ( / \  p i  \ o  \(■7ray/XDscy
where Iq was normalised to the experimental intensity, a was the slit width, A the 
wavelength, y the position along the CCD and Dsc the distance from the slit to 
the CCD
During the fitting process the actual slit width determined by the model was 68 d= 1 
/xm, which was within our measurement error from the HeNe The FWHM of the 
central lobe of the diffraction pattern was determined to be 13 15 =t 0 02 pixels 
which translates into 170 9 ±  0 3 ¿¿m In terms of the fit shown m figuie 4 21, the
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slight departure of the fit from the experimental data between the central and first 
order lobes would be corrected for in the implementation of a Struve diffraction 
pattern
The end result of this experiment is that a new more accurate value of the spatial 
resolution of the system can be determined through the direct measurement of 
the line spread function The previous calculation using the edge trace technique 
supplied a value for the horizontal spatial resolution of 135 ±  30 ¿¿m for 100 ¿¿m 
entrance and exit slits, whereas the direct measurement of the line spread function 
indicates a value just above the upper error limit, of 170 9 d= 0 3 /xm
4.8 System Improvements
In order to improve the quality of the photoabsorption images obtained, numerous 
modifications were made to the VPIF to improve the signal-to-noise ratio The 
actual process used to calculate the photoabsorption images will be discussed in 
section 5 2
Two major difficulties hindered the ability of the system to re<ord quality images 
The first was that one photoabsorption image requires 100 laser shots to be fired 
at the source tax get and 50 shots at the sample target Figure 4 22 shows the effec t 
that cratermg, caused by the laser radiation ablating the target surface, has on 
the VUV flux The traces shown m figure 4 22 are fully vertically binned images 
of the VUV piobe beam after differing numbers of laser shots The reason for the 
step lrke structure m the traces is that the CCD pixels m the images have been 
binned 6 x 6
If this drop m flux from the source is not carefully considered when obtaining 
photoabsorption images it will produce an "apparent" absorption of the beam 
when the ratio of the source (J0) to the sample (I) images are calculated For 
this reason reproducibility of the source and sample plasmas was a very important 
factor when attempting to improve the system All of the optical mounts and 
translational stages were upgraded to facilitate the regular movements to “fresh” 
source and sample surfaces while improving the reproducibility of the probe beam
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Figure 4 22 Full vertical binning of the VUV beam source at 37 3 nm
The second major difficulty was the background detection noise level This was 
tackled on a number of fronts The first was the introduction of the Brewster 
angle polariser and half-wave plate setup (section 4 4 5) This allowed us to vary 
precisely the energy supplied to the sample plasma This is required in order to 
limit the emission from the sample plasma to wavelengths longer than ~  80 nm 
Any strong emission with wavelengths shorter than this would penetrate the Al 
filter and saturate the camera However a balance must be found between low 
emission and reasonable volumes of ablated material for good absorption signals
To further reduce the front plasma emission from reaching the CCD camera, two 
10 mm wide by 20 mm long slit apertures were placed inside the beamhne, approx­
imately 350 mm apart, this was done to minimise reflections from VUV emission 
located behrnd the knrfe edge from the rnsrde wall of the KF-40 vacuum tubrng 
Thrs made the alignment of the system difficult as the apertures could only be 
manoeuvered while that section of the system was at atmospheric pressure
Another way to reduce the detectron noise was to reduce the thermal noise on the 
detector The back-illummated Andor Technology CCD contains a Peltier cooler 
with two fans, that allowed it to be cooled to 0° C However, it also had the facility 
to be cooled down to -80° C using flowing mams water to assist the Peltier cooler 
Figure 4 23 shows the effect that cooling the CCD chip has on the average thermal
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background counts The tiaces shown m figure 4 23 are again images that have 
been fully vertically bmned The entire width of the CCD chip (2048 pixels) is 
shown The temperature was varied from +10° C to -40° C All of the images 












Figure 4 23 CCD thermal background noise as a function of CCD temperature
Figure 4 24 shows the effect that these improvements had on the quality of the 
photoabsorption images obtainable using the VPIF The image set shown on the 
top of figure 4 24 were taken before the improvements mentroned here and the 
rmage set at the bottom was taken after
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Figure 4.24: Comparison of VUV Photoabsorption Images taken during this work with 
images from John Hirsch’s PhD Thesis [3].
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4.9 Spectrally Resolved Emission Imaging
A schematic of the system used to record time, space and spectrally resolved visible 
emission images of expanding LPP’s is shown in figure 4 25 There are three mam 
components m the emission imaging setup the lasers, interference filters and the 
ICCD camera The plasmas were generated using either the Spectron SL-404 or
Figure 4 25 Expenmental setup used to acquire time-resolved spectrally filtered emission 
images
Continuum Surelite laser systems as discussed previously m sections 4 3 and 4 2 
The energy supplied to the target surface was controlled using the half-wave plate 
and Brewster angle polanser setup used by the VPIF Cylindrical lenses were used 
to generate low density, low temperature line plasmas under the same conditions 
as the photoabsorption experiments Spherical lenses were used to generate high 
density, high temperature point plasmas where strong interaction between the 
plasmas could be observed for synchronous spectroscopic and imaging experiments
The two components of the imaging setup that have not been discussed previously 
the interference filters and the ICCD camera, will be discussed individually in 
sections 4 9 1 and 4 9 2
4 9 1 Interference Filters
Radiation emitted by the sample plasma exits the target chamber through a glass 
window and is redirected using a 90° prism, as shown m figure 4 25 Before the 
radiation is allowed to enter the aperture of the ICCD camera it is passed through a 
narrow bandpass interference filter so that we can track a specific emission line of a 
desired charge state The two mam transitions used were the 4s2(1S0)-4s4p(1Pi)
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Wavelength (run)
Figure 4 26 Transmission curve for the mtei feience filter centered at 420 nm Used to 
track the 4s2(1So)-4s4p(1Pi) Ca° line at 422 67 nm
neutral calcium line at 422 67 nm and the 4s(2Si/2)-4p(2P3/2,i/2) singly ionised 
calcium doublet at 393 36 and 396 85 nm Two bandpass filters were used to select 
these emission lines, the transmission curves for these interference filters centered 
420 and 390 nm are shown in figures 4 26 and 4 27 respectively The location of the
Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4 27 Transmission curve foi the mtei feience filtei centeied at 390 nm Used to 
track the 4s(2Si/2)-4p(2P3/2,i/2) Ca+ lines at 393 36 and 396 85 nm
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relevant Ca transitions has been indicated by dotted vertical lines in both figures
A number of other bandpass filters were used during the course of this work with 
similar transmission curves A broadband short-pass interference filter was also 
used to take “white” light images of the bulk plasma motion This filter blocked all 
radiation with wavelengths longer than 950 nm, thereby eliminating (fundamental) 
Nd YAG laser scatter whilst also protecting the CCD sensor
4 9 2 ICCD Camera
The ICCD camera tha t was used m the emission imaging setup was an Andor 
Technology DH5H7 The camera has 24 //m square pixels arranged in a 512 x 512 2- 
D array This array is coupled via a fibre optic coupler to a gated image mtensifier
The image mtensifier is placed before the CCD chip and serves two purposes The 
first purpose is to amplify incoming light m ordex to extend the intensity range 
over which the CCD chip is cffcctivc The sccond is that the mtensifier can be 
used as an extremely fast shutter, as it can be switched rapidly on and off The 
fastest shutter speed, or gate width achievable with this mtensifier is ~  3 ns
The image mtensifier consists of three components
(i) A photocathode, which is coated onto the back of the input window
(n) A Micro-Channel Plate (MCP), which is a 1 mm thick glass capillary array
(111) A phosphor screen
An incoming photon (figure 4 28), which enters the input window, will strike the 
photocathode and release an electron This electron is drawn to the MCP across 
a small path (~  0 15 mm) by a 150 to 200 V electric potential The electron then 
enters one of the capillaries (or channels) of the MCP and is accelerated further 
by a larger potential difference, 500 to 1000 V As the electron traverses the MCP 
channel it collides with the walls of the capillary and creates secondary electrons 
(see mset of figure 4 28) These secondary electrons release more electrons during 
collisions wrth the walls resultmg rn a burst /  pulse of electrons exiting the MCP 
channel for one input electron Amplifications of up to 104 can be achieved m this 
manner Vary mg the voltage across the MCP provrdes control over the number of


















Figure 4 28 Schematic of ICCD intensifier attached to the Andor DH5H7 CCD cam­
era [15]
secondary electrons that are released from the walls of the capillary and hence the 
gam of the system This enables the camera to operate at very low light levels [15]
The packet of secondary electrons that exit the MCP are subsequently swept across 
another small gap (~  0 5 mm) by a very large potential (~  6000 V) This large 
potential keeps the bunch tightly packed together and adds energy to the electron 
cloud before rt strrkes the phosphor screen and creates an image The resultmg
Wavelength (nm)
Frgure 4 29 Quantum efficiency of the Andor DH5H7 CCD camera chip
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image on the phosphor screen is directly coupled to the CCD chip using a fibre 
optic coupler
The quantum efficiency of rhe front illuminated CCD chip used m tins camera 
is shown m figure 4 29 The more important factor for determining the useful 
wavelength range is the spectral response of the photocathode on the mtensifier 
The photocathode material was bismuth, which allows the overall spectral response 
of the camera to be extended into the UV (~  180 nm), figure 4 30 shows the 
quantum efficiency curve for the photocathode m the 200 to 900 nm spectral range
Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4 30 Quantum efficiency of the Andor DH5H7 Gen II photocathode
The photons emitted by the phosphor screen (type P43) have a narrow band yellow- 
green emissron at 545 nm, indrcated by the dotted vertical line on figure 4 29 The 
phosphor type was chosen to match the peak quantum efficiency of the CCD chip 
Fluorescence from the phosphor screen is relatively long lived, requiring 1 ms to 
fall below 10%, hence limiting the frame rate of the camera to less than 1 kHz
A Pentax zoom lens assembly was coupled to the ICCD camera and was used to 
image the plasma emission onto the input window of the mtensifier The overall 
magnification of the imaging system was measured using a ruler section that was 
attached to the target holder mside the vacuum chamber The white curved trace 
shown on the image m frgure 4 31 (a) shows a lme-out taken along the white





(a) Image of ruler in target chamber (b) Plot of measured vs actual ruling separation 
Figure 4 31 Image of ruler for calculating the magnification of the ICCD imaging system
straight vertical line drawn on the graduated section of the ruler From the image 
presented m figure 4 31 (b) a magnification of 1 31 was calculated
4.10 Emission Imaging Spectroscopy
The ICCD spectroscopy setup may be used m tandem with the ICCD imaging 
setup described m the previous section It consists of a 0 5 m Chromex visible 
imaging spectrometer and a second Andoi Technology ICCD camera The ICCD
0 5m  Chromex Visible Imaging Spectrometer
Figure 4 32 Schematic diagram of the emission imaging spectioscopy setup including 
imaging optics and dove prism
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camera that is coupled to the spectrometer may be gated m the same manner as 
the imaging ICCD described m the previous section This allows us to perform 
simultaneous gated visible emission imaging and gated imaging spectroscopy of 
single and colliding plasma plumes over the same time-frames A schematic of the 
spectroscopy system is shown m figure 4 32 and a photograph of the spectrometer 
and ICCD are shown m figure 4 33
A plasma generated m the target chamber is imaged onto the entrance slit of the 
spectrometer using two 250 mm focal length achromatic doublet lenses A dove 
prism is placed between the two lenses at 45° m order to rotate the image of the 
plasma by 90°, so that the image of the plasma expands upwards (vertically) along 
the length of the entrance slit of the spectrometer
The spectrometer comprises a Czerny-Turner mount with toroidal collimating and 
focusing mirrors which enable aberration-corrected flat field stigmatic imaging 
A 1200 groovc/mm diffraction grating blazed at 400 nm was used leading to a 
reciprocal linear dispersion of 1 6 nm /m m  and a resolution of 0 07 nm (FWHM) 
limited by the spatial resolution of the ICCD Figure 4 34 shows the efficiency of 
the grating m the 190 to 700 nm spectral range
The instrument function of the spectrometer was determined using a Cadmium 
lamp (441 nm transition) The entrance slit of the spectrometer was varied from 
1000 /¿m to 10 ¿¿m Gaussran functions were fitted to the recorded profiles Fig­
ure 4 35 shows a plot of the FWHM of the Gaussian fits as function of slit width
Figure 4 33 Photograph of the Chiomex emission imaging spectrometei
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Figure 4 34 Giatmg efficiency curve for the 1200 grooves mm-1 supplied with the 
Chiomex visible spectrometer
An optimum slit width of 60 ¡im was determined providing an instrument function 
of width 0 22 nm The iesults obtained for slit widths of 50 ¿¿m and below became 
very erratic and irreproducible This is possibly due to the spatial sampling fre­
quency of the CCD approaching the Nyquist limit The best effective CCD pixel 
size achievable when using the image mtensifiei m front of the CCD camera was
Slit Width (|im)
Figure 4 35 The instrument function of the Chiomex IS-500 imaging spectrometer
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~  25 (.im This was likely caused by spreading of the electron bunches exiting the 
channels of the MCP which are ~  20 ¡1 m wide for this mtensifier Therefore imag­
ing a slit width of ~  50 fim. approaches the sampling limit of the ICCD Table 4 4 
summarises the important details of the Chromex imaging spectrometer
Table 4 4 Chromex imaging spectrometer specifications 
Configuration Czerny-Turner
Aperture ratio f/8
Wavelength range 180 - 900 nm






~  0 08 nm 
10 ßm  - 2 mm 




In this chapter the important features of the experimental systems used during the 
course of this work have been discussed The details of the three laser systems used 
were presented This was followed by an individual description of each element of 
the VUV photoabsorption imaging facility, as well as beam charactensation, timing 
and resolution The experimental setup for obtaining spectrally filtered emission 
images was then discussed, with particular emphasis on the capabilities if the 
ICCD camera used Finally the emission spectroscopy setup was descubed The 
capabilities and limitations of all of the equipment used has been outlined
In the next chapter experimental results obtained using the VPIF will be presented 
and discussed Equivalent width and column density image sets, acquired using 
different irradiation conditions will be analysed
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5.1 Introduction
As has been mentioned previously the vacuum ultraviolet photoabsorption imaging 
facility is a tuneable VUV light source This light source may be used to excite 
mner-shell and multiply excited resonances, which decay predominantly via au- 
toiomsation processes The fact that these states autoiomse as opposed to decaying 
through fluorescence means that the attenuation of the intensity of the probe beam 
may be readily described by the Beer-Lambert law (section 3 2) This removes the 
need for a complete radiation transfer analysis along the line of sight through the 
plasma, which would be necessary if absorption and ‘photon” re-emission cycles 
were taking place Additionally, the fact that the VUV beam may be used to 
populate autoiomsmg states means that the photoabsorption images recorded by 
the VPIF are m fact maps of photoiomsation occurring within the plasma [1, 2)
Calcium has been chosen as the most suitable material for photoabsorption imaging 
using the VPIF for a number of reasons Extensive photoabsorption studies have 
been undertaken on calcium by a number of authors [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] In particular 
3p-3d transitions have received most attention The VPIF can access the 3p-3d 
transitions of Ca°, Ca+ and Ca2+ at 31 4, 33 2 and 34 7 eV respectively These 
three transitions may be uniquely selected using the quasi-monochromatic (AA ~  
0 01 nm, at 50 nm) VPIF probe beam, without interference from transitions from 
neighbouring charge stages This may be seen m flgure 5 2, which shows the
1 0 4
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isonuclear photoabsorption spectra of calcium (Ca°, Ca+ and Ca2+) m the 28 to 
42 eV energy range, recorded by A Gray [8]
In this work only Ca+ photoabsorption images will be presented, the photoiomsa- 
tion pathway followed by Ca+ may be written as
Ca+ (3p64s 2S) +  hu — > Ca+*(3p54s3d 2P) — » Ca2+(3p6 !S) +  e“ (5 1)
Ca+ was chosen because the absolute photoiomsation cross-section is known for 
this transition and hence column density maps for this ion may be determined from 
the photoabsorption image data The photoionisation cross section was measured 
by Lyon et al from 28 2 to 49 2 nm and is shown m figure 5 1
Energy (eV)
Figure 5 1 Absolute photoionisation cross section of the Ca+ 3p-3d lesonance centied 
at 33 19 eV (Lyon e t  a l  [3])
The sequence of this chapter is as follows We will hist discuss the data acquisition 
piocedure and the process by which equivalent width images are constructed (sec­
tion 5 2) After that, four equivalent width image sets will be presented tracking 
the temporal evolution of Ca+ m (i) single line plasmas, (11) single point plasmas,
(111) colliding line plasmas on a flat surface and finally ( i v )  colliding line plasmas 
on an angled surface (section 5 3)
Having presented the equivalent width image sets and discussed general trends 
m the space-time evolution of this parameter, we will discuss the procedure that
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Photon energy (eV)
Figure 5.2: Calcium isonuclear sequence in photoabsorption where (a) is Ca° (At = 
800ns, cylindrical lens), (b) is Ca+ (At = 500ns, cylindrical lens), (c) is Ca2+ (At 
20ns, cylindrical lens) and (d) is Ca2_t_ (At — 45ns, spherical lens)(After Gray 1999 [8]).
allows us to convert equivalent width images into column density maps using the 
absolute photoionisation cross section of the Ca+ 3p-3d resonance at 33.2 eV. All
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four equivalent width image sets have been converted into column density maps 
and are presented in section 5.4.
In the final section of this chapter (section 5.5), expansion velocities are extracted 
from the single non-colliding line plasma images and the stagnation layers formed at 
the collision interface between the two colliding line plasma plumes. The velocities 
are compared with each other and an adiabatic expansion model.
5.2 Data Acquisition
A set procedure was devised and used to record all photoabsorption images with 
the VPIF. Each absorption image presented here has been constructed from ten 
individual images, each such image being composed of the accumulation of ten 
laser shots each.
The first step of the procedure is to record a background image (Bg:l) on the 
CCD camera in the absence of both source and sample plasmas (no lasers fired). 
This procedure yields a recording of the CCD thermal background level and its 
associated noise. Next the source plasma is generated and an image of the VUV 
beam is recorded at the desired monochromator wavelength (minus the thermal 
background image (Bg:l)). The source image (/o) minus this thermal background 
may be represented by f AAI0(X)dX where I0(X)dX is the VUV fluence in Jem-2 
between A the chosen wavelength of the monochromator and A +  dX the bandwidth 
of the VUV beam [9].
Next the sample plasma is generated by firing its associated laser only and the 
emission from this plasma is recorded and saved to disk as a second background 
image (Bg:2). The intensity of this background depends on the amount of emission 
from the sample plasma below ~  80 nm that passes through the A1 filter and 
reaches the CCD. Minimising this background is very important to obtain a good 
signal-to-noise ratio in the final image.
Next an image is recorded with both lasers firing and the desired time delay inserted 
between generation of the sample and source plasmas. The second background 
(Bg:2, sample plasma emission) is then subtracted from this image and may be 
represented as f AX I(X)dX where I(X)dX is the transm itted VUV fluence between
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A and A +  dX [9].
This procedure is repeated five times for each time delay, alternating between 
source and sample images in order to minimise “apparent” absorption due to the 
decrease in source intensity (To) between successive shots as a result of backlighting 
plasma occlusion by cratering, as shown in figure 4.22 (section 4.7). Each source 
image (J0) and source and sample image (I) is then summed to improve signal-to- 
noise ratio.
Maps of equivalent width are then calculated using equation 3.1 (section 3.2.1), 
repeated here for the reader’s convenience, along with a simplified version written 
in terms of the images recorded.
-  Ix(L)]dX\  A , ( h - I
W , =  AX
J a a  W)dX
=  AA (3.1)
Each individual image recorded was an accumulation of ten laser shots, which 
is determined by a CCD exposure time of one second. The bandwidth AA of 
the VUV probe beam is determined by the entrance and exit slit widths of the 
monochromator; 100 /im slits yield a bandwidth of ~  0.1 nm at 50 nm. Figure 5.3
(a) I  





Figure 5.3: Processing procedure for VUV photoabsorption images
shows images obtained at each stage of the procedure just outlined. For figure 5.3 
the monochromator wavelength was set to 37.34 nm corresponding to a photon 
energy of 33.2 eV, which can be used to excite the Ca+ (3p64s 2S)—>(3p54s3d 2P) 
states. The entrance and exit slits used for figure 5.3 were both set to 100 fim and 
the time delay between the two lasers was set to 40 ns, with an on-target (sample) 
irradiance of ~  1 x 109 Wcm~2.
Figure 5.3 (a) is the summation of five individual source images (To), which are in 
themselves the accumulation of ten laser shots. The thermal background (Bg:l) 
has been subtracted from each image of the source prior to summation.
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Figure 5 3 (b) shows the summation of five photoabsorption images (/), m which 
both source and sample plasmas are foimed The front plasma emission (Bg 2) 
has been subtracted from each image before summation It is clear from figure 5 3 
(b) that a portion of the beam passing through the centre of the field of view, 
but offset to the left-hand side is attenuated (indicated by the white arrow) This 
attenuation is caused by the absorption of the VUV photons m the sample plasma
Figuie 5 3 (c) shows the equivalent width W \ image, which is the result of equa­
tion 3 1 Since the majority of absorbed photons, result m emitted electrons only, 
this image can be considered a genre of “photoionisation image”
5.3 Equivalent W idth Maps
In this section we will present time and space resolved maps of equivalent width 
W \, of expanding calcium plasmas, tracking the Ca+ 3p-3d resonance transition 
at 37 34 nm Four image sets will be presented m this section
The first image set (figures 5 4 and 5 5) show the expansion dynamics of plasmas 
generated using 200 mJ pulses focussed to a line, with dimensions of ~  0 2 x 8 
mm The laser pulse is propagating from right to left on the image and strikes the 
target surface The approximate position of the target face has been indicated by 
the vertical white line drawn on each image The plasma then expands away from 
the target surface (left to right on the images) The pixels on the CCD have been 
bmned 6 x 6  and the CCD chip has been cooled to -20° C to impiove SNR The 
entrance and exit slits of the monochromator were set to 100 ¿/m each The knife 
edge (described m section 4 4 5), used to occlude the hottest part of the plume, at 
very early time delays, was positioned 200 fim m front of the target surface The 
image set tracks the plasma expansion from 40 to 1000 ns
The second image set (figures 5 6 and 5 7) show the expansion dynamics of point 
plasmas using the same parameters as the previous image set except for the fact 
that a spherical lens was used to focus the laser beam to a ~  0 2 mm diameter spot 
In order to compensate for the reduced spot size the laser energy was also reduced 
to 110 mJ using the Brewster angle polarisei and half-wave plate Without doing 
this the source plasma emissron (Bg 2) would totally saturate the CCD camera
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making measurements impossible. This image set tracks the plasma expansion 
from 40 to 1000 ns.
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Figure 5.4: Time and space-resolved maps of equivalent width W \  (in Angstroms), of a 
single expanding (line) plasma, tracking the Ca+ 3p-3d resonance transition at 37.34 nm, 
from 40 to 200 ns.
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Figure 5.5: Time and space-resolved maps of equivalent width W\ (in Angstroms), of a 
single expanding (line) plasma, tracking the Ca+ 3p-3d resonance transition at 37.34 nm, 
from 250 to 1000 ns.
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The third image set (figures 5 8 and 5 9) show the expansion dynamics of two 
calcium plasmas generated next to each other on a flat surface The experimental 
parameters used are the same as those used m the first image set, except for the 
fact that the laser beam was split m two using a 1° wedge prism (as was shown m 
figure 4 13, section 4 4 5) This resulted m a sepaiation between the two plasmas 
of approxrmately 0 75 mm In thrs image set it was also possible to retract the 
knife edge so that it protruded only some 100 fim m front of the target surface, 
without seriously increasing the background due to front plasma (Ca) emission 
(Bg 2) The image set tracks the plasma expansion from 40 to 700 ns The colour 
scales used on all images >m the first three image sets have been kept the same to 
aid comparisons
The final image set (figures 5 10 and 5 11) show the expansion dynamics of two 
calcium plasmas generated on an angled target This geometry caused many dif­
ficulties, mamly due to the fact that the knrfe edge could not be used to block 
early time-scale plasma emission and still record the overlap region between the 
plumes For this reason the laser energy was reduced to 60 mJ and no knife edge 
was used, thereby severely reducing the amount of material ablated from the tar­
get and the time-scales over which an absorption signal could be detected The 
low particle density resulted m weak absorption signals The image set tracks the 
plasma expansion from 10 to 100 ns
If we begin by looking at figure 5 4, it may be seen that as time progiesses an almost 
spherical plume cross-section is recorded on the CCD The transverse expansion 
velocity parallel to the target surface is similar m magnitude to the pnmai y ex­
pansion axis perpendicular to the target surface The actual plume shape is more 
circular than that shown m the images m figure 5 4, it is somewhat like a circle 
touching the target surface at one point The flattened profile observed on the 
left hand side of each plume is caused by the protruding knife edge covering a 
portion of the plume The position of the target face is located slightly to the left 
of the white vertical line drawn on the image as a guide At approximately 150 ns 
(figure 5 4 (e)) the plume front has reached the far edge of the viewing window, 
limited by the width of the VUV probe beam cross-section At 250 ns (figure 5 5
(a)) almost the entire extent of the VUV probe beam, vertical and horizontal ex­
periences attenuation due to the sample plasma From this time delay forward the 
density of Ca+ species m the plume decreases until 1000 ns (figure 5 5 (f)) when
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only residual absorption from the plume is observed (on this scale).
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Figure 5.6: Time and space-resolved maps of equivalent width W \  (in Angstroms), of a 
single expanding (point) plasma, tracking the Ca+ 3p-3d resonance transition at 37.34 
nm, from 40 to 200 ns.
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Figure 5.7: Time and space-resolved maps 
single expanding (point) plasma, tracking 
nm, from 250 to 1000 ns.
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Figure 5 6 shows the temporal evolution of a calcium plasma generated with a point 
focus The shape of the plume is quite different to that presented m figure 5 4 Here 
the expansion velocity is greater perpendicular to the target than the expansion 
velocity parallel to the target face This gives the plume a more pointed profile 
than the previous case (figure 5 4) however the overall expansion velocity appears 
to be smaller than that seen m figure 5 4 At 150 ns (figure 5 6 (e)) the plume front 
has not quite touched the far edge of the probe beam This is probably due to 
the lower on-target irradiance used m this case to prevent saturation of the CCD 
camera Figure 5 6 (f) shows the plume 200 ns after plasma initiation This is the 
point of maximum absorption, from this point on the magnitude of the absorptron 
decreases rapidly, consrderably faster than that of the lme plasma shown m the 
previous data set Only minor absorption is evident after 400 ns (figure 5 7 (c))
Figure 5 8 shows the expansion of two calcium plasmas generated next to each other 
on a flat target The position of the protruding knife edge has been retracted to 
a distance of 100 ¡im in front of the target face For this reason the volume of 
plasma visrble 40 ns after initiation is greater than that observed m the previously 
presented image sets At 40 ns (figure 5 8 (a)) the two calcium plumes already 
overlap yet no significant enhancement (or decrease) m the absorption signal is 
observed from the overlap region The individual plume shapes again appear to 
be quite circular at early time delays (figure 5 8 (a) and (b)), similar to the first 
image set (figure 5 4) This is unsurprising considering the same cylindrical lens 
was used to generate lme plasmas m both cases The ratio of the incident laser 
energy between the two plumes was ~  1 1 The amount of absorption observed
and the volumes of the rndividual plumes appears to support that fact for the first 
few time delays (figure 5 8 (a), (b) and (c)) However as time progresses the upper 
plume appears to weaken while the lower plume remains strong It may be seen 
from figure 5 8 (c), taken 150 ns after plume initiation, that the spatial extent of 
the lower plume is considerably greater than that of the upper one Thrs trend 
contmues m figure 5 9 at later time delays It may be observed from figure 5 9 (a) 
that at this time delay only one plume can be seen This plume is considerably 
longer perpendicular to the target surface than it is wide (parallel to the target 
face) This behaviour is m contrast with the single lme plasma plume at this time 
delay (figure 5 6 (a)), which completely covered the horizontal and vertical extent 
of the probe beam The laser energy supplred to the surface for both of these 
rmages was equrvalent
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The final image set (figure 5 10 and 5 11) was an attem pt to use an angled target 
configuration to force the plasmas together with a higher relative collision velocity 
Numerous attempts were made to fine tune the irradiation conditions to balance 
front plasma emission with appreciable ablation volumes An angled knife edge 
setup using crossed blades was also tried to occlude early plasma emission, how­
ever accurate positioning was prohibited due to space restrictions m the vacuum 
chamber and the fact that micrometer control was available only on the honzontal 
axis
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Figure 5.8: Time and space-resolved maps 
colliding (line) plasmas on a flat target, tra
37.34 nm, from 40 to 150 ns.
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Figure 5.9: Time and space-resolved maps of equivalent width W\ (in Angstroms), of 
colliding (line) plasmas on a flat target, tracking the Ca+ 3p-3d resonance transition at
37.34 nm, from 200 to 500 11s.
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Figure 5.10: Time and space-resolved maps of equivalent width W\ (in Angstroms), of 
colliding (line) plasmas 011 an angled target, tracking the Ca+ 3p-3d resonance transition 
at 37.34 nm, from 10 to 60 ns.
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Figure 5.11: Time and space-resolved maps of equivalent width W \ (in Angstroms), of 
colliding (line) plasmas on an angled target, tracking the Ca+ 3p-3d resonance transition 
at 37.34 nm, from TO to 100 ns.
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5.4 Column Density Maps
In this section we will convert all of the equivalent width images presented in 
the previous section into maps of column density The general expression of the 
equivalent width given by Corney [10], written as a function of wavelength was 
used
Wx = [  (1 -  e x p { -N L  [  (T\d\))d\ (5 2)
J AA JAX
where ct\  is the absolute photoionisation cross section of Ca+ 3p-3d resonance at 
37 34 nm, shown m figure 5 1 measured by Lyon et al [3]
The equivalent width maps were converted into column density maps by graphically 
solving equation 5 2 The procedure is as follows A range of possible N L  values 
was inserted into equation 5 2 and the equivalent width values associated with 
those column densities were calculated by performing the integration over the 3p- 
3d cross section Next a plot of N L  versus equivalent width was constructed, this 
is shown m figure 5 12 Using this plot experimentally recorded equivalent width 
values are converted into column density values, pixel by pixel
Equivalent Width (W£)
Figure 5 12 Relationship between the column density N L  and the equivalent width W \  
for the Ca+ 3p-3d resonance transition at 33 2 eV
This was achieved by fitting a polynomial function to figure 5 12 and then applying 
the polynomial to each W \  image It was found that a Ath order polynomial 
provided a good fit to this curve with residuals below 0 5 % The specific form of
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the quartic equation that was fitted to figure 5 12 is given by
N L  = Ci +  C2W X +  C3W 2X +  C iW l  +  ChW \  (5 3)
the coefficients of which are given m table 5 1 Figure 5 13 and 5 14 show the column
Table 5 1 Coefficients of polynomial fit to plot of NL vs W a (figuie 5 12)
Coefficient Value (xlO 10)
C l - 7  055 x 102
C2 1 735 x 105
C3 1 698 x 106
C4 - 1  831 x 106
C5 9 136 x 105
density maps for the single line plasma data set Figure 5 15 and 5 16 show the 
column density maps for the single point plasma data set Figuie 5 17 and 5 18 
show the column density maps for the flat target colliding plasmas data set, and 
finally the column density maps for the angled colliding plasma data set are shown 
m figure 5 19 and 5 20 The trends that were discussed m the previous section, 
when discussing the equivalent width image sets, are valid for all of the column 
density image sets presented m this section A different colour scalc has been used 
for the column density maps m this section to avoid confusion with the equivalent 
width maps previously presented
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Figure 5.13: Time and space-resolved maps of column density NL,  of a single expanding
(line) plasma, tracking the Ca+ 3p-3d resonance transition at 37.34 nm, from 40 to 200
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Figure 5.14: Time and space-resolved maps of column density NL,  of a single expanding
(line) plasma, tracking the Ca+ 3p-3d resonance transition at 37.34 nm, from 250 to 1000
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Figure 5.15: Time and space-resolved maps of column density N L , of a single expanding
(point) plasma, tracking the Ca+ 3p-3d resonance transition at 37.34 nm, from 40 to 200
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Figure 5.16: Time and space-resolved maps of column density NL,  of a single expanding
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Figure 5.17: Time and space-resolved maps of column density NL,  of colliding (line)
plasmas on a flat target, tracking the Ca"1" 3p-3d resonance transition at 37.34 nm, from
40 to 150 ns.
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Figure 5.18: Time and space-resolved maps of column density NL  (in Angstroms), of
colliding (line) plasmas on a flat target, tracking the Ca+ 3p-3d resonance transition at
37.34 nm, from 200 to 500 ns.
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Figure 5.20: Time and space-resolved maps of column density N L , of colliding (line) 
plasmas on an angled target, tracking the Ca+ 3p-3d resonance transition at 37.34 nm, 
from 70 to 100 ns.
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5.5 Plasma Dynamics
In this section we extract information concerning the expansion dynamics of single 
and colliding Ca plasmas from the equivalent width images presented in section 5.3. 
We will compare our results with the adiabatic expansion model described in sec­
tion 2.3 using a code developed previously [11].
As mentioned in section 2.3 the adiabatic expansion model best describes the 
motion of a high pressure, high temperature gas, which is suddenly allowed to 
expand in vacuum. For this reason comparing images of the Ca+ component of 
the plasma, against the Singh and Narayan model [12], may be somewhat limited 
in applicability but it is nevertheless worthy of at least some comparison.
A number of difficulties present themselves when attempting to extract expansion 
velocities from the photoabsorption images. The most limiting of these problems 
is the relatively small viewing area dictated by the dimensions of the VUV probe 
beam. This translates into a short temporal window from which discernable plume 
fronts and motion in general can be extracted and analysed. This fact has limited 
the time delays covered here to the 40 to 150 ns range, after which the plasma has 
reached the boundary of the VUV beam and can no longer be followed.
800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400
Pixel no.
700 800 900 ¡000
Position (Pixels)
noo
Figure 5.21: Expansion dynamics of a single expanding (line) plasma: (a) Ca+ equivalent 
width image taken 40 ns after plasma initiation, (b) Gaussian fit to line-outs from image.
Another difficulty in determining the expansion velocity is deciding what point on 
the plasma image should be tracked, in order to extract a parameter which one
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can credibly call the plume expansion velocity The expansion velocity will vary 
between the centre of the plume and the plume front Figure 5 21 illustrates the 
procedure used m this work to calculate expansion velocities from photoabsorption 
images Ten rows of pixels along the central expansion axis of the plasma were 
vertically summed and averaged for each time delay, this minimised the effect of 
random pixel fluctuations from looking along just one row The white horizontal 
lines shown on figure 5 21 (a) show the boundaries of the summed rows of pixels 
The averaged trace was then fitted with a Gaussian profile as is shown on figure 5 21
(b)
(a) Peak position of Gaussian fits to image 
line-outs, as a function of time delay
T/me (ns)
(b) Plasma plume front position as a function of 
time delay
Time (ns)
(c) FWHM of Gaussian fits to image line-outs, 
as a function of time delay
Figure 5 22 Expansion dynamics of a single expanding (line) plasma, extracted from
Ca+ equivalent width maps tracking the 3p-3d resonance transrtron at 37 34 nm, from
40 to 150 ns
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Three parameters were then extracted from the Gaussian fits and plotted as a 
function of time delay. The first was the position of the centre of the Gaussian, 
corresponding to the position of maximum absorption. The second was the FWHM 
of the Gaussian, which gave an indication of how the profile of the plasma plume 
broadened with time; and the third was the position of 10% of the maximum value 
of the fit at the leading edge of the plasma, taken to be a measure of the plume 
front position. These values have been plotted along with the errors associated 
with the fitting procedure for single and colliding plasmas in figures 5.22 and 5.23.
Time (ns) Time (ns)
(a) Peak position of Gaussian fits to image 
line-outs, as a function of time delay.
(b) Plasma plume front position as a function of 
time delay.
Time (ns)
(c) FWHM of Gaussian fits to image 
line-outs, as a function of time delay.
1000 1100 1200 
Pixel no.
1300 1400
(d) Position of line-out used for colliding 
plasma expansion velocities
Figure 5.23: Expansion dynamics of a single expanding (line) plasma, extracted from
Ca+ equivalent width maps tracking the 3p-3d resonance transition at 37.34 nm, from
40 to 150 ns.
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Figure 5 22 shows the results obtained from the equivalent width image set shown 
m figure 5 4, for a single expanding line plasma generated using a cylindrical lens 
Figure 5 21 (b) shows the position of the hne-outs used for this data set It may be 
seen from figure 5 22 (a) and (b) that the plume front position moves considerably 
faster than that of the position of peak absorption within the plume This broadens 
the profile of the plume as is shown m figure 5 22 (c) with the increasing FWHM 
of the Gaussian fits It is interesting to note that m this image set the expansion 
velocity of the plume appears to be slowing with time This is contrary to what 
would be expected m simple adiabatic expansion m vacuum
Figure 5 23 shows the results obtained from hne-outs taken between two colliding 
plasmas, corresponding to the equivalent width data sets shown m figures 5 8 
and 5 9 The position of the hne-outs between the two plasmas is illustrated 
m figure 5 23 (d) It is interesting to note that the expansion profiles for the 
overlap region between the two plumes is quite different to that of the single 
plume expansion The plume front position as a function of time (figure 5 23 (b)) 
appears to be almost linear, resulting m a constant velocity The peak position of 
the Gaussian fit is also more linear than the single plume case, even though the 
profile appears to turn over at ~  100 ns
Figure 5 24 shows the results obtained for four Ca plasma simulations using the 
adiabatic expansion model described previously (section 2 3) for varying initial 
temperatures Figure 5 24 (a) shows the calculated velocity profiles as a function 
of time for the four initial temperatures of 3 x 104, 4 x 104, 5 x 104 and 6 x 104 
Kelvm Figure 5 24 (b) shows the plume front position as a function of time and 
figure 5 24 (c) shows how the plasma temperature falls off with time It should be 
noted from graphs (a) and (c) m figure 5 24 that the trend changes significantly 
at ~  16 ns This is the pulse length of the Spectron laser used m this work At 
this boundary the plasma expansion dynamics changes from an isothermal to an 
adiabatic one, as there is no longer an energy supply to the plasma
Figure 5 25 compares the model and experimental plume front positions as a func­
tion of time It may be seen that the single and colliding plasmas expand at 
near identical velocities over the time-scales observed here, but tha t the trends 
are different from that of the model, even though the absolute values are in good 
agreement
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(a) Evolution of the calculated expansion 
velocity of a calcium plasma as a function 
of time
Time (ns)
(b) Calculated plume front position as a func­
tion of time for a calcium plasma
Time (ns)
(c) Evolution of the pla&ma temperature as a 
function of time
Figure 5 24 Results obtained from the Singh and Narayan [12] adiabatic expansion model 
for foui initial plasma temperatures
The average velocrty during thrs temporal wrndow is ~  1 x 106 cms” 1 for the single 
expanding line plasma and the interaction region between the two line plasmas 
The average velocity extracted from the model for the four initial input tempera­
tures varies from ~  6 x 105 to 2 x 106 cms-1
The error bars shown m figures 5 22, 5 23 and 5 25 only indicate the errors asso­
ciated with the fitting of the Gaussian profiles to the hne-outs from the images 
There are however two other significant sources of error that should be considered 
rn relatron to the photoabsorptron rmages The first rs the error assocrated with
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Time (ns)
Figure 5 25 Comparison between experimentally observed plume front positions for sin­
gle (figure 5 4) and colliding plasmas (figure 5 8) with an adiabatic expansion model [12]
measuring of the plasma dimensions from the images, an upper limit on this can 
be estimated to be the spatial resolution of the VUV probe beam (as described 
m section 4 6), whrch was determined to be ~  130 fim (horizontal) The second 
signrficant source of error comes from the trigger jitter between the Surelrte and 
the Spectron lasers, this has been measured to be < 1 ns Combining these er­
ror estimates, a value for the total experimental error associated with our plume 
expansion velocities of 1 x 106 cms-1 is ~  10%
5.6 Summary
In this chapter the manner m whrch photoabsorptron rmages are acqurred and pro­
cessed has been described Equrvalent width image sets from single and colliding 
calcium plasmas have been presented and discussed The procedure used to con­
vert equivalent width values to column density values was subsequently described 
Using this procedure all of the equivalent width image sets were converted to col­
umn density maps Expansion velocities were extracted from equivalent width 
images of single line plasma plume expansion and the overlap region between two 
colliding line plasma plumes The results were then compared with an adiabatic 
expansion model [11, 12]
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In the next chapter results obtained using the emission imaging and imaging spec­
troscopy setups will be presented and analysed Plasma parameters from the 
interaction region between two colliding calcium plumes will be presented and 
discussed
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C h a p t e r  6
E m is s io n  im a g in g  & s p e c t r o s c o p y
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter results obtained during the study of the interaction of two counter- 
propagatmg laser-produced plasmas using simultaneous imaging and spectroscopic 
techniques will be presented Spectrally-filtered time-gated ICCD imaging was 
used to obtain information about the spatial dynamics and temporal evolution of 
the collision process, while time-resolved imaging spectroscopy was used to deter­
mine the spatial and temporal distributions of electron temperature and density 
withm the interaction region We examine specifically the interaction of plasmas 
whose parameters match those typically used m pulsed laser deposition of thm 
films These low tempei ature plasmas are highly colhsional leading to the creation 
of a pronounced stagnation layer m the interaction region
When two expanding plasmas collide several interactions may arise These inter­
actions may be either of colhsionlcss type, in which ease collectivc plasma cffccts 
should occur or, m contrast they may be collision dominated (CD) [1] For ex­
ample, considering two extreme cases where the lon-ion mean-free path is either 
bigger or smaller than the typical spatial dimension of the colliding plasmas sys­
tem, we can expect two different behaviours to occur during the inter action of 
the two plasma plumes In the hist case, the expanding plasma plumes should 
interpenetrate and therefore the heating processes should be mostly driven by 
binary collisions between the species, as has been examined by a number of au-
140
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thois [2, 3, 4] In the second case a quite different scenario is expected to occur 
once the two plasmas collide The region of interpenetration should be relatively 
small and the two plumes will decelerate rapidly and stagnate A quasi-stationary 
plasma should then be formed at the interface, where the translational (kinetic) 
energy of the plasma streams, is converted into thermal energy The increased 
temperature m the interaction region leads to increased emission as the colliding 
species become thermally excited This very localised heated region is frequently 
referred to as a stagnation layer
We have chosen three different laser irradiance conditions m order to study the 
effect that the initial conditions have on the formation of the interaction between 
the two plasma plumes Results will be compared from data obtained using (i) 
355 nm 6 ns pulses, (n) 1064 nm, 6 ns pulses and (in) 1064 nm 16 ns pulses
6 2 Colliding Plasmas (355nm-6ns)
We will begin by examining the case m which the colliding plasmas are generated 
using laser pulses with a wavelength of 355 nm and a pulse duration of ~  6 ns 
The 3rd harmonic of the Surehte laser system (discussed m section 4 2) was used 
to generate these pulses The laser beam from the Surehte was split in two using 
the wedge prism (figure 4 13, section 4 4 5) prior to being focussed to two spots of 
~  200 ¡im diameter The intensity ratio of the two resulting laser beams was ~  1 1 
leading to on-target irradiance of ~  3 x 1010 Wcm-2 The sepaiation d between 
the two foci on the target surface is determined by the acute wedge angle 7 of the 
prism and the focal length of the lens used and is given by
d — f~({n — 1) (6 1)
where n = 1 5, the refractive index of glass and /  =  100 mm, the focal length of 
the lens used In the case of the image sets presented m this chapter a 2° wedge 
prism was used to split the laser beam yielding an on-target separation of the foci 
of -  1 5 mm
As was described m section 4 9 1 interference filters were employed to spectrally 
filter the plasma emission before being recorded on the time-resolved imaging ICCD 
camera For each of the initial irradiance conditrons we wrll present rmages of the
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transmission from three different interference filters at three different time delays 
Figure 6 1 shows the expansion and interaction of two colliding Ca plasmas at three 
time delays after plasma initiation (At  =  100, 200 and 400 ns) Figure 6 1 (a), (d) 
and (g) are broadband “white” light images, which may be viewed as a measure 
of the spatial distribution of the bulk plasma material Figure 6 1 (b), (e) and 
(h) show the transmission through a narrow band (10 nm FWHM) interference 
filter with a central wavelength of 390 nm (figure 4 27, section 4 9 1) This filter 
allows us to selectively image the Ca+ component in the plasma by tracking only 
the emission from the 3p64s(2Si/2)-3p64p(2P3/2,i/2) Ca+ doublet at 393 36 and 
396 47 nm Finally figure 6 1 (c), (f) and (l) show the transmission through an 
interference filter centered at 420 nm (10 nm FWHM), which allows is to image 
the neutral Ca plasma component by tracking the 3p64s2(1So)-3p64s4p(1P 1) Ca° 
transition at 422 67 nm (figure 4 26, section 4 9 1) The intensities presented have 
been corrected for the differing percentage transmission through the respective 
interference filters The mtensifier gate-width on the ICCD camera was set to the 
minimum value achievable (3 ns) for all of the emission images presented m this 
chapter
It is very important to exercise caution when interpreting the luminosity images 
recorded m this work The luminosity distributions presented here do not neces­
sarily reflect the plasma density or temperature profiles Similarly the luminous 
boundary visible m these images may not accurately represent the actual effective 
boundary of the plasma [5] It should also be noted that the colour-scales differ 
from rmage-to-rmage rn order to make the observed plasma boundaries perceptrble 
over the large rntensrty ranges recorded
In figure 6 1 the laser-beam travels horizontally from right-to-left striking the an­
gled target surface, whose position is located just m front of the black angled line 
drawn on each figure From the first row of rmages rn figure 6 1 it may be seen that 
the intensity of the emission from the top plasma is greater than that of the lower 
one This is probably due to drffermg spot sizes caused by focussing aberrations, 
as the two off-axis lascr-bcams arc focussed using the same lens onto the target 
surface In order to generate a symmetric interaction region about the apex of 
the target surface it was necessary to accurately posrtron the spots on the target 
surface This was achieved by vertically translating the target with respect to the 
incident beams Slight changes m the positions of the foci resulted m large changes
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Figure 6.1: Time-resolved emission images of colliding laser-produced plasmas using three 
different interference filters (i) a broadband, (ii) a 390 nm (10 nm FWHM) used to track 
the Ca+ 3p64s(2Si/2)-3p64p(2P3/2,i/2) doublet, (iii) a 420 nm filter used to track the Ca° 
3p64s2(1So)-3p64s4p(1Pi) transition (355 nm - 6 ns).
in the overall evolution of the plumes. In this work we endeavoured to position 
the foci and distribute the laser energy evenly such that a horizontal stagnation 
layer was generated. This was necessary in our case in order that we may align the 
spectrometer entrance slit with this interaction region to perform spatially-resolved 
spectroscopy of this region. Cratering of the target surface also had a significant 
effect on the evolution and interaction of the plumes, all of the images presented 
here are integrated over five laser shots; thereby averaging-out shot-to-shot fluctu­
ations. The target surface was then horizontally translated to a “fresh” surface for
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the next time delay
It may be observed from the first row of images (figure 6 1) recorded using a 100 ns 
time delay that initially both plasmas expand freely, perpendicular to the target 
surface After approximately 120 ns a thm interaction region becomes visible m the 
Ca+ image set and broadens until the near spherical emission profile (figure 6 1 (e)) 
is formed It should also be noted from figure 6 1 (e) tha t at this time delay (200 
ns) the Ca+ emission from the laser-generated or “primary” plasmas has all but 
dissipated This behaviour is quite different to what is observed m the broadband 
(figure 6 1 (d)) and the neutral (figure 6 1 (f)) images Here no visible emission 
enhancement is observed from the overlap region between the plumes and the 
primary emission persists It may be seen from figure 6 1 that the majority of 
the emission from the interaction region between the two plumes is from the Ca+ 
plume component As time progresses the visible interaction region in the singly 
ionised calcium images broadens until it reaches a maximum width of ~  950 ¿¿m 
and a length of ~  1600 fim at approximately 300 ns It should be noted that the 
intei action region seen m figure 6 1 (e) and (f) is vertically broad and horizontally 
short compared to the stagnation layers presented later in this chapter This 
would lead us to believe that the colhsionahty of the system is relatively low, 
allowing the plasmas to interpenetrate to a certain degree without generating a 
well confined and narrow stagnation layer at the interaction front It is also worth 
reiterating that there is no apparent enhancement of neutral calcium emission due 
to stagnation m the mtei action region This behaviour differs consideiably to the 
long laser pulse (16 ns) image set to be presented later m this chapter (figure 6 13) 
The lifetime of emission from the interaction region compared with emission fiom 
the primary “feeding” plasmas is greater only m the case of the Ca+ component 
Previous reports [6] in the XUV spectral range, integrated over all charge stages 
observed that the emission from the interaction region always outlived the primary 
plasma emission
Figure 6 2 shows a plot of three pixel values, taken at three different positions, 
as a function of time delay, from colliding plasma images One of the pixels was 
located near the centre of the top primary plasma, close to the target surface, 
the second was located near the centre of the bottom primary plasma close to the 
target surface, and the final pixel location was taken at the centre of the interaction 
region between the two plumes The image set used was the Ca+ images, i e using
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Figure 6 2 Emission intensity at three points as a function of time (355 nm - 6 ns)
the 390 nm filter (figure 6 1 (b, e and h)) It may be observed from figure 6 2 that 
the intensity of the Ca+ emission from the two primary plasmas close to the target 
surface has all but extinguished 150 ns after initiation Around this time the 
emission from the interaction begins to increase until it reaches a maximum at 
~  300 ns From this plot we may estimate the lifetime of the Ca+ emission from 
the interaction region or stagnation layer to be of the order of 200 ns
In order to determine the velocities at which the primary plasmas interact, ex­
pansion velocities have been extracted from the broadband images Figure 6 3 
illustrates the manner m which expansion velocities were extracted from the im­
ages The image used m figure 6 3 corresponds to the broadband image presented 
in figure 6 1 (a) Lme-outs were taken along the primary expansion direction of 
each plasma, perpendicular to the target surface Figure 6 3 (a) shows the intensity 
of the pixels along the dashed line labelled (a) on the image Likewise figure 6 3 
(b) shows the lme-out along the dashed line labelled (b) on the image Fitting 
Gaussian functions to these traces m the same manner as was done during the 
analysis of the photoabsorption images was not practical for this situation This is 
mamly due to the fact that the traces are quite asymmetric, with a long tapered 
leading edge For this reason the position of 10% of the maximum luminosity value 
on the leading expansion edge was chosen to be the plume front position
Figure 6 4 shows the plume front position as a function of time for the first 120 ns
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Figure 6.3: Position of line-outs used to extract expansion velocities from (broadband) 
colliding plasma images.
We are limited to this time-frame because after 120 ns the plume fronts begin to 
interact. Figure 6.4 also shows outputs from the Singh and Narayan [7] adiabatic 
expansion model (described in section 2.3) for three initial plasma temperatures: 
50,000, 60,000 and 70,000 K. These temperatures are in good agreement with 
the initial plasma temperature approximation by Colombant and Tonon [8] using 
equation 4.1 (section 4.4.1). For the laser irradiances used, equation 4.1 predicts 
an initial plasma temperature of ~  4 eV (or ~  50,000 K). Plume front velocities 
of -  1 x 106 cms-1 were determined for the plasmas prior to interaction.
Using the spectroscopy setup described in section 4.10 the electron density and 
temperature present in the interaction region was determined. In order to perform 
spatially-resolved spectroscopy solely on the interaction region between the two 
plumes it was necessary to precisely align the stagnation layer with the entrance 
slit of the spectrometer. The optics used to image the plasma onto the entrance slit 
of the spectrometer (figure 4.32, section 4.10) were fixed in position and the entire 
spectrometer and ICCD camera were translated (vertically and horizontally) on a 
specially designed micrometer driven table in order to spatially select the desired 
region (figure 4.33, section 4.10).
The procedure used to position the spectrometer is illustrated in figure 6.5. A
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Figure 6 4 Plume front position as a function of time delay for primary (broadband) 
plume emission, as well as comparisons with an adiabatic expansion model [7]
very short time delay was set between plasma initiation and the gate on the ICCD 
camera connected to the spectrometer The spectrometer was then physically 
scanned across the image of the plasma When the image of the first plume was 
intercepted by the entrance slit of the spectrometer (figuie 6 5 (a)), very strong 
continuum emission was recorded on the CCD Due to the short time delay used, 
this position may be considered to be the position of plasma initiation Moving 
the spectrometer either side of this position by tens of microns resulted m the 
emission intensity dropping to zero The spectrometer was then translated until the 
position of the second plasma was determined (figure 6 5 (a)) The spectrometer 
was subsequently moved to a position mid-way between these two positions (where 
the stagnation layer would be expected to form) and the time delay between the 
laser and CCD was increased to allow the plasmas time to reach the central position 
and interact with each other (figure 6 5 (b))
The electron density was calculated via an analysis of the profile of the Ca+ 
3p64p(2P3/2)-3p65s(2Si/2) transition at 373 69 nm Voigt functions were fitted to 
the emission line m order to take into account the various processes that contribute 
to the line broadening The Stark conti lbution to the broadening is described by 
the Lorentzian component and all other contributions, such as the Doppler effect 
(~  0 005 nm for a plasma temperature of 1 eV) and the instrument function of 
S ~  0 22 nm (section 4 10) were accounted for m the Gaussian component of the
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Figure 6.5: Positioning of the entrance slit of the imaging spectrometer.
Voigt profile [9, 10]. Therefore the electron density may be computed using equa­
tion 3.5 (section 3.4.3, repeated here for the reader’s convenience) using only the 
Lorentzian component of the fitted Voigt profiles
AAwidth =  2w  (yqT^) +  ( i o ^ )  1 -  w  (jQ le) (3-5)
where the electron-impact parameter w, and the ionic-impact parameter Ai are 
taken from tabulated values [9] and No  is the number of particles in the Debye 
sphere.
Figure 6.6 shows an example of a spectroscopic image of the interaction region 
taken 300 ns after plasmas initiation. The wavelength dispersion direction lies 
along the x-axis of the image and position along the y-axis. The trace shown 
in figure 6.6 (a) is a horizontal slice taken across the image, the white dashed 
horizontal line drawn on the image indicates its position. Similarly the trace shown 
in figure 6.6 (b) is a vertical slice indicated by the white dashed vertical line drawn 
on the image. In order to determine electron densities the spectroscopic image was 
broken into sections, vertically binning twenty rows of spectra before fitting the 
Voigt functions, as was described in Doria et al [11].
Using both the electron-impact and the quasi-static ion component of equation 3.5 
introduces a temperature dependence incorporated in the Debye length term (equa­
tion 2.2, section 2.1). Assuming a temperature of 1 eV the electron density may 
be calculated for an experimentally observed linewidth by minimising equation 3.5 
(section 3.4.3) in terms of ne. The contribution that the ion broadening component 
provides to the overall electron density value (calculated using this method) was 
determined to be <5%. For this reason only the first term in equation 3.5 (electron
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Figure 6.6: Example spectroscopic image, showing the Ca+ 3p64p(2P1/2)3/2)-3p65s(2Si/2) 
doublet at 370.60 and 373.69 nm
impact) will be used in our calculations.
Figure 6.7 shows the spatial distribution of electron density for three time delays 
300, 400 and 500 ns after primary plasma initiation. It may be seen that for 
this case the electron density is very similar in trend and absolute value for all 
three time delays. This result is unsurprising given the stationary nature of the 
interaction region as well as the continuous particle feeding into this region from 
the primary plasmas.
As was described in section 3.4.8, under the assumption of LTE the electron tem­
perature in a plasma may be obtained from spectroscopic measurements by: (i) 
relative line-to-continuum intensity, (ii) relative intensity of lines from the same 
ionisation stage, and (iii) relative line intensity of subsequent ionisation stages.
The relative line-to-continuum method, although useful in the characterisation of 
early stages of a single plasma plume expansion, could not be used here due to 
the absence of continuum emission from the stagnation layer (a fact contrary to 
observations previously reported in the literature [1]). The relative intensity of lines 
from the same ionisation stage obtained from the ratio of the Ca II 3p64s(2Si/2)- 
3p64p(2P3/2,i/2) to the 3p64p(2P i/2,3/2)-3p65s(2Si/2) doublets, was avoided due to
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Figure 6 7 Spatially and temporally resolved electron density distributions of the inter­
action region (355 nm - 6 ns)
the presence of significant opacity m the 4s(2Si/2)-4p(2P 3/2)i/2) transitions for our 
plasma conditions and due to errors associated with using small energy separations 
between transitions
The most applicable and accurate technique available to us, may be used when 
one observes two isolated lrnes from subsequent ronrsatron stages, A and A', emrt- 
ted from the same atomrc or ronic species, and if the energy level population is 








E  — E f — E r (3 14)
fgX'3 \ E )  V kBT
where I, A, g and f are total rntensrty (rntegrated over the profile), wavelength, 
statrstrcal weight of the lower state of the lrne, and absorptron oscillator strength, 
respectrvely, of the lrne related to the lower charge state transrtron and E its excr- 
tation energy and a0 denotes the Bohr radius The subsequent ionisation stage is 
denoted by primed quantities, and E is the ionisation energy of the lower ionisation 
stage
Temperatures were obtarned by solvrng equatron 3 14 using a graphical method 
The rrght-hand srdc of equatron 3 14 has been plotted against a range of possible 
values for the ratio of intensities, for five different values of the electron density as 
is shown m figure 6 8 The line mtensity ratios were computed from the ratio of
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Figure 6 8 Solution to equation 3 14, used to calculate election temperatures, for five 
electron densities
Ca+ 373 69 nm and Ca° 422 7 nm transitions This graphical method permits tem- 
peiature determinations with accuracies ranging from 5 to 15%, for temperatures 
between ~  0 5 and 2 eV [9]
The method employed m this work to calculate the electron temperature was as 
follows First an average election density was determined from figure 6 7 and 
inserted into equation 3 14 Using this density a plot similar to figure 6 8 was 
generated A ninth order polynomial function was then fitted to the calculated 
curves m an analogous procedure to the one performed m section 5 4 for column 
density calculations This allowed us to readily convert the integrated intensity 
ratios into electron temperature values Figure 6 9 shows the electron tempera­
tures calculated using this procedure for three time delays 300, 400 and 500 ns 
as a function of position An approximately isothermal spatial and temporal dis­
tribution centered at ~  0 7 eV was determined The average temperature in the 
interaction region does not decrease in the same manner as that of a single plasma 
expanding m vacuum The Smgh and Narayan expansion model predicts an ~  20% 
temperature decrease over the 300 — 500 ns time range for a single plume gener­
ated with the same irradiance conditions used here It should also be noted that 
the spatral extent of the emrssron tracked usmg the imaging spectrometer was far 
greater than that observed using the imaging setup This would indicate that the 
spectroscopy setup was more sensitive to low light levels than the imaging system
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Figure 6 9 Spatially and temporally lesolved electron temperatuie distributions of the 
mtei action region (355 nm - 6 ns)
This could possibly be caused by the attenuation due to spectral filtering of the 
plasma emission and the less efficient fibre coupling of the mtensifier to the CCD 
chip, compared to the lens coupling used m the spectroscopy ICCD camera
In this section the piocedures used to acquire and calculate electron densities and 
temperatures have been discussed Spectrally filtered emission images have been 
piesented for various acquisition time delays Temporally and spatially-resolved 
electron density and temperature distributions from the stagnation layers formed 
between two calcium plasma plumes have been presented and discussed
In the next two sections we will contrast results obtained on colliding laser-produced 
plasmas generated with different initial irradiation conditions The same proce­
dures used for determining plasma parameters from experimentally obtained spec­
tra  described m this section, will be employed m the coming sections
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6.3 Colliding Plasmas (1064nm-6ns)
In this section we will examine colliding plasma results obtained using the same 
experimental conditions used in the previous section except for the fact that the 
frequency doubling crystals on the Surelite laser have been removed. The output 
from the Surelite laser thus becomes 450 mJ in 6 ns at 1064 nm. This produces 
an on-target irradiance of ~  4 x 1011 Wcm-2 for a 100 /¿m diameter spot size.
(a) 100 ns (Broadband) (b) 100 ns (390 nm) (c) 100 ns (420 nm)
250 300 350 400 250 300 350 400 250 300 350 400
Pixel no. Pixel no. Pixel no.
(d) 200 ns (Broadband) (e) 200 ns (390 nm) (f) 200 ns (420 nm)
(g) 400 ns (Broadband) (h) 400 ns (390 nm) (i) 400 ns (420 nm)
Figure 6.10: Time-resolved emission images of colliding laser-produced plasmas using 
three different interference filters (i) a broadband, (ii) a 390 nm (10 nm FWHM) used to 
track the Ca+ 3p64s(2Si/2)-3p64p(2P3/2,i/2) doublet, (iii) a 420 nm filter used to track 
the Ca° 3p64s2(1So)-3p64s4p(1Pi) transition (1064 nm - 6 ns).
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It may be seen from figure 6 10 that the focussing of the laser pulses appears to 
be much tighter m this image set compared to that of figure 6 1 A much greater 
proportion of the emission from the images taken 100 ns (first row, figure 6 10) after 
plasma initiation originate from Ca+ species of the plume This would indicate a 
higher plasma temperature than that achieved m figure 6 1 This is unsurprising 
considering the higher on-target 11 radiance facilitated by the higher energy pulses 
achievable at the fundamental laser wavelength A further indication of a smaller 
spot size is the bulbous shape of the plumes at early time delays A large transverse 
(vertical on image) expansion velocity is evident caused by large pressure gradients 
at the target surface, while the plumes observed m figure 6 1 exhibit a more directed 
almost one-dimensional expansion perpendicular to the target surface In spite of 
the larger transverse expansion velocity evident m figure 6 10, the actual plume 
front velocity extracted perpendicular to the target surface, determined from the 
broadband images, is approximately the same as those determined for figure 6 1 
( ~ 2 x 106 cms"1)
Looking now at the second row of images (figure 6 10), it appears that the primary 
plumes have begun to turn towards the horizontal axis instead of expanding per­
pendicularly away from the target surface (as they appear to do for the first 130 
ns) This turning of the plumes is seen most clearly m the case of the Ca+ image at 
200 ns (figure 6 10 (e)) A possible cause for this change m direction away from the 
expected one is due to momentum transfer to each plume from rapidly expanding 
(likely highly charged ions) from the opposite plume partner The structure of the 
plumes viewed through the broadband filter at 200 ns (figure 6 10 (d)) is disjointed 
and asymmetric Additionally, the plumes shown in figure 6 10 (f) appear flattened 
at the leading expansion edge of both plasmas A surprising feature of this image 
set is that even aftei 200 ns, when plasma overlap has definitely occurred, veiy lit­
tle stagnation is evident This stands m stark contrast to the image set previously 
presented (figure 6 1) and the impending image set (figure 6 13) This would lead 
us to believe that considerable interpenetration may have occurxed at early times 
delays
Finally moving on to the third row of images m figure 6 10, it may be seen that a 
pronounced elongated stagnation layer has been formed, comprising solely of Ca+ 
constituents The neutral Ca image (figure 6 10 (i)) appears to show no emission 
from the interaction region However, appioximately 600 ns after the primary
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plasma initiation the stagnation layer between the plumes exhibits neutral Ca 
emission far from the target surface (> 4 mm) The dimensions of the stagnation 
layer extracted from the Ca+ images, is significantly different from that of the 
interaction recorded using the 355 nm pulses The interaction region from the 
current data set is narrower (650 /im) and considerably longer (4 2 mm) at the 
same time delays
The density profiles extracted from the Stark broadening of the 3p64p(2P 3/2)- 
3p65s(2Si/2) Ca+ transition at 373 69 nm differs considerably fiom those previously 
presented rn figure 6 7 Frgure 6 11 shows the density profiles obtained from the 
collision region generated using the 1064 nm, 6 ns pulses for three time delays 
(At =  300, 400 and 500 ns) The 300 ns spatial profile is reasonably flat with a 
peak density occurring at ~  3 5 mm from the beginning of the emission from the 
interaction region near the target surface At 400 ns the density observed m the 
rnteractron region reaches its maximum value with a pronounced peak closer to 
the target surface At 500 ns the stagnation layer density has decreased rapidly 
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Figure 6 11 Spatially and temporally resolved electron density drstnbutions of the in­
teraction region (1004 nm - G iib)
The magnrtudes of the electron temperatures obtained for this data set were very 
comparable to those prevrously presented (figure 6 9) Frgure 6 12 shows the spa­
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tial distribution of the electron temperature for three time delays Again the 











Figuie 6 12 Spatially and temporally lesolved election temperature distributions of the 
interaction region (1064 nm - 6 ns)
Position (mm)
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6.4 Colliding Plasmas (1064nm-16ns)
In this section we will present the final data set on colliding plasmas. The plasmas 
here were generated using longer duration, lower energy laser pulses (16 ns, 300 
mJ), produced by the Spectron laser system (section 4.3). The on-target irradiance 
is estimated to be ~  5 x 1010 Wcm-2 for a spot size of ~  200 fim.
It may be seen from figure 6.13 that the behaviour of the plasmas generated and
Pixel no.
(a) 100 ns (Broadband)
Pixel no.
(b) 100 ns (390 nm)
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(g) 400 ns (Broadband) (h) 400 ns (390 nm) (i) 400 ns (420 nm)
Figure 6.13: Time-resolved emission images of colliding laser-produced plasmas using 
three different interference filters (i) a broadband, (ii) a 390 nm (10 nm FWHM) used to 
track the Ca+ 3p64s(2Si/2)-3p64p(2P3/2jl/2) doublet, (iii) a 420 nm filter used to track 
the Ca° 3p64s2(1So)-3p64s4p(1Pi) transition (1064 nm - 16 ns).
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the interaction between the plasmas departs considerably from that of the two 
previous irradiation regimes The first point of note is the slight visible interaction 
that may be seen m the broadband image at 100 ns (figure 6 13 (a)) This emission 
appears to originate from the neutral Ca component, which has substantially higher 
counts at this time delay than singly ionised species m the plumes This feature 
has not been observed m the previous two data sets at such early time delays The 
shape of the primary plumes suggest a spot size comparable with the first image 
set (figure 6 1) The plumes appear horizontally broader than vertically long for 
the first time delay presented
As we move to the second row of images, taken 200 ns after plasma initiation 
the stagnation layer observed using the broadband filter (figure 6 13 (d)) becomes 
more intense and stretches for some distance away from the target surface The 
stagnation layer appears to be most dense m the region located directly between the 
plumes and tails off further fiom the surface The overall shape of the interaction 
region is narrower (~  500 fim) and longer (~  4 mm) when compared to the previous 
image sets, most notably when compared to the dimensions of the interaction 
region produced usmg the 355 nm pulses (figure 6 1) The emission recorded 
through the broadband filter (figure 6 13 (d)) appears to be dominated by neutral 
calcium emission, as the shape and intensity mirrors that recorded using the 420 
nm filter (figure 6 13 (f)) The narrow interaction region between the plumes leads 
us to believe that the plasmas are highly colhsional and stagnated very locally in 
space with minimal interpenetration This trend however is not followed by the 
emission from the Ca+ plasma as is shown m figure 6 13 (e) Here the interaction 
region is broader and less well defined It also appears that the maximum intensity 
of the interaction is spatrally offset from the maximum of the neutral mteraction, 
which is located further from the target surface and slightly closer to the lower 
pnmai y plume More surprising is the fact that the interaction region appears 
to be splitting as we move from nght-to-left away from the position of maximum 
density (figure 6 13 (e))
Finally, as we look at the third row of images m figure 6 13, recorded 400 ns after 
plasma initiation, it may be seen that the splitting of the interaction region becomes 
more pronounced and now is visible through all three filters The compressed 
narrow emission region from the neutral collision region (figure 6 13 (f)) has become 
more fragmented and broader near the target surface (figure 6 13 (r)) The emission
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from the primary plasmas has died away, whereas the interaction region continues 
to emit strongly An interesting feature may be observed m the broadband image 
at this time delay (figure 6 13 (g)) A certain amount of hot emitting plasma 
appears to have accumulated at the apex of the target surface This would suggest 
a wide angular scatter pattern from the initial primary plasmas resulting m a 
slow density build-up m this confined region It may also however be caused by 
plasma particles m the stagnation layer impacting on the target surface, thereby 
causing secondary emission from the surface The reason for the splitting of the 
interaction region is not completely clear It may be caused by un-even density 
gradients across the plasma fronts resulting from non-uniform irradiation of the 
target surface These density gradients would present varying levels of colhsionality 
to the opposing plasma, thereby causing the stagnation of the plumes at differing 
spatial locations
A similar trend m the density of the interaction region to that observed m the 
previous data set was determined from spectroscopic measurements Figure 6 14 
shows the spatial distribution of electron density for a range of time delays Again 
the absolute value of the density vanes most significantly close to the target surface, 
with the peak density occurring at approximately 2 5 mm and a delay 400 ns At 
longer distances (> 4 mm) the density variation with time is smaller
Position (m m )
Figure 6 14 Spatially and temporally resolved election density distributions of the in­
teraction region (1064 nm - 16 ns)
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Figure 6 15 shows the electron distribution along the interaction region for the same 
thiee time delays The maximum temperature achieved near the target surface at 
earliest time delay (300 ns) are slightly higher than those previously presented, 
however the overall trend and average values are m considerable agreement with 
the temperatures obtained using the other two irradiation conditions
Position (m m )
Figure 6 15 Spatially and temporally lesolved election temperature distnbutions of the 
interaction legion (1064 nm - 16 ns)
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6.5 Comparison of Emission Results
Spectrally and temporally resolved emission images as well as spatially and tempo­
rally resolved imaging spectra have been used to study the interaction of counter- 
propagatmg laser-produced plasmas The three image sets presented m this chap­
ter showed a range of different behaviours m the interaction dynamics between the 
plumes, caused by differing initial conditions
The electron densities varied from an average of ~  4 x 1017 cm-3 m the case of 
the 355 nm, 6 ns laser pulses (figure 6 7) to an average of ~  5 x 1018 cm-3 in the 
case of the 1064 nm, 16 ns pulses (figure 6 14) The magnitude of the stagnation 
observed from the images appeared to follow this electron density trend, with the 
least amount of stagnation observed for the 355 nm, 6 ns pulses and the most 
stagnation observed for the 1064 nm, 6 ns pulses The images obtained using the 
1064 nm, 6 ns pulses generated intermediate electron density values as well as an 
intermediate level of stagnation
The spatial temperature distribution along the stagnation layers have also been 
determined and presented m the case of the three differrng irradiation conditions 
at time delays near the maximum brightness epoch of the interaction, namely 300, 
400 and 500 ns after plasma initiation Our results show a nearly isothermal distri­
bution of ^  0 75 eV along the major axis of the longitudinal stagnation layer The 
temperatures achieved m the inter action region are largely unaffected by changes 
in the initial irradiation conditions of the primary plasmas, or the density of the 
interaction region The electron temperature is more strongly determined by the 
separation of the laser foci, or more specifically, on the relative velocity at which 
the two plumes collide This fact has been observed previously m the literature [12] 
and was also found to be independent of the amount of interpenetration involved m 
the interaction The initially available kinetic energy per particle was determined 
to be the dominant factor [12]
In contrast to stagnation layers formed by colliding relatively high temperature 
plasmas [1, 13], we do not observe any significant continuum emission from the 
stagnation layer even at early times after its formation Any continuum emission 
will result from either free-free (bremsstrahlung) or free-bound (recombination) 
processes and its absence here is an indication that we observe predominantly
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stagnation with little interpenetration at long time delays (> 200 ns) A certain 
amount of interpenetration will however always occur at short time delays when 
the plume fronts meet with greatest velocity and lowest density
The results presented m this chapter may be understood by looking at the form 
of the collisionahty parameter (£, described m chapter 1 2 [14, 15]) used to char­
acterise the situation For a pair of colliding plasma the collisionahty parameter 
£ can be cast as the ratio of the characteristic geometrical scale length (D ) to 
the lon-ion mean-free path (Au) Therefore, for a plasma with high ion density 
(n*(:r)) and a gentle spatial rolloff (large plasma scale length - dn /dx ) formed in 
close proximity to each other (small D ), one can expect strong deceleration at the 
plasma-plasma collision front and the formation of a tight, well defined stagnation 
layer Since the lon-ion mean-free path (AM) depends on the ratio (T2/n J  [161, 
low temperature plasmas will possess quite low values of AM and concomitantly 
high values of (  and hence almost no interpenetration can be expected Rough 
estimates for our case (Te ~  0 75 eV, n% ~  1018 cm-3) give (  values of ~  104, 
while for Hanlal et al [1] the temperature can be expected to be > 30 eV (strong 
emission from Mg ions with charge > 5+), and hence the collisionahty parameter 
is likely to be < 10 and therefore interpenetration is expected, as was observed m 
their work
If opacity effccts could be ignored and LTE assumed m the ease of the image 
sets presented (figures 6 1, 6 10 and 6 13), an estimate of the plasma temperature 
could be inferred, using the ratio of the intensity of the species m the ground to 
first excited state using the ionisation balance calculated with the Saha equation 
m section 2 5 1 (figuie 2 10) Opacity however cannot be neglected in the case 
of the images recorded using the 390 nm interference filter as the 3p64s(2Si/2)- 
3p64p(2P 3/2,1/2) doublet that is transmitted by this filter is significantly affected 
by radiation trapping Spectroscopic analysis using this doublet was also avoided 
due to these opacity effects For a colliding plasma, a self-ievcrsed profile was 
found to be present into a region localised near the maximum intensity /  density 
However, temperatures obtained from regions where the self-reversal profile seemed 
not to be present, were still systematically smaller than those calculated using 
different transitions This can be regarded as an indication that part of the emission 
from the 393 36 /  396 84 nm doublet is still being reabsorbed by the cooler part 
of the plasma and that the dip m each profile is washed out by instrumental
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broadening at lower densities and hence they were not used here for temperature 
determination. Figure 6.16 shows a spectroscopic image of the interaction region
3000 
1  2000 
Q 1000
390 395 400
W avelength  (nm )
Figure 6.16: Spectroscopic image of the interaction region between two colliding laser- 
produced plasmas showing the Ca+ 3p64s(2S1/2)-3p64p(2P3/2,i/2) doublet at 393.36 and 
396.84 nm.
between two colliding plumes demonstrating the strength and spatial distribution 
of opacity along the length of the plume. Beginning from the bottom of the 
image in figure 6.16, one may see that both spectral lines begin at a narrow point 
before broadening considerably due to pressure /  density effects. The extent of the 
broadening reaches its maximum value at approximately pixel number 620. This 
position is highlighted by the white dashed horizontal line drawn on the image; 
figure 6.16 (a) shows the line-out taken along this horizontal line. Figure 6.16 (b) 
shows the line-out taken along the white dashed vertical line drawn through the 
centre of the spectral line located at 393.36 nm. It may be seen that as we continue 
to move further up the image from the position of the horizontal line that both 
transitions begin to narrow again before reaching a point and disappearing. This 
behaviour is in good agreement with all of the density profiles presented in this 
chapter on the interaction region. In an attem pt to understand the spectra shown 
in figure 6.16 and the processes involved in their formation, it was decided that 
a radiation transport model should be implemented to extract information from 
such optically thick transitions. This model and its application to Ca+ transitions
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m expanding plumes are presented m the next chapter
6.6 Summary
In this chapter we have presented and discussed spectrally and temporally-resolved 
emission images as well as spatially and temporally-resolved imaging spectra of 
colliding laser-produced plasmas Results were obtained from plasmas generated 
using thiee different laser pulse parameters Spatial distributions of election tem­
perature and density in the interaction region were presented and discussed
In the next chapter we will discuss the implementation of a computational radiation 
transpoi t model used to describe the strong xadiation trapping effects observed 
during the course of our spectroscopic studies of calcium plasmas
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C h a p t e r  7
R a d ia t io n  T r a n s p o r t  M o d e l l in g
7.1 Introduction
Radiation emitted from LPP’s, or any light source, must m general travel from 
some interior point withm the source to the exterior As the radiation travels 
through the source from its emission point to the perimeter of the source it may 
be absorbed by atomic constituents m its path The absorption of radiation by 
atoms or ions on this path is usually by the same species as the emitter, hence 
the term ‘self-absorption” [1] This has the effect of suppressing the intensity of 
the radiation exiting the source Therefore if the absolute or relative intensity 
of spectral lines are being used to determine parameters such as the oscillator 
strengths or as a diagnostic tool to characterise the source then special care should 
be taken to account for self-absorption
A plasma, for which the re-absorption /  trapping of radiation cannot be neglected is 
said to be optically thick Radiation trapping complicates the use of spectroscopic 
diagnostics that are based on a linear relationship between the plasma’s emission 
coefficient and the observed line intensity Determining the effect that opacity has 
on the intensity of a measured spectral line is very difficult The strength of the 
absorption will vary between spectral lines from the same source, and will even vary 
with wavelength across a single spectral line In many circumstances a plasma may 
be optically thin (radiation trapping may be neglected) at all frequencies except for 
resonance transitions Under certain circumstances the influence of the radiation
1 6 7
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field on the population density of the atomic levels must also be considered [2]
In laser-produced plasmas steep radial density gradients exist between the centre 
of the plasma and its periphery The hot central core consists of a high density 
of excited species leading to large amounts of emission, whereas the cooler low 
density peripheral regions contain a much larger proportion of less excited atoms, 
which may absorb photons emitted by the core
The emission profile from the hot, dense central core of the plasma is broadened 
and shifted by Stark effects due to the high election density On the other-hand 
the absorption profile nearer the plasma’s edges is less broadened and more con­
centrated at the centre frequency of the transition For this reason the majority 
of the absorption occurs at the centre of the emission line profile Under certain 
circumstances this may lead to a special case of self-absorption known as “lme- 
reversal” When this happens the intensity of the centre of the profile has been 
attenuated to such an extent that it is lower than the wmgs of the profile, resulting 
m a dip at the central frequency of the transition [3, 4]
The profile of a spectral line, as observed outside a plasma, depends chiefly on the 
distribution of the emitting and absorbing atoms along the hne-of-sight through 
the plasma [5] Lme-reversal only occurs m a spectral line if the distribution of 
the absorbing or lower level state atoms is longer than that of the emitting excited 
state distribution (mhomogeneous plasma) In the case where the two distributions 
are equivalent (homogeneous plasma), the intensity attenuation caused by self­
absorption will not lead to a self-reversed profile, nevertheless the effect will be 
to invalidate any data on plasma diagnostics obtained using the intensity of such 
lines [6, 7]
The effect of self-absoiption is felt most strongly m high oscillatoi strength tran­
sitions, such as resonance transitions This is so because of the tendency of large 
populations to accrue m the ground state or lower level of these transitions in 
the cooler extremities of a laser plasma plume, hence providing a strong base for 
the re-absorption of photons exiting the plasma It is for this reason that reso­
nance transitions are ideal candidates to study the extreme self-absorption case, 
lme-reversal [8, 9] Detei mining plasma parameters from optically thick plasmas 
(or transitions) can be very difficult bccause they can not be placcd into any of 
the thermodynamic equilibrium models discussed m section 2 5 All four models
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described require that the plasma be optically thm at all frequencies This also 
precludes the application of the majority of the spectroscopic diagnostic techniques 
discussed m section 3 4 because most of them assume a state of local thermody­
namic equilibrium
This difficulty m determining parameters from optically thick plasmas may be 
tackled by the careful study of self-reversed line profiles The depth of reversal, of 
line profiles, is very sensitive to changes m the excited and lower level distributions 
as well as the plasma temperature This makes them a powerful diagnostic for 
determining such parameters
As was mentioned previously m chapter 6 we have observed experimentally line- 
reversal m the Ca+ 3p64s(2Si/2)-3p64p(2P 3/2,i/2) doublet at 393 36 and 396 48 nm 
In an attem pt to further understand the observed spectra we decided to adapt 
and implement a model developed by Sakka et al [3] for comparison with the 
experimental results The model generates synthetic spectia by solving the one- 
dimensional equation of radiative transfer [10, 11] introduced in section 2 6
7.2 Details of Sakka model
In this section we will discuss the details of the self-absorption model proposed 
by Sakka et al [3] We will discuss the model ab imho  m the order in which
the quantities should be calculated Important parameters will be plotted and
presented to aid m the description of the model
A critical component m the determination of the profile of a self-reversed spectral 
line is the relationship between the width of the upper and lower level population 
distributions More specifically, the profile is determined by the ratio of the density 
of emitters-to-absorbers, which is closely related to the source function S(x ,v)  
along the hne-of-sight [5]
cv \ e(x ’ u) ^ 1 \
=  <71)
where e(x, u) and n(x, i/) are the position-dependent emission and absorption co­
efficients from equations 2 35 and 2 36 m section 2 6 In this model Gaussian 
functions are used to describe the radial population distributions along the line- 
of-sight perpendicular to the expansion direction of the plasma This geometry is
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Figure 7 1 Spatial distributions of (a) electron density, (b) giound state population, (c) 
excited state 2P3/2 and (d) excited state 2P i/2
equivalent to the emission spectroscopy setup described m section 4 10 and illus­
trated m figure 4 32, where we recorded spatially-resolved spectra perpendicular 
to the plasma expansion direction
Three population distribution functions are required to describe the general case of 
a single spectral line These distributions are the lower level ni (x), the upper level 
n2(x) and the electron density ne(x) The electron density spatial distribution is 
used to improve the fit to the expenmental data by introducing a space dependent 
asymmetric broadening and shift to the line profiles that could not be accounted 
for m terms of radiative transfer alone [3] When applying the model to the neutral 
Al° 3s23p(2p3/2jl/2)-3s24s(2Si/2) doublet (as was implemented by Sakka et al), two 
lower level distributions are required to represent the doublet, while conversely 
when applying the model to the Ca+ 3p64s(2Si/2)-3p64p(2P3/2!i/2) transitions that 
were experimentally observed during the course of this work, two excited state 
distnbutions are required The four distribution functions for the Ca+ case are
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given by
n2a(x) = N 2ae x p  r
V a2aJ
n2b{x) = N2bexp ( )
\  a 2b/
m (x)  =  Ni0exp ^ “ ” 2^






where a2a, (J2bi o\ and ae are the widths of the distribution for the two upper, lower 
and electron distributions respectively N 2a, N2b ? ^10 and N eo are the maximum 
values of the population parameter for the foui distributions at the centre of the 
plasma
A Boltzmann population distribution is assumed m order to provide an approxima­
tion of the excited levels populations Therefore using a static plasma temperature 
T0, only one (upper or lower) population parameter is required as an input to the 
model The population of the other level would then be calculated using the Boltz­
mann relation
^ 2 0  92 (
N l 0 ~ g i eXP{ kBT0
(7 6)
Figure 7 2 Staik width and shift of spectral lines as a function of position m the plasma 
where “0” conesponds to the plasma core
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where g\ and g2 are the relevant state degeneracies and v0 is the central frequency 
of the transition. In the case of a doublet with closely lying levels, denoted a and 






For example in Ca+ we can write the 3p64p 2Pz/2 state as a and the 3p64p 2P i/2 
state as b. The assumption of a Boltzmann population distribution in the periph­
eral region of the plasma may be somewhat questionable in the case of certain 
plasmas (radiation dominated), as it does not take into account the effect that re­
absorption may have on the population of the excited levels. However, radiation 
trapping should not seriously affect the population of excited states in laboratory 
plasmas, which are almost always collision dominated. A plasma is said to be col­
lision dominated when the excitation and ionisation of particles is predominantly 
caused by particle impacts rather than by radiative processes [2].
Figure 7.1 shows the population distributions of the energy levels and the electrons 
as a function of space for the Ca+ case, where the centre of the plasma is denoted 
by position 0 mm. From the electron distribution ne(x), the magnitude of the Stark 
width AAWidth{x) and shift AAshift{x) as a function of space may be calculated. In 
this case the non-linear functions presented in section 3.4.3 (equations 3.5 and 3.6)
Position (mm)
Frequency (x 10 Hz)
Figure 7.3: Normalised position-dependent spectral distribution function for the Ca+ 
3p64s-3p64p doublet.
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have been approximated as linear functions given by
AA Width{x) =  wne(x)
A A shift(x) = dne(x)
(7.8)
(7.9)
where w and d are experimentally determined width and shift parameters obtained 
from literature [17, 18]. The validity of this approximation was discussed in sec­
tion 6.2; for singly charged ions the effect of the ion-broadening component on the 
overall linewidth was calculated to be < 5%. This value would be smaller for the 
neutral A1 transition used by Sakka et al [3]. Figure 7.2 shows how the magnitude 
of the width and shift varies through the plasma for both transitions.
The position-dependent width and shift distributions are subsequently used to 
formulate a position-dependent spectral distribution function /(x , u) given by
1 AZ/ly2iit/l(*^ )/2
n [AvWidth(x)/2]2 +  [u +  u0 +  A vshift (x)/2 ]2 
this function is then normalised over the frequency range being used such that
(7.10)
/: f ( x , v)dv = 1 (7.11)
The normalised position-dependent spectral distribution function is plotted in fig­
ure 7.3. The spectral distribution function f ( x , v) is subsequently used in the
Position (mm)
-5 7.5
Frequency (x 10 Hz)
Figure 7.4: Position-dependent spectral emission coefficient.
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formulation of the position dependent emission e(x, v) and absorption k(x , v ) coef­
ficients that were discussed in section 2.6 and will be expanded on below. However 
before these may be calculated the Einstein coefficients for spontaneous emission 
absorption Bba and stimulated emission Bba must be calculated from equa­
tions 2.32, 2.33 and 2.34 respectively, as they were presented in section 2.6.1.
Having calculated Einstein’s coefficients, the position dependent emission coeffi­
cient may now be calculated by inserting the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous 
emission, the upper level population distribution function and the Stark broadened 
and shifted spectral distribution function into equation 2.35, repeated here for the 
reader’s convenience.
e(x, v) =
A b g n ^ h l / f j x ,  Û  
47r
(2.35)
Similarly the position-dependent absorption coefficient can be calculated by in­
serting the upper and lower level population distributions, as well as the Einstein 
coefficients for absorption and stimulated emission, along with the spectral distri­
bution function into equation 2.36, also repeated here for convenience.
[■Babna(x) -  Bbanb(x)\huf{x, v)
k(x , is) = (2.36)
The spectral emission and absorption coefficients as a function of space are plotted 
in figures 7.4 and 7.5 respectively. At this stage all of the factors required to solve
Position (mm)
.5 7.5
Frequency (x 10 Hz)
Figure 7.5: Position-dependent spectral absorption coefficient.
the general form of the equation of radiative transfer (discussed in section 2.6.4)
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have been calculated The far held radiant flux density I(y),  which is the intensity 
profile of the radiation observed at a position outside of the plasma, is thus given 
by
1
I(y) = —------ - /  0 (x ,i ')e(x ,v)dx
<p{oo,i/)
where
v) =  exp /  k ( x , v )
J  — CX>
(7 12)
(7 13)
I(v)  for the Ca+ doublet is plotted m figure 7 6 over a 10 nm spectral window 
using all of the input parameters listed m table 7 2 (next section 7 3)
Figure 7 6 The fai-field ladiant flux density Iu foi the Ca+ 3p64s(2Si/2)-3p64p(2P3/2)i/2) 
doublet using the input paiameteis fiom table 7 2
A grid spacing of 1 6 7 x l0 -2 nm was used over the 10 nm wavelength range of 
interest, while a 1 6 7 x l0 -2 mm grid cell size was used over a 10 mm spatial line- 
of-sight range This was the case for all of images presented m this chapter These 
computational grid spacmgs were chosen to balance detail with computational 
efficiency, piovidmg only slightly more spatial and spectral resolution than that of 
the experimental observations
Before comparisons are made between the calculated spectrum I(u) and the ex­
perimental spectra, the instrument function of the spectrometer used to record the 
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where g(i/) is a normalised =  1) Gaussian function, whose FWHM
corresponds to the resolution of the entire optical system, optics, spectrometer and 
detector In order to compare the calculated spectra with the experimental results 
the calculated model spectrum was splined and re-sampled in order that the sam­
pled wavelength values coincided with the CCD experimental pixel positions, and 
the dispersion of the spectrometer thus allowing the straightforward calculation of 
residuals
A goodness of fit (r-squared) parameter was then calculated to the determine the 
extent of correlation between the experimental and calculated data sets The r- 
squared factor is calculated using
r 2 =  ~  j (7 1 5 ^
where y is the difference between the predicted and actual values, y is the grand 
mean of the data-set and yt is the model data The r-squared value may be 
described as, the ratio of the sum of squares of the difference between the predicted 
values and the giand mean, to the sum of the squares of the difference between 
the model data and its grand mean
Figuie 7 7 Cumulative r-squared values foi one model-expenment comparison
A plot of the cumulative r-squared value as a function of data-point is shown m 
figure 7 7 This shows how the r-squared value improves for one model-experiment 
comparison as more and more data points are considered The last value m fig­
ure 7 7 is the total r-squared value of the comparison between the two data sets
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This value is outputted to the minimisation function An r-squared value of 1 
would signify complete correlation between the calculated and experimental val­
ues The model was fitted to the experimental data by iteratively varying three 
adjustable input parameters (i) the lower level population distribution jV10, (11) 
the excited state distribution width <72 and (m) the electron population parameter 
N e o
The fitting procedure attempts to maximise the correlation between the model 
and the experimental data by minimising an output factor (1 — R 2) The fitting 
procedure robustly converged to the same values (withm 0 5%) provided the initial 
input parameters are within 10% of the best fit solution
Two versions of the model were implemented m this work, one model simulating 
the Al° 3s23p(2P3/2)1/2)-3s24s(2Si/2) as was presented by Sakka et al, and the other 
model simulating the Ca+ 3p64s(2Si/2)“3p64p(2P3/2,i/2) which was experimentally 
observed m this work Grot nan diagrams for these two systems are shown in fig­
ure 7 8 The A1(I) case was implemented so that it could be compared with results 
presented m the paper of Sakka et al Three figures were presented in that paper 
demonstrating the effect of varying the three adjustable input parameters These 
three figures are presented here as figure 7 9 (a), (b) and (c) The results generated 
using the same input parameters as those presented by Sakka et al [3) (table 7 1), 
using the Al model implemented m this work are shown (with normalised intensi­
ties) as figure 7 9 (d), (e) and (f)
Figure 7 9 (a) shows the effect that the width of the ground state distribution
------------   3p'4s(l/2)    3 A > (l/2 )
(a) Ca(II) Doublet (b) A1(I) D oublet
Figure 7 8 Giotnan diagiams foi the Ca(II) and A1(I) doublets
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wavelength (run)
(a) Sakka et ai, vary a\
wavelength (nm)
(b) Sakka et al, vary
wavelength (nm)
(c) Sakka et al} vary Neo
W a v e len g th  (nm ) W ave leng th  (nm ) W a v e len g th  (nm )
(d) Comparison, vary (e) Comparison, vary (f) Comparison, vary Neo
Figure 7 9 Comparison of results obtained from the modelling of the 394 401 nm (2P 
- 2Si/2) and the 396 152 nm (2? 3y2 - 2Si/2) of neutial Al, with those piesented by Sakka 
et al [3]
has on the profile Four representative spectra are presented for four different 
values, all of the other parameters are fixed at the values presented m table 7 1 The 
excited state distribution width (¿72) does not vary As o\ increases relative to 
the calculated emission profile begins to develop a dip at the central frequency of 
the transition As the difference between the ground and excited state distribution 
width is further increased the self-reversal structure becomes more pronounced It 
should however be noted that the effect of varying is limited only to the central 
or self-ieversmg poition of the line piofile The wings of the lines aie unaffected by 
the values of <7i It may be seen from figure 7 9 (a) that even a very slight disparity 
(2%) between the upper and lower distribution widths leads to the formation of a 
self-reversed spectral feature Consequently, the experimental observation of the 
self-reversed spectra would be a sensitive measure foi the purpose of obtaining 
information on the mhomogeneity m the population-density distnbution of the
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Table 7.1: Parameters used for the simulation of 2p°~2S  self-reversed spectra of A1(I) 
(After Sakka et al [3])_____________________________________________________
Sym bol D efin ition V alue (U nit)
A 2a radiative rate for 2P y 2 —2 £ 1/2 transition O.SxlO7^ - 1)
A 2b radiative rate for 2 P y 2 —2 S i/2 transition 4.93x107(s-1)
9a degeneracy of 2 P ^ 2 level 4
9b degeneracy of 2 P y 2 level 2
92 degeneracy of 2 S y 2 level 2
oe origin of the 2P y 2 —2 S1/2 transition 396.152 (nm)
A&o origin of the 2 P y 2 —2 S\/2 transition 394.401 (nm)
w Stark width parameter 4.22xl0-25 (n m /m '3)
d Stark shift parameter 2.42xl0-25 (n m /m '3)
To temperature parameter 4000 (K)
Ne o electron density parameter 3.11xl023 (m-3)
N la population parameter of 2 P ^ 2 state 1.23xl022 (m"3)
N lb population parameter of 2 P y 2 state 6.17xl021 (m"3)
N 2o population parameter of 25  state 6.68xl017 (m"3)
distribution parameter of the electrons l.OOxlO-3 (m)
<?l distribution parameter of the 2P° state 1.45xl0-3 (m)
<J2 distribution parameter of the 2 S  state l.OOxlO"3 (m)
lower and excited states [3].
Figure 7.9 (b) shows four calculated spectra in which the ground state population 
parameter Nw is varied. It may be seen that this parameter has a strong effect 
on the emitted line profile. In particular three distinct features arise while varying 
this parameter: (i) the width of the profiles increases with increasing (ii) the 
depth of self reversal structure increases with increasing but disappears for 
values below ~  5 x 1020 m~3, (iii) and finally, that the intensities of the doublet 
do not increase any further for AT16 values > 1 x 1021 m-3.
The final variable input parameter to the model is the electron density parameter 
Are0. Figure 7.9 (c) shows the effect that the electron density has on the calculated 
profile. By varying the values of Afe0, the position and the width of the peak 
changes significantly. This is due to Stark shifting and broadening of the profiles. 
The position and the width of the self-reversal hole are however largely unchanged
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when the electron density parameter is increased This is due to the fact that the 
absorbing atoms he at the periphery of the plasma where the value of the electron 
density distribution is low For this reason the absorption profile is affected to a 
lesser extent than the emission emanating from the hot plasma core
7.3 Parameters used to model Ca(II) spectra
In order to make the comparison between our experimental measurements and the 
output of the radiation transport model, it is very important to match the model’s 
input parameters to our experimental conditions
In the next section we will analyse m detail two space and time resolved Ca+ 
spectral images, taken at 80 and 260 ns after plasma initiation These will be used 
to demonstrate the usefulness of the model as a diagnostic tool
Figure 7 10 shows hne-outs from two broadband Ca emission images recorded at the 
same time delays as the spectral images that will be analysed in the next section 
The emission images were taken using the imaging setup described m section 4 9
Position (Pixels)
Figure 7 10 Broadband emission image hne-outs foi (a) 260 ns delay plasma image, (b) 
80 ns delay plasma image
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Table 7 2 Parameters used for the simulation self-reversed spectia of Ca(II)
Sym bol Definition Value (U nit)
A 2 a radiative rate for 2S 1/2 —2 P ^ 2 transition 1 47xl08 (s-1)
A 2 b radiative rate for 2Si/2 ~ 2 P y 2 transition 1 40xl08(s_1)
92a degeneracy of 2P y 2 level 4
92b degeneracy of 2P{j2 level 2
010 degeneracy of 25fi/2 level 2
Aa0 origin of the 2P ^ 2 ~ 2 £ 1/2 transition 393 366 (nm)
A 60 origin of the 2P[j2 ~ 2 *5*1/2 transition 396 847 (nm)
W Stark width parameter See table 7 3
d Stark shift parameter See table 7 3
T0 temperature parameter 10,000/8000 (K)
N e0 electron density parameter Adjusted
N la population parameter of 2P ^ 2 state Calculated
N lb population parameter of 2P y 2 state Calculated
N20 population parameter of 2S  state Adjusted
°e distribution parameter of the electrons Adjusted
cr 1 distribution parameter of the 2P° state Expt determined
&2 distribution parameter of the 2 S' state Adjusted
The hne-outs were taken at the broadest point of the emissivity perpendicular 
to the plasmas expansion direction Gaussian functions have been fitted to the 
hne-outs and their widths extracted
The FWHM of the fitted Gaussian profile m figure 7 10 (a) (260 ns) is 63 pixels 
Given a CCD pixel size of 25 5 fxm and a magnification of 1 3 (from figure 4 31 
(a), section 4 9), the FWHM of the plasma is ~  1 25 mm The FWHM of the fit 
to the 80 ns profile (figure 7 10 (b)) is 24 pixels, which gives us a value of ~  0 5 
mm
Table 7 3 Ca(II) Stark paiameteis (Aftei Konjevic et al [18])
A (nm) T  (K ) Ne (cm “3) B ro ad en in g  (nm ) w (n m /m  3)
393 36 13,350 1 32 x 1017 0 018 1 3939 x 10-25
12,240 0 8 x 1017 0 009 1 1425 x 10“25
396 68 13,350 1 32 x 1017 0 016 1 2197 x 10-25
12,240 0 8 x 1017 0 009 1 0575 x 10-25
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These widths are used as input parameters to generate the ground state distribu­
tions cri The excited state and electron density distributions are varied around
7.4 Application of model to Ca(II) imaging spectra
As was mentioned previously, analysis of optically thick profiles strongly prohibits 
their application using standard plasma diagnostics [19] However, using the radi­
ation transport model described m section 7 2 and the experimental spectroscopic 
setup outlined m section 4 10 we may use optically thick transitions to temporally 
and spatially infer information such as population distributions, densities and to 
a lesser extent temperature
As was previously discussed when dealing with optically thick transitions the rela­
tionship between the observed emission intensity and the plasma parameters, such 
as the emission coefficient or the oscillator strength of the transition becomes more 
complicated In optically thin transitions where re-absorption can be neglected the 
intensity of the observation can be directly related to the number density of the 
emitters and the oscillator strength of the transition This leads to a situation 
where given the same number of emitters, the transition with the highest oscilla­
tor strength will produce the strongest spectral line
However m the case where ie-absorption of photons cannot be neglected, as in op­
tically thick transitions, this relationship between intensity and oscillator strength 
does not necessarily hold The emission intensity of an observed transition is di­
rectly proportional to the number density N  of emitters and the oscillator strength 
/  of the transition
this point m order to generate the best fit to the experimental data Most of the pa­
rameters required to model the Ca+ 3p64s(2Si/2)-3p64p(2P 3/2,i/2) doublet are given 
m table 7 2 The Stark parameters used were obtained from the literature [18]
IEm ission  ^ (7 16)
However the absorption intensity is proportional to the exponential of the popu­
lation number density by the oscillator strength by the path length I
(7 17)
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T herefo re  as th e  n um ber d en s ity  increases th e  em ission increases linearly, w hereas 
th e  a b so rp tio n  increases exponen tia lly . T h is  m ay lead  to  th e  s itu a tio n  w here th e  
tra n s itio n  w ith  th e  h ighest o sc illa to r s tre n g th  an d  th e  sam e p o p u la tio n , is less 
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Figure 7.11: Spectral image showing the 3p64s(2S1/ 2)-3p64p (2P 3/ 2,i /2) transitions at 
393.36 and 396.84 nm recorded 80 ns after plasm a initiation w ith a 15 ns gate width.
T h is  re la tio n sh ip  betw een  th e  osc illa to r s tre n g th , density , o p ac ity  an d  p a th  leng th  
was ex p erim en ta lly  observed  using  o u r space resolved spectro scopy  se tu p  (as o u t­
lined  in  section  4.10). F ig u re  7.11 show s a  spectroscop ic  im age of th e  C a+ 3p64s 
(2S 1/ 2)-3p 64p (2P 3/ 2,i /2) d o u b le t ta k e n  80 ns a fte r p lasm a in itia tio n , w ith  an  IC C D  
g a te  w id th  of 15 ns. P a r tia l  v e rtica l b inn ing  of th e  im age has been  perfo rm ed , on 
th e  im age. Six boxes have been  d raw n  on th e  im age in figure 7.11. T h e  co n ten ts  of 
th e  six  boxes labelled  (a )-(f) (co n ta in in g  25 rows of pixels each) have been  sum m ed  
an d  p lo tte d  in th e  g rap h s to  th e  r ig h t of th e  im age labelled  (a )-(f). T h e  g rap h  
labelled  figure 7.11 (g) lo ca ted  d irec tly  below  th e  im age, show s th e  profile o b ta in ed  
if th e  en tire  im age was fully ve rtica lly  b inned . T h is  trace  is w h a t w ould be  exper­
im en ta lly  reco rded  if sp a tia lly  in te g ra te d  spectroscopy  w as perfo rm ed . I t is clear 
th a t  all ev idence of self-reversal in  th ese  tra n s itio n s  is m asked  by such  in teg ra tio n .
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T h e  box  labelled  (f) on th e  im age covers th e  a re a  closest to  th e  ta rg e t  surface 
w here th e  density  is h ighest. S trong  B rem sstrah lu n g  em ission  can  be observed 
across th e  w avelength  range of th e  im age, as well as s tro n g  ab so rp tio n  a t  th e  
t ra n s it io n  w avelengths. T h is  m ay be seen m ore c learly  in g rap h  (f), w here it m ay 
be  observed  th a t  ab so rp tio n  s trong ly  d o m in a tes  over em ission a t  th e  tra n s itio n  
w aveleng ths, lead ing  to  a  deep d ip  in th e  co n tin u u m  em ission.
M oving to  th e  box an d  g raph  labelled  (e), w here th e  d en sity  is lower, th e  m ag­
n itu d e  o f th e  ab so rp tio n  has decreased  rap id ly , lead ing  to  recognisab le  em ission 
fea tu res  w ith  self-reversed peaks. T h e  peaks are  b ro ad en ed  sign ifican tly  by th e  
large e lec tro n  density  close to  th e  ta rg e t. I t  shou ld  be  n o ted  th a t  a t  th is  p o in t b o th  
peaks ex h ib it ap p rox im ate ly  th e  sam e in tensity , th e  396.847 nm  line (3p64s(2S i/2)- 
3p 64p (2P i / 2)) being  sligh tly  m ore in tense.
Wavelength (nm) Wavelength (nm)
Wavelength (nm) Wavelength (nm)
Figure 7.12: Experimental data (o) reproduced from figure 7.11, graphs (a)-(d) (nor­
malised), as well as model fits (-) to data.
Looking  now  a t  th e  nex t four boxes an d  g rap h s  (d ), (c), (b) an d  (a) of figure 7.11, 
i.e. m oving  fu rth e r  an d  fu rth e r  aw ay from  th e  ta rg e t  su rface a n d  concom itan tly  
to  progressively  lower density , it m ay be  observed  th a t  th e  ra tio  of th e  in tensity  
be tw een  th e  tw o sp ec tra l lines changes, w ith  th e  longer w aveleng th  line w eakening 
re la tiv e  to  i ts  sh o rte r  w avelength  com panion . E v en tu a lly  th e  in te n s ity  ra tio  shou ld
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Table 7.4: O utput parameters generated during the fitting of data presented in figure 7.12




(a) 9.10 x  1(T 4 1.56 x  1019 4.84 x  IO24
(b) 8.75 x  IO“ 4 1.58 x  IO19 4.95 x  IO24
( c ) 8.30 x  IO-4 1.63 x  IO19 5.44 x  IO24
(d) 6.25 x IO-4 2.62 x  IO19 6.50 x  IO24
approach  th e  s ta tis tic a l value of th e  tw o levels g(\)/g(\) =  2. T h is  is so because  th e  
ab so rp tio n  coefficient, for th e  tw o differing o sc illa to r s tren g th s , has decreased  m ore 
rap id ly  w ith  th e  den sity  g rad ien t th a n  th e  lin ea r em ission re la tio n sh ip  as m en tioned  
previously. T h is  fea tu re  can  be  s im u la ted  using  th e  rad ia tio n  tra n s p o r t  m odel 
described  in section  7.2. F igu re  7.12 show s fits o b ta in ed  for th e  d a ta  co n ta in ed  
w ith in  th e  four g rap h s (a)-(d ) in figure 7.11. T h e  fitted  p a ram ete rs  e x tra c te d  from  
th e  m odel are  p resen ted  in tab le  7.4.
T h is  exam ple pow erfully  illu s tra te s  how  a  m odel based  on rad ia tio n  tra n s p o r t  
can  be used  to  d e te rm in e  p a ra m e te rs  from  o p tica lly  th ick  tra n s itio n s  even in th e  
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Figure 7.13: Spectral image showing the 3p64s(2Si/2)-3p64p(2P3/ 2,i/2) at 393.36 and 
396.84 nm recorded 260 ns after plasma initiation with a 30 ns gate width.
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in te n s ity  ra tio  v a ria tio n  betw een  th e  two em ission lines as a function  of o p ac ity
I t shou ld  be n o te d  from  tab le  7 4, th a t  m  ad d itio n  to  th e  density  d ro p  m oving  
fu rth e r  from  th e  ta rg e t  surface, th e  excited  s ta te  d is tr ib u tio n  w id th  <72 changes 
betw een  fits T h is  p a ia m e te r  also strong ly  affects th e  in ten s ity  ra tio s, as it has 
an  im p o rta n t effect on p a th  leng th  given m  e q u a tio n  7 17 T h e  g ro u n d  s ta te  
d is tr ib u tio n  used  h e re  w as fixed to  th e  w id th  e x tra c te d  from  th e  p lasm a  im age 
reco rded  a t  80 ns (figure 7 10 (b))
In  th e  second case we will exam ine an o th e r  spectroscop ic  im age, figure 7 13, 
recorded  on th e  sam e day  under th e  sam e ex p e rim en ta l cond itions b u t tak e n  260 
ns a fte r  p lasm a  in itia tio n  A t th is  delay  th e  p lasm a  has expanded  considerab ly  
an d  th e  con tinuum  em ission n ea r th e  ta rg e t surface has all b u t  d ied  aw ay
Wavelength (nm)
Figure 7 14 Experimental data leproduced fiom figuie 7 13, graphs (a)-(f) (normalised) 
as well as model fits to data
I t m ay  be seen from  th e  im age in figure 7 13 th a t  a b so rp tio n  (th e  d a rk  a rea) a t  
th e  cen tre  w aveleng th  of th e  tw o tra n s itio n s  ex ten d s for som e d istan ce  a long  th e
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Box Label Box Label
Figure 7 15 Best-fit input parameters calculated dunng the model companson with a 
260 ns spectroscopic image (figuie 7 13)
p lasm a  expansion  d irec tion  A gain  th e  im age has b een  d iv ided  in to  six  boxes w ith  
co rrespond ing  g raphs to  fac ilita te  a  sp a tia l ana lysis  of th e  im age E ach  box  in 
th is  case con tains 40 rows of pixels T h e  box  sizes w ere chosen such th a t  th e  
progression from  highly  self-reversed to  non-reversed  s p e c tra  could be p resen ted  
T h e  tim e  delay of 260 ns was chosen here to  b a lance  th e  com plica ting  issues of p oor 
s ignal-to-noise ra tio  an d  underly ing  co n tin u u m  em ission  n ea r th e  ta rg e t surface
I t m ay be seen from  th e  g rap h  (f) (figure 7 13), th a t  th e  em ission profile em an a tin g  
from  th e  region m  box (f), is d o m in a ted  by th e  a b so rp tio n  coefficient T h is  leads 
to  a  large ab so rp tio n  profile an d  no d iscernab le  em ission  “p eak ” A gain as we move 
to  th e  n ex t box an d  g rap h  labelled  (e) th e  d en sity  has d ro p p ed  som ew hat allow ing 
th e  em ission profile to  em erge as th e  ab so rp tio n  d ro p s off w ith  g rea te r rap id ity
F ig u re  7 14 shows th e  sy n th e tic  sp e c tra  fits to  th e  ex p e rim en ta l d a ta  p resen ted  
m  g rap h s (a )-(f) from  figure 7 13 using  th e  ra d ia tio n  tra n s p o rt  m odel T h e  r- 
sq u ared  value for each fit p resen ted  m  figure 7 14 is >  0 98 F igu re  7 15 shows 
th e  o u tp u ts  from  th e  fittin g  p rocedure , i e th e  in p u t p a ra m e te r  values y ield ing  
g rea tes t co rre la tion  betw een  th e  m odel an d  e x p e rim e n ta l d a ta  sets
I t  m ay  be seen from  figure 7 15 (a) th a t  th e  exc ited  s ta te  d is tr ib u tio n  cr2 decreases
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alm ost linearly  as one m oves closer to  th e  ta rg e t su rface T h is  d is tr ib u tio n  p re ­
d o m in an tly  affects th e  d e p th  of th e  reversed  fea tu re  as it m oves re la tive  to  th e  
s ta t ic  g ro u n d  s ta te  d is tr ib u tio n  w id th  e x tra c te d  from  figure 7 10 (a)
T h e  g ro u n d  s ta te  p o p u la tio n  p a ra m e te r  N ib resu lts  a re  show n in figure 7 15 (b) 
O ver th e  first th re e  sp a tia l boxes (a) to  (c) th e  value of N ib increases only  sligh tly  
T h is  is u n su rp ris in g  du e  to  th e  re la tive ly  long tim e  delay  (260 ns) of th e  im age, 
w here s tro n g  sp a tia l d en sity  g rad ien ts  have decreased  sign ifican tly  From  box (c) 
to  (f) th e  density  increases m ore  rap id ly  as we a p p ro ach  th e  ta rg e t surface T h e  
effect th a t  th e  p o p u la tio n  p a ra m e te r  has on th e  ca lcu la ted  profiles is to  vary  th e  
ra tio  of th e  em ission in ten s itie s  betw een  th e  two sp e c tra l lines as well as th e  ra tio  
of th e  d e p th  of th e  se lf-abso rp tion  holes T h is  m ay be  c learly  seen from  th e  profiles
(a) to  (f) m  figure 7 14
F ina lly  th e  resu lts  from  th e  m odel fits to  th e  ex p e rim en ta l d a ta  for th e  e lec tron  
d en s ity  p a ra m e te r  are  show n m  figure 7 15 (c) H ere we see th a t  th e  e lec tron  
d en s ity  decreases rap id ly  a long  th e  p rim ary  expansion  ax is of th e  p lasm a, m oving 
aw ay from  th e  ta rg e t  su rface  T h e  co n trib u tio n  of th e  e lec tron  densities  to  th e  
profiles can  be seen m  figure 7 14 (a) to  (f) as it b roadens an d  sh ifts  th e  em ission 
profiles as we m ove closer to  th e  ta rg e t  surface
T h e  first tw o spectroscop ic  im ages (figures 7 1 1  an d  7 13) p resen ted  an d  ana lysed  
m  th is  ch a p te r  have been  o b ta in e d  from  single calcium  p lasm a  expansion  m vac­
u u m  In  b o th  cases th e  p o s itio n  of th e  ta rg e t surface m ay  been  clearly  seen a t th e  
b o tto m  of each im age P a i t ia l  b inn ing  of th e  spectroscop ic  im ages showed th a t  
th e  m ag n itu d e  of th e  ra d ia tio n  tra p p in g  was g ie a te s t n ea r th e  ta rg e t surface (dark  
a re a  w ith m  em ission lines) an d  th a t  it decreased  th e  fu rth e r  we looked along th e  
len g th  of th e  p lum e In d ica tio n s  of opac ity  w ithm  th ese  sp e c tra l lines were seen 
to  be lo st w hen  th e  im age w as fully  vertica lly  b inned , as was show n in th e  g rap h  
labe lled  (g) m  figures 7 11 an d  7 13
F ig u re  7 16 shows a  spectro scop ic  im age of th e  in te rac tio n  /  s ta g n a tio n  layer b e ­
tw een  tw o colliding calcium  p lum es show ing th e  3p 64s (2S i /2)-3p 64p (2P 3/ 2ii / 2) C a + 
d o u b le t at 393 36 an d  396 84 nm , taken  400 ns a fte r  p r im a ry  p lasm a  in itia tio n  
T h is  im age was o b ta in e d  using  th e  sam e p rocedu re  o u tlin ed  m  section  6 2 T h e  
p rim a ry  p lasm a  p lum es w ere g e n e ra te d  using 1064 nm , 16 ns pulses from  th e  Spec- 
t ro n  SL-404 laser sy stem  (sec tion  4 3) T h e  d a ta  was acq u ired  on th e  sam e day,
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Figure 7.16: Spectral image showing the 3p64s(2S1/2)-3p64p(2P 3/ 2)i/2) at 393.36 and 
396.84 nm recorded 400 ns after plasma initiation with a 30 ns gate width.
using  th e  sam e experim en ta l cond itions as th e  im aging  a n d  spectroscop ic  d a ta  pre­
sen ted  in  section  6.4. T h is, therefo re  provides an  o p p o r tu n ity  to  co rro b o ra te  th e  
o u tp u ts  from  th e  c o m p u ta tio n a l m odel w ith  th e  in d ep en d en tly  e x tra c te d  p lasm a 
p a ram ete rs .
Im ages o f th e  s ta g n a tio n  layer (figure 6.13, section  6.4) w ere used  to  provide an  
e s tim a te  of th e  leng th  of th e  line-of-sight th ro u g h  th e  in te ra c tio n  region. T his 
p rov ided  an  e s tim a te  of th e  g round  s ta te  p o p u la tio n  d is tr ib u tio n  w id th  a\.  It 
m ay  be  seen from  th e  im age in  figure 7.16 th a t  th e  sp a tia l  d is tr ib u tio n  of th e  
em ission  is q u ite  different to  th a t  of th e  tw o prev iously  p rese n ted  sp ec tra l im ages 
(figures 7.11 an d  7.13). In  th is  case th e  p lum e is n o t co n n ec ted  to  th e  ta rg e t 
su rface a n d  th e  effect of rad ia tio n  tra p p in g  m ay  be seen along  th e  en tire  leng th  
of th e  p lum e. Two im p o rta n t p o in ts  how ever shou ld  be n o te d  a b o u t th is  sp ec tra l 
im age w hen  com paring  it w ith  th e  o th e r  tw o p rev iously  p rese n ted  (figures 7.11 
an d  7.13). F irs tly  th e  sp a tia l scale show n on th e  im age h as  been  changed  in o rder 
to  fit th e  long in te rac tio n  region an d  secondly  th e  ex p an sio n  d irec tio n  on th is  
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plum es expand  from  th e  b o tto m  u p
A gain  six boxes (a)-(f) have been  overlayed on to  th e  spectroscop ic  im age an d  th e  
con ten ts  have been  sum m ed  an d  p lo tte d  m  g rap h s (a)-(f) to  th e  righ t of th e  im age 
If we look sequen tia lly  a t  these  six  g rap h s  beg inn ing  a t  g rap h  (a) (closest to  th e  
ta rg e t surface an d  th e  feeding p lasm as), we see th a t  th e  line profiles are  re la tive ly  
narrow  w ith  m in im al visible hne-reversa l As we m ove to  g rap h  (b) we see th a t  
b o th  lines have b ro ad en ed  conside rab ly  an d  th a t  th e  d e p th  of th e  line reversal 
has increased  T h is  tre n d  con tinues in to  g rap h  (c) w ith  fu rth e r  b ro ad en in g  of 
th e  profiles an d  increased  reversal d e p th  A round  th is  po in t we have reached  th e  
m axim um  density  of th e  in te rac tio n  reg ion  From  here  th e  piofiles narrow  an d  th e  
d e p th  of self-reversal decreases u n til g ra p h  (f), w hich displays sim ilar fea tu res  to  
g raph  (a)
Wavelength (nm)
Figure 7 17 Experimental data leproduced from figuie 7 13, giaphs (a)-(f) (normalised), 
as well as model fits to data
An in te restin g  po in t to  n o te  m ay  be  seen m  g rap h  (g) (figure 7 16), w hich is th e  fully 
vertica lly  b m n ed  trace  of th e  en tire  im age In  th is  g rap h  a  self-reversed profile m ay
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be  clearly  seen T h is  is m  c o n tra s t to  b o th  single p lum e sp e c tra l im ages p resen ted  
p rev iously  m  th is  c h a p te r  In  those  im ages th e  s tro n g  ab so rp tio n  a t th e  tra n s itio n  
w aveleng th  n e a r  th e  ta rg e t surface was m asked  by  th e  em ission a t  th is  w aveleng th  
th a t  was n o t ab so rb ed , a t  positions far from  th e  su rface T h e  fact th a t  th is  does 
n o t h a p p e n  m  th e  im age of th e  in te rac tio n  reg ion  (figure 7 16) m ay  in d ic a te  th e  
m ore sy m m etric  a n d  uniform  density  d is tr ib u tio n  a long  th e  len g th  of th e  p lum e
T h e  profiles show n m  g rap h s (a )-(f) on figure 7 16 have been  re -p lo tted  a long  w ith  
fits from  th e  ra d ia tio n  tra n s p o rt  m odel T heses are  show n m  g rap h s  (a )-(f) on 
figure 7 17 T h e  b e s t fit values for th e  th ree  a d ju s ta b le  in p u t p a ra m ete rs , used  to  




Figure 7 18 Best-fit input paiameteis calculated during the model companson with a 
400 ns spectioscopic image (figure 7 16)
I t m ay  be seen  from  figuie 7 18 (a) th a t  th e  w id th  of th e  exc ited  s ta te  d is tr ib u tio n  
decreases to  a  m in im um  value betw een box (c) an d  (d) A t th is  po in t th e  difference 
betw een  th e  g ro u n d  s ta te  d is tr ib u tio n  an d  th e  exc ited  s ta te  d is tr ib u tio n  is g re a t­
es t T h is  m eans th a t  th e  effective ab so rp tio n  p a th  len g th  is longest, lead ing  to  a  
s tro n g ly  a b so rb e d  profile T h e  g round  s ta te  p o p u la tio n  p a ra m e te r  as a  function  
of position  is p lo tte d  m  figure 7 18 (b) T h e  g ro u n d  s ta te  p o p u la tio n  varies from  
a  m in im um  m  box  (a) to  a  m ax im um  betw een  boxes (c) an d  (d) before  slowly 
ta p e r in g  off
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T h e  sp a tia l d is tr ib u tio n  of e lec tron  density  as a  fu n c tio n  of position  is show n in 
figure 7 18 (c) A n average e lec tron  density  value of ~  1 4 x 1024 m “ 3 can  be 
com pared  w ith  an  average of ~  6 x  1024 m -3  from  figure 6 14 m  section  6 4
7.5 Summary
In  th is  ch ap te r we have d iscussed  m  d e ta il th e  im p lem e n ta tio n  of a  rad ia tio n  tra n s ­
p o r t m odel used  to  s im u la ted  rad ia tio n  tra p p in g  m  op tica lly  th ick  p lasm as E x am ­
ples of experim en ta lly  o b ta in e d  spectroscop ic  im ages show ing th e  C a+ 3p 64s(2S i/2)- 
3p 64 p (2P 3/ 2, 1/ 2) resonance  tra n s itio n s  a t 393 36 a n d  396 48 nm  were analysed  by 
fittin g  th e  rad ia tio n  tra n s p o it  m odel for d ifferent sp a tia l  regions of the  p lasm a  
T h e  m odel can  be used to  s im u la te  th e  effect th a t  o p ac ity  has on the re la tive  line 
in tensities, it m ay also be used  to  e x tra c t p lasm a  p a ra m e te rs  from  self-reversed line 
profiles D ue to  th e  fact th a t  a  B o ltzm an n  d is tr ib u tio n  is em ployed to  p o p u la te  
th e  energy  levels, th e  q u a lity  o f th e  fit m ay  also be considered  an  ind ica tion  of how 
close th e  p lasm a m ay  be  to  local th e rm o d y n am ic  eq u ilib riu m  In th e  nex t c h ap te r 
conclusions and  suggestions for fu tu re  w ork will be  d iscussed
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C h a p t e r  8
C o n c l u s io n s  a n d  F u t u r e  W o r k
T h e  w ork th a t  has been p resen ted  m  th is  thesis  has been concerned  w ith  th e  
expansion  a n d  in te rac tio n  dynam ics of lase r-p ro d u ced  colliding p lasm as V U V  
p h o to a b so rp tio n  im aging, sp ec tra lly  filtered  tim e-reso lved  em ission im aging  and  
sp a tia lly  /  tem porally -reso lved  em ission im aging  spectroscopy  have been  used  as 
d iag n o stic  too ls  to  s tu d y  collisions betw een  exp an d in g  calcium  p lum es
U sing th e  p u lsed  tu n eab le  V U V  p ro b e  b eam  supp lied  by  th e  V P IF , th e  tem p o ra l 
evo lu tion  of th e  sp a tia l d is tr ib u tio n  of g ro u n d -s ta te  C a + species w ith in  th e  p lum e 
was tracked  T h is  was achieved by  tu n in g  th e  w aveleng th  of th e  V U V  b eam  to  
th e  3p-3d resonance  a t 37 34 nm  E qu iva len t w id th  im age sets were p resen ted  for 
a  n um ber of ta rg e t  an d  irra d ia tio n  cond itions T h e  equ ivalen t w id th  im ages were 
subseq u en tly  co nverted  to  colum n density  values using  th e  abso lu te  p h o to io ru sation  
cross section  of th e  3p-3d C a+ resonance m easu red  by Lyon et al [1 ] T h e  expansion  
dynam ics o f th e  p lum es were e x tra c te d  from  th e  equ ivalen t w id th  im ages and  
d iscussed  w ith  resp ec t to  an  ad ia b a tic  expansion  m odel [2]
N um erous im provem en ts have been  m ade  to  th e  V P IF  d u rin g  th e  course  of th is  
w ork how ever a  few ad d itio n a l m odifications w ould  considerab ly  en h an ce  th e  sys­
tem s p e rfo rm an ce  A ga teab le  C C D  cam era  w ould  allow  m uch m ore  flexibility  
to  th e  sam p le  p lasm a  irrad ia tio n  cond itions A t th e  m om ent th e  C C D  cam cra  
accum ula tes  all of th e  V U V  em ission th a t  is t ra n s m itte d  th ro u g h  th e  a lum in ium  
filter d u rin g  a  one second acqu isition  tim e  T h e  p ro tru d in g  knife edge is th e  only 
o b stac le  p rev en tin g  th e  C C D  cam era  from  being  s a tu ra te d  by em ission  from  th e
195
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h o t cen tra l core of th e  sam ple  p lasm a  a t  early  tim e  delays T he  knife edge w ould 
n o t be requ ired  w ith  a  g a te d  C C D  because  th e  cam era  could  be set to  acqu ire  
~  40 ns a fte r p lasm a  in itia tio n  w hen s tro n g  V U V  (<  80 nm ) em ission from  th e  
core has d iss ip a ted  A n o th e r im provem en t th a t  w ould  enhance  th e  perfo rm ance of 
th e  V P  IF  w ould be th e  design of a  new, m ore  flexible ta rg e t cham ber T h e  cu rre n t 
cham ber ofiers very  lim ited  space to  m c o rp o ia te  a  h igh  precision ta rg e t ho lder 
T h is  is necessary  for s ta b ili ty  an d  rep ro d u c ib ility  as th e  ta rg e t  m ust be regu larly  
tra n s la te d  to  offer a  fresh” surface to  th e  in c id en t laser pulses M otorised  tra n s la ­
tio n a l stages w ould p rovide th e  m ost con tro l m  th is  s itu a tio n  If m otorised  stages 
were em ployed, th e n  th e  ta rg e t position  could  be  precisely  horizon tally  tra n s la te d  
w ith  respect to  th e  V U V  beam , th is  could  be u sed  to  increase th e  d istance  w hich 
th e  p lasm a p lum e m u st trav e l before in te rce p tin g  th e  p ro b e  a t long tim e delays 
T h is  would allow th e  p lum e fron t to  be  followed a t m uch longer tim e delays th a n  
th e  150 ns cu rren tly  im posed  by th e  sp a tia l  e x te n t of th e  p robe  beam
A dditiona l experim en ts  th a t  could  be  pe rfo rm ed  using  th e  V P IF  include b ro a d b a n d  
im aging of p lasm a  p lum es If th e  m o n o ch ro m ato r g ra tin g  was set a t zero o rd er a  
b ro ad b a n d  V U V  b eam  (from  th e  co n tin u u m  p lasm a  source) could be used to  p ro b e  
a  p lum e In te rp re ta tio n  of th e  reco rded  im ages w ould  be m uch m ore com plica ted  
b u t th e  SN R  w ould be su b s ta n tia lly  im proved  du e  to  th e  larger ph o to n  fluxes 
A n es tim a te  of th e  p h o to io n isa tio n  cross-sec tion  a t  w avelengths m  which it is 
n o t cu rren tly  know n could  be d e te rm in ed  m  a  reverse  process to  th a t  o u tlin ed  
m  section  5 4 If an  a c cu ra te  value of th e  co lum n density  for specific irra d ia tio n  
conditions is know n using  th e  Lyon cross-section , th e n  th e  pho to iom sation  cross- 
section a t a d iffeien t w aveleng th  could  be ca lc u la te d  using  th a t  N L  value an d  th e  
m ag n itu d e  of th e  equ ivalen t w id th  of a  p lasm a  u n d e r th e  sam e conditions a t th e  
new  w avelength
D uring  th e  ab so rp tio n  im aging  s tu d ies  it w as decided  th a t  em ission im aging of th e  
p lasm a  plum es shou ld  be perfo rm ed  m  o rd er th a t  th e y  m ay  be com pared  w ith  th e  
ab so rp tio n  resu lts  T h e  resu lts  o b ta in e d  from  th o se  p re lim inary  em ission im aging  
were very  in te restin g  an d  were q u ite  d ifferent to  th e  p h o to ab so rp tio n  resu lts  T h e  
p ronounced  s ta g n a tio n  layer observed m  th e  em ission  im ages an d  th e  d e a r th  of 
in fo rm ation  m  th e  l ite ra tu re  on  p lasm as g e n e ra te d  w ith  sim ilar irrad iance  condi­
tio n s  led us to  im prove th e  im aging  se tu p  an d  to  develop exp erim en ta l system s to  
perfo rm  spectroscopy  on  th e  in te rac tio n  region
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R esu lts  o b ta in e d  using  th ese  system s were p resen ted  m  c h ap te i 6 for p lasm as gen­
e ra te d  using th ree  d iffe ien t lasei pulse p a ra m ete rs  T h e  p lum e expansion  an d  
in te rac tio n  dynam ics w ere q u ite  different for th e  th re e  d a ta  sets p resen ted  Two 
processes m  p a rtic u la r  p layed  im p o rta n t roles m  a lte rin g  th e  in te rac tio n  dynam ics 
in th ese  d a ta  sets T h e  first w as th e  g rea te r ab so rp tio n  efficiency of th e  sh o rt w ave­
len g th  pulses (355 nm ) a t  th e  ta rg e t surface w hich c re a te d  h igher k inetic  energy  
p lum es even th o u g h  th e  laser pu lse energy was lower T h e  second process w as th e  
increased  Inverse B re m ss tra h lu n g  ab so rp tio n  of th e  longer w avelength  pulses (1064 
nm ) m th e  p lum e, lead ing  to  h igher exc ita tion  te m p e ra tu re s  w ith in  th e  p lum e a n d  
reduced  p a rtic le  a b la tio n  ra te s  due to  shield ing  of th e  ta rg e t  surface C om bin ing  
these  two processes leads to  h ighly  excited , low velocity  p lum es g en e ra ted  from  
pulses w ith  long w aveleng ths an d  high velocity, lowly ex c ited  p lum es from  sh o rt 
w avelength  pulses T h ese  fac ts  m ay be used to  exp la in  w hy th e  sh o rt w aveleng th  
pulses g en e ra ted  p lum es in te rp e n e tra te d  each o th e r  to  a  g rea te r  degree th a n  th e  
p lum es g en e ra ted  w ith  long w avelength  pulses T h e  ion-ion  m ean-free p a th  is re­
la te d  to  th e  re la tive  collision velocity  of th e  p lum e [3] T h e  h igher th e  re la tive  
velocity, th e  longer th e  lon-ion  m ean-free p a th  T h e  m ore  exc ited  slowly m oving  
p lum es g en era ted  using  th e  long w avelength  pulses h a d  a  sh o rte r  lon-ion m ean-free  
p a th  th e reb y  g en era tin g  a  m ore p ronounced  s ta g n a tio n  layer m  th e  in te rac tio n  re ­
gion All of these  fac to rs  c o n trib u ted  to  th e  com plica ted  in te rac tio n  dynam ics 
observed
W hen  two p lasm a  p lum es collide th e  transfe i of d irec ted  k inetic  energy from  th e  
p rim ary  p lum es in to  th e rm a l energy  m  th e  in te rac tio n  reg ion  occurs th ro u g h  ion 
collisions For th is  reason  a n  in d ependen t m easu re  of th e  ion te m p e ra tu re  in th e  
in te rac tio n  region w ould  be a  very  useful ad d itio n  to  our c u rre n t d iagnostics se tu p  
I t  is n o t know n if th e  e lec tro n  an d  ion te m p e ra tu re s  m  th e  in te rac tio n  region are  
equ ivalen t A d d itio n a lly  energy  tran sfe r from  ions to  e lec trons m  p lasm as is a  slow 
process of th e  o rder of h u n d red s  of nanoseconds [4] an d  m ay  be longer for th e  low 
d en sity  p lum es used  m  th is  w ork T h is  m ay exp la in  th e  re la tive ly  iso th e rm al (in 
space an d  tim e) e lec tron  te m p e ra tu re  profiles recorded  A slow tran sfe r of th e rm a l 
ion energy  g en era ted  d u rin g  lon-ion collisions a t th e  in terface  could  be con tinuously  
h e a tin g  th e  s ta g n a te d  e le c tio n  cloud m  th e  in te rac tio n  reg ion  M ore ieh ab le  m ea­
su rem en ts  of e lec tron  d en s ity  an d  te m p e ra tu re  will be  pe rfo rm ed  m  th e  near fu tu re  
on  th e  in te rac tio n  reg ion  as a  T hom pson  sc a tte r in g  se tu p  is cu rren tly  being  de ­
veloped m  th e  la b o ra to ry  Two new  diffraction  g ra tin g s  have also been  p u rch ased
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a n d  are  aw aiting  in sta lla tio n  m  th e  im ag ing  sp e c tro m e te r  T hese g ra tings  have 
line densities  of 2400 an d  3600 m m -1  T hese  g ra tin g s  w ill sign ificantly  im prove 
th e  sp e c tra l reso lu tion  of th e  system , w hich is very  im p o r ta n t  w hen d e te rm in ing  
e lec tro n  densities  m  low density  p lum es w here S ta rk  b ro ad en in g  of sp ec tra l lines 
is sm all
T h e  g eom etry  used  m  our ex p erim en ta l se tu p , does n o t p rov ide  us w ith  th e  flex­
ib ility  to  sy stem atica lly  a lte r  th e  p lasm a  p a ra m e te rs  (l e th e  collisionality  of th e  
system ) to  a  sufficient degree to  q u a n tita tiv e ly  s tu d y  th e  change from  s ta g n a tio n  
to  in te rp e n e tra tio n  in th e  in te rac tio n  reg ion  A h ead -o n  ta rg e t  geom etry, w here 
th e  in te r-ta rg e t d istance  can  be a c cu ra te ly  varied  is a  m u st for fu rth e r s tu d y  Us­
ing th is  th e  collision velocity  m ay  be accu ra te ly  varied , an d  th e  densities m ay  be 
varied  by contro lling  th e  o n -ta rg e t irrad ian ce  U sing a  sy s te m  like th is  will provide 
full con tro l over th e  collisionality  of th e  p lasm a  A n o th e r  ad v an tag e  p rovided  by a 
h ead -o n  ta rg e t geom etry  is th a t  re su lts  m ay  be read ily  co m p ared  w ith  1-D com pu­
ta tio n a l  m odels of colliding p lasm as J u s t  such a  m odel w as recen tly  developed  m 
D C U  by D r M ark  S ta p le to n  based  on th e  m ultiflu id  m odel developed  by R am bo 
a n d  D enav it [5]
A considerab le  am o u n t of w ork on im aging  an d  spec tro sco p y  of la te ra lly  colliding 
ca lc ium  plasm as was u n d e rta k en  d u rin g  th e  course of th is  w ork b u t no t p resen ted  
m  th is  thesis In  th is  case p lasm as w ere g en e ra ted  n e x t to  each o th er on flat 
ta rg e ts  To com pare th e  effect th a t  th e  a tom ic  w eight h as  on  th e  in te rac tio n  we 
also perfo rm ed  experim en ts  on colliding lith iu m  p lum es W h en  using lith iu m  it 
w as difficult to  form  an  app rec iab le  s ta g n a tio n  layer be tw een  th e  p lum es T his 
w as m o st likely due  to  th e  m uch fas te r expansion  velocity  of ligh ter lith iu m  ions 
lead ing  to  significant in te rp e n e tra tio n  A n exam ple im age se t for la te ra lly  colliding 
lith iu m  plum es is show n m  figure 8 1 A n a rro w b an d  in te rfe rence  filter cen tered  a t 
610 n m  (10 nm  FW H M ) was used  to  im age th e  l s 22 p - ls 23d Li° tra n s itio n  a t  610 3 
n m  F igu re  8 1 (a) an d  (b) show  im ages of th e  to p  a n d  b o tto m  p lasm as being  
g e n e ra te d  ind iv idually  F igu re  8 1 (c) show s th e  in te ra c tio n  w hen  b o th  p lasm as 
a re  g en era ted  a t  th e  sam e tim e an d  figure 8 1 (d) show s th e  resu lt of num erically  
su m m in g  th e  figure 8 1 (a) an d  (b)
C o m p o site  ta rg e ts  have also been  co n s tru c te d  d u rin g  th is  w ork H alf calcium  
a n d  h a lf  lith iu m , m  w hich one p lasm a  was g en e ra ted  on  th e  calcium  ha lf and  
one  on  th e  lith iu m  h a lf  B y using  in terference  filte rs to  select tra n s itio n s  from
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Figure 8.1: Colliding lithium plasmas generated on a flat surface imaged using a narrow­
band filter centered at 610 nm (10 nm FWHM).
each m ate ria l th e  sp a tia l d is tr ib u tio n  of each p lum e could  be im aged separa te ly . 
T h e  ta rg e t p rep a ra tio n  for these  ex p erim en ts  w as very  difficult. T he  soft lith iu m  
m eta l could n o t be m ach ined  therefo re  m oulds w ere co n s tru c te d  and  th e  lith iu m  
w as com pressed in to  these  m oulds to  p rovide fla t a n d  angled ta rg e t geom etries. 
To p reven t ox id isation  of th e  lith iu m  surface th e  com pression  of th e  ta rg e ts  was 
perfo rm ed  in an  a rgon  a tm osphere . A lim ited  n u m b er of laser sho ts  could be fired 
on  these  ta rg e ts  before th e  requ ired  re-m ould ing . However, fu rth e r s tu d y  using  
these m u lti-m ate ria l ta rg e ts  shou ld  be  perfo rm ed  d esp ite  these difficulties.
A  d is tin c t advan tage  of using tw o ta rg e t m a te ria ls  is th a t  it is possible to  de te rm ine  
th e  ex ten t of th e  in te rp e n e tra tio n  betw een  tw o p lasm as of differing m ate ria l using 
th e  im aging sp ec tro m ete r. T h is  can  be  achieved  by  position ing  th e  en tran ce  slit 
of th e  sp ec tro m e te r such th a t  it view s th e  in te rac tio n  reg ion  para lle l to  th e  ta rg e t  
face (i.e. by rem oving th e  dove p rism ). T h e n  if a  sp e c tra l w indow  is selected  
con ta in ing  em ission lines from  b o th  m ate ria ls  th e  s p a tia l  overlap  of th e  em ission 
lines from  the  d ifferent m a te ria ls  will be  th e  d is ta n c e  in w hich th e  two p lum es have 
in te rp e n e tra te d  in to  each o th er. U sing th is  tech n iq u e  th e  in te rp en e tra tio n  d e p th  
versus re la tive  velocity  of th e  collision could  be  exp lored .
F ina lly  in ch ap te r 7 a  ra d ia tio n  tra n s p o r t  m odel was im plem en ted  to  help  u n ­
d e rs ta n d  rad ia tio n  tra p p in g  a n d  th e  effect th a t  it h as on our spectroscopic  work.
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T h e  m odel was used  to  ana ly se  th re e  sp a tia lly  an d  tem porally -reso lved  calcium  
spectroscop ic  im ages P la sm a  p a ra m ete rs  were e x tra c te d  from  th e  im ages by  fit­
tin g  th e  tra n s p o rt  m odel to  th e  sp e c tra  by  ite ra tiv e ly  vary ing  th re e  a d ju s ta b le  
in p u t p a ra m e te rs  T h e  ex p erim en ta lly  observed sp e c tra  w ere m  excellent agree­
m en t w ith  th e  ca lcu la ted  sy n th e tic  sp e c tra  T h e  resu lts  o b ta in e d  from  th e  fittin g  
of th e  sp e c tra l im ages w as p resen ted  an d  discussed F u r th e r  a u to m a tio n  of th e  
fittin g  a lg o rith m  shou ld  be perfo rm ed  to  enable  a u to m a tic  f ittin g  of all 1024 spec­
t r a  co n ta ined  w ithm  each  sp e c tra l im age T h is  w ould p rov ide  m uch m ore sp a tia l  
in fo rm ation  th a n  th e  p a r t ia l  b inn ing  in to  six  boxes, as has b een  perfo rm ed  here
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E qq Io n isa tio n  energy  of th e  lower of th e  tw o ion stages 61
A E çq Io n isa tio n  p o te n tia l low ering fac to r 61
G  Free-free G a u n t fac to r 62
£ F ree-b o u n d  co n tin u u m  correc tion  fac to r 62
C h a p t e r  4
A n A tom ic  n u m b er 74
4> L aser irra d ia n c e  74
Q e  Q u a n tu m  efficiency 81
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